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ABSTRACT
The critical theoretical school of archaeology amplifies the relevance of our
contemporary context to the efficacy of our practice with an explicit recognition of the
assumptions and biases we carry to the field. How we investigate the past reverberates in
the present, as our explorations o f history—what it is and how we disseminate it to the
greater public— shape our vision for the future. Current global conflicts o f the day
suggest we have failed in presenting a meaningful history o f the past—one that fully
encompasses the rich diversity and interconnections of humans that are staples of the
modem era. In particular, individuals, who constitute the core of social groups, have
failed to be considered in any depth, ultimately perpetuating a one-dimensional view of
the past.
Numerous primary source accounts from and secondary reckonings of the era of
the American Civil War have been compiled to comprise tomes that present scenes and
issues of this significant juncture in American history. These volumes are an excellent
complement to the archaeological record of Civil War sites, which has only recently
burgeoned as a result o f historic preservation and cultural resource management
compliance work. Recent Civil War archaeology undertakings attempt to address a
plethora o f issues, including the movements of the war, the fortifications erected, the
methodology to locate sites, and sporadic discussion about a few individuals o f the war.
These most recent Civil War archaeological studies provide the necessary foundation
for extending our understanding o f the American Civil War to a discussion of the particular
individuals who operationalized the conflict. Frequently, the camps occupied by these
soldiers, in theory meant to conform to rigid guidelines, deviated from the regulations.
Through a study of the daily practices o f soldiers in the camp setting interpreted in the
archaeological and historical records, with respect to power relations embedded in the chainof-command and alternate power dynamics that arose as a result o f daily practices, this
deviation may be understood. Such a study allows us to return our examination of history to
the particular, the individuals o f the past who indeed are history.

EVERYDAY LIFE OF WAR
A Reflexive Analysis o f American Civil War Soldiers in the Military
Environment through a Prism o f Context, Practice, and Power

INTRODUCTION

Among the prevailing discourses o f the social science disciplines, perhaps the
reflexive and critical schools amplify most resonantly today, as correlations between the
past and present are made explicit. In our anthropological, archaeological, and historical
studies today, an understanding o f our goals become paramount to effective practice.
Broiling beneath the essence of our methodological research and science bubbles the
babble o f our own voices, as they reveal our perspectives of the human place in life
cycles. That we understand our pursuits to be credible in the guise of self-evident truths,
at the very least (we hope) our research remains a pursuit of rigor and tests, which always
leads towards refined questions—though not without a backward step a time or two—
which seem to lead us to an ever-increasing understanding of ourselves as humans
through our investigations o f the past.
We hedgingly or openly acknowledge the subjective paradox o f our studies,
proceeding all the while against the odds to tease some truth, perhaps shed some light,
contribute some human understanding, in the midst o f a global situation that desperately
needs to be understood in hope for the future. In this reflexive day and age we have
begun to make it our duty as scholars to audibly renounce the sins of our biases, which
cannot but reverberate, subliminally or otherwise, through the strands of our research.
Simultaneously we strive to controvert such bias through a methodology that filters
subjectivity.
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Foucault poses this question of discourse: “How is it that one particular statement
appeared rather than another?” (1972:27). In our articulations of the past, in light of the
reflexive research that pushes our studies today, this question becomes the linchpin of our
endeavors, as we seek to reincorporate a plethora o f voices from the past to articulate a
more complete interpretation o f it. Foucault reminds,

It is supposed therefore that everything that is formulated in discourse was already
articulated in that semi-silence that precedes it, which continues to run obstinately
beneath it, but which it covers and silences. The manifest discourse, therefore, is really
no more than the repressive presence o f what it does not say; and this ‘not-said’ is a
hollow that undermines from within all that is said... We must be ready to receive every
moment of discourse in its sudden irruption; in that punctuality in which it appears, and
in that temporal dispersion that enables it to be repeated, known, forgotten,
transformed, utterly erased, and hidden, far from all view, in the dust of books.
Discourse must not be referred to the distant presence of the origin, but treated as when
it occurs. [1972:25, emphasis added]

This thesis, while exploring elements of the human past, serves as an interjection in our
particular discourse, as well as a personal opportunity to articulate a point of view,
conceived in the chaotic fragmented discipline as it exists today, that suggests our roles
as stewards have failed to be enacted in a manner appropriate for conveying and
disseminating information to the public audience.
Every delible word that we lay down for the public audience articulates with
greater meaning to the manifold, making its indelible imprint as we pass off a body of
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knowledge that will, at best, only ever be great annotated fiction, perpetuating a
mythology of history which shapes and charters our conduct o f the future. The
prevailing body o f critical theory today (Clarke 1973; Flannery 1982; Hodder 1999;
Leone 1998) has revealed the political implications o f the intuitive flexibility in
formulating histories in the disciplines in which we operate. The current reflexive
literature reminds us that underlying and overt concerns and assumptions can never be
disembodied from the practitioner in practice (Clifford 1988; Hodder 1999). This
perspective does not limit archaeology, but rather enriches the number o f experiences that
may be brought to bear in the necessary, analogical interpretation of the past.
Clearly, we must recognize that as purveyors o f the past, we sit in privileged
positions, as access to evidences o f the past for the purposes o f empirical examination
falls within our daily physical realities, for we can actually touch the physical remains of
the past—roll the dirt o f it through our fingers, measure it, quantify it, calculate,
interpolate it, and then extrapolate it, figuring and reconstructing history politically,
socially, ideologically, environmentally. To a certain extent, access to these evidentiary
sources and the somewhat arbitrary qualifying credentials imposed by regulating
guidelines and professional organizations limit who can fully articulate an evidentiarysound conceptualization o f or perspective about the past.
While I acknowledge the inherent inequality in who can create the histories
presented in text, I believe that we can counter these logistical issues with the exercise of
a mindset that includes, at the very least, contributing a multi-vocal and globally
interconnected story of the past, while employing and relying upon as complete a data set
as possibly can be compiled. Laura Wilkie explicitly defines history, a “conglomeration
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of past voices combining to tell the events o f their time as they saw and interpreted them”
(2000:xvi), returning intuitively and necessarily to the individual in practice.
This thesis attempts to return to the individual soldiers o f the American Civil War,
revealing how individuals of the past become relevant in the present global context,
examining military structure, the broader field of Civil War archaeology, the ethical
dimension o f soliciting information from avocational and amateur archaeologists and
relic hunters and collectors, and other theoretical, methodological, and epistemological
issues, including how and why individuals of the past, history, should be investigated and
who qualifies as authority. Ultimately, I hope to insert my own voice into our field’s
discourse, in turn contributing to the processes, practices, and ideas that continue to shape
the present.
It is not some strange happenstance that history, the interrelated tomes that we
sculpt from fragmentary, tattered, remains to high-tech, digital, moment-by-moment
capture media, seems to cycle. As individuals, we frequently look to our pasts to shape
how we will make decisions for the future, examining our options from the most limiting
perspective to the larger global context. It is precisely these kinds of identity-shaping
experiences we draw from our pasts that become reiterated in the present, sometimes in
eerie, self-fulfilling prophecies.
The prevailing global conflict, which seems to pit the United States against
factions in Iraq in an undertaking that involves the use o f force reminds us of the fragility
o f human relations in a volatile, political world. In the guise o f interests o f the general
public, American and Iraqi soldiers become the respective military machines that lumber
on as the trappings o f war are operationalized and sequenced and strategized and
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logisticized, while the media broadcast the movements o f war for our everyday
entertainment-viewing with the clicks o f a few buttons. Detached and desensitized, we
sometimes forget that these operational, sequential, strategic, and logistical processes
about which we speak are in reality the consensual manipulation of a number of
conscious individuals, who become but actors on our screens in a power over struggle
that plays in a box for us when we care enough to take a look.
This appalling detachment from the humans o f the machine has been somewhat as
pervasive in our investigations o f military-related archaeological sites. While Civil War
archaeological studies of the last thirty years have been significant in shaping an
appropriate field methodology, it has only been in the last decade that practitioners in the
field have turned to anthropology to ask questions relevant to a “Wilkean” history of
these sites. Civil War archaeological sites, particularly winter hut encampments, prove to
be an excellent data set by which to analogically resurrect the soldiers who fought in the
conflict through an interpretation of the practices o f the soldiers in the field setting.
In theory, these encampments were to conform to a set of measured guidelines
laid out in the official manuals o f both the Confederate and Union armies; however,
archaeological investigations have proven, in fact, that they frequently deviate from the
standards (Jensen 1999). Understanding why this deviation occurred necessarily involves
an intensive, theoretical and cognitive examination o f the regulations, the rank structure
and the chain-of-command, juxtaposing these ideal abstractions with the individual
practices o f each soldier in the field setting as the archaeological and historical records
document. These practices must be interpreted with respect to the power dynamics
intricately intertwined with the ideal rank structure and chain-of-command. The
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negotiation o f this constructed power structure in practice through alternate avenues
examined herein highly influences how we interpret behaviors from evidentiary sources
and ultimately those individuals. Therefore, in seeking to understand the deviation which
occurred at military encampments, the structured regulations o f each army in theory will
be juxtaposed with the reality of how camps were constructed and how soldiers behaved,
attempting to discern the alternate power dynamics in the military setting that
undermined the rank structure and permitted such deviations to occur.
Though the historical record documents camp life o f the Civil War, very few deal
specifically with the daily practices o f soldiers with respect to power dynamics. As the
United States was tom asunder through the exercise o f secession, the state o f Virginia
found itself in a tenuous position. Caught in the middle, its statesmen ultimately voted to
uphold the notion o f state sovereignty, and Virginia soon proved to be a major
battleground upon which the war would be waged. Thoroughly ravaged by the war,
numerous operations, maneuvers, and strategies have left their mark on the Virginia
landscape, providing a rich archaeological record by which to investigate the soldiers
who participated in the conflict, as each army vied to gain or maintain a position in
Washington, D C. One such strategic maneuver included vying for control o f major
railroad networks, which provided an optimum means by which to transport both soldiers
and supplies. As a result, the railroad depot Manassas Junction in northern Virginia
became the focus of military operations. Quickly, northern Virginia, due to Manassas
Junction’s close proximity to the Federal capital, was overwhelmed by these operations
o f the war, as each respective army moved into the area surrounding Washington, D.C.
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Initially controlled by the Confederate army in the early years o f the war, the
station was fortified by several earthworks and entrenchments. Those Confederate
soldiers charged with its defense constructed, per orders an encampment, Camp Pickens,
the remains of which provides a data set by which to examine the deviation o f camp
layout that frequently occurred in practice. Through an investigation of the daily
practices of soldiers with respect to power dynamics, hypothetically this deviation may
be understood. Investigated by Cultural Resource archaeologists, the archaeological
record o f Camp Pickens, supplemented and complemented with the historical record,
including general war orders, cartography, personal records and letters, and photographs,
offers unique insight into the reality o f the field setting, as soldiers fought to survive both
on the battlefield and in camp, regardless o f the imposed guidelines set forth for them.
Examining practices with respect to power in the winter encampment of Camp
Pickens, which still today scars the Virginia landscape, refracts the individuals o f the
Civil War, returning soldiers to the landscape in the field setting. This prismatic
refraction serves to remind us vividly of the hardships pervading the military
environment, as soldiers negotiated on a daily basis within and between the military
structure to endure the utter chaos o f war. As we continue to wage war today, a return to
history and individual soldiers o f the Civil War in their temporary field domiciles, as
evinced through both the archaeological and historical records o f encampments, enables
us to formulate an informed perspective o f the contemporary military field setting,
serving, I hope, as a mild interjection in the discourse which enlightens the general
public’s mindset, while the semi-silences, too, echo the cacophony o f voices o f history.

CHAPTER I
CIVIL WAR ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNDERTAKINGS

A general survey of the documentary record o f the Civil War reveals a vast sea of
literature, including anthological texts, oral histories, personal documentary accounts,
regimental histories, cartographic records, photographs, and considerably more. A
sizeable body o f historical literature, given the relatively short duration of the war, 18611865, unfortunately, scholars have paid comparatively little heed to an alternative, though
equally critical complement o f the Civil War historical record, the archaeological record
o f Civil War sites, including battlefields, temporary encampments, and winter hut camps.
Though in no way paralleling the extant body of historical documentation o f the
American Civil War, the field of American Civil War archaeology has burgeoned in the
last decade. One o f the few fortunate side-effects to commercial development, a growing
interest in this field has largely been fostered by urban and economic development and
expansion, as Cultural Resource Management (CRM) companies more and more
frequently encounter Civil War sites during the course o f compliance work. The growing
archaeological record such CRM interests generate provides a rich data set for exploring
theoretical and substantive questions of that era of United States history. Furthermore, in
1991 the Society o f Historical Archaeology sponsored sessions on the archaeology o f the
Civil War, hoping to advance the study beyond the events surrounding and leading up to
the war, shifting the field from its more traditional historical considerations, reorienting
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our investigations towards anthropological, methodological and epistemological
questions and concerns.

Methodological Developments
Haecker (1998) demonstrate the boons o f the newly emerging digital and remote
sensing technologies to locate and map Civil War sites, particularly at the site o f Camp
Lewis in New Mexico. In a similar vein, Beverly, Jr. (2001) explores the methodological
efficacy o f shovel testing as an appropriate means by which to locate site structures, as he
attempts to identify building locations and activity areas at the Machine Shop Complex at
Camp Nelson in Kentucky. Beverly, Jr. incorporates GIS analysis, effectively arming
Civil War archaeologists with a field-ready knowledge for examining Civil War camps.
Furthermore, he questions the analogical efficacy o f one-to-one correlations o f
architectural artifacts, such as nails, as adequate indicators o f architectural structures.
Smith calls for the establishment o f archaeological fa cts (1994:16), a series o f
guides to artifact and feature recognition o f Civil War sites, providing a rubric for
archaeologists for site recognition in situ. A variety o f the more recent methodological
Civil War archaeological undertakings (Balicki, et al 2002; Jensen 1999; Jolley 1997;
Jones 1999; Laird 1998) have aided in drafting blueprints for Civil War site recognition.
Complementing site recognition has been the development o f alternative methods by
;

which to locate Civil War sites, as well, including the use o f metal detector equipment
(Jolley 1997; Jones 1998, 1999; Laird 1998).
As preservation increasingly became a priority with the passage o f the National
Historic Preservation Act in 1966, more Civil War sites fell into public trust through
compliance work brought on by urban renewal and expansion. In the past few decades,
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amateur and avocational archaeologists, relic hunters, pot hunters, and looters, who
themselves or whose families had worked these sites over since the end of the conflict in
1865, have begun to provide professional archaeologists and historians with information
about Civil War cultural materials, a considerable portion of which include metal objects
and fragments recovered with metal detectors. These sources (Crouch 1978; Newton
2002a, 2002b) enrich our understanding of how different types o f Civil War sites, from
battlefield to camps, were situated on or in the ground, often providing general
provenience data for a variety o f cultural materials that no longer remain at these various
sites.
This new relationship, fostered between the public, who had and has an interest in
these sites, and archaeologists, has had profound implications and consequences for our
discipline. Increasing partnerships with these avocationalists, who frequently recovered
cultural materials through the use of metal detectors, have aided us in formulating more
appropriate field methodologies for properly identifying Civil War camp sites. Given
the brevity o f the conflict overall, Civil War sites tend to be ephemeral, especially as a
large number of dug-ih features were capped in the years immediately following the war
in an effort to return the landscape to its antebellum state (Newton 2002a). Metal
detectors have aided significantly in the relocation of these sites. Additionally, the
relationships professional archaeologists have begun to foster with avocationalists
(Balicki 2003) have served to arm both the academe and CRM firms with a more
appropriate field toolkit.
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Transitional Studies
Other more recent studies in Civil War archaeology have presented the
archaeological record as verifiable proof for regimental movement across and presence
on the landscape, as these events pertained to the larger flux o f battles and maneuvers
(Balicki, et. al. 2002). Kostro’s work (2003) deviates from methodological and
chronological issues, turning our attention at Civil War sites to the civilians who were
present. His work implicitly addresses the issue of what the past is and who should be
represented in the fullness of its context.
Some studies have sought to divert our attention from the battlefield and field
fortifications, with a concerted shift to the examination of the various types of camps
occupied by soldiers during the course o f the war (Balicki 2000). Balicki presents an
interesting examination o f a Union fort, turning our attention finally to the individual,
seeking identity in the archaeological record.

In the wake o f Glassie’s (1975) classic

folk architecture study, Nelson (1982) briefly addresses the structures o f camp life,
exploring the encampment as vernacular architecture. His discussion o f camp structures
in such an anthropological vein has fostered other anthropological questions about these
camp sites and their daily operations during the course o f the war.

Previous Encampment Investigations
Civil War archaeological undertakings specifically involving winter encampments
include Lesser, McBride, and Brashler’s (1994) study o f the Union Cheat Summit Fort
and the Confederate Camp Allegheny sites. Lesser, McBride, and Brashler examine the
history o f the events particular to the Civil War that led to the occupation of the area, as
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well as the battles that occurred during the period o f the encampments’ occupations.
While Lesser, McBride, and Brashler propose that these two sites present an interesting
juxtaposition because the camps were occupied simultaneously by opposing armies, they
merely point in that direction rather than travel the path.
Utilizing the archaeological record o f Camp Nelson, McBride (1994) juxtaposes
the supplies recovered there with the supplies recovered from other Civil War and
domestic sites. McBride notes the relative frequencies of particular cultural materials
recovered from Camp Nelson, including ceramics and faunal materials, contrasting them
with those from other Civil war and domestic sites. In particular, McBride draws
attention to the considerable frequency o f buttons located at Camp Nelson, suggesting
this was indicative o f the highly functional nature o f Camp Nelson (1994:147). Briefly,
McBride focuses on the drinking practices o f soldiers (1994:149), though ultimately he
fails to conceptualize the processes behind the practices, satisfying himself with one level
o f analysis.
Jensen (1999) has provided Civil War archaeologists with an excellent rubric by
which to evaluate the presence of Civil War encampments in the ground. Drawing on a
variety o f sites, he drafts a manual for Civil War camp site recognition, identifying
footprints for such sites to serve as a guide for the prudent field archaeologist. Jensen’s
draft o f a how-to guide to Civil War camp site recognition allows him to propose more
effective field methodology strategies, while also considering the issue o f collaboration
or partnerships with avocational archaeologists, relic hunters, and looters (1999:143).
Jensen’s in-depth perusal of encampments even goes so far as to address anthropological
issues, posing the question o f why camp sites deviated from regulation. This issue
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broached in Jensen’s work serves as the point o f departure for this work, as the pursuit of
understanding deviation from regulation necessarily leads to the daily practices o f the
soldiers, returning again to the individual.

Returning to Individuals in Civil War Archaeology
A growing concern for the individual, as well as cognitive and symbolic
associations, in the wake o f the more systemic, processual studies o f the 1960s and 1970s
in the field o f archaeology writ large have only slightly begun to impress the more
particular field o f Civil War archaeology. Smith puts the challenge of Civil War
archaeology today in these words:

An archaeology o f the Civil War must contribute pertinent new data, avoiding the
trivial.. .Before archaeologists can offer germane contributions, they have a
responsibility to assimilate this effort to the extent possible, to gain a solid
understanding o f previous historical interpretations o f the war (Seasholes 1990:17-19;
Schuyler 1988:41). This task should not be viewed as a detriment or a limitation to the
conduct o f archaeology. Nor should it be seen as requiring archaeologists to become
historians. Rather, the call is for archaeologists to enhance the relevance o f
archaeological work at Civil War sites by becoming historical archaeologists, defined
here as scientists using and integrating the information provided by both documents and
archaeology, rather than simply archaeologists excavating sites of the historic period.
Such historical research not only should aid in developing a context for archaeological
research, but also should stimulate the discipline toward asking questions that count
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(Cleland 1988:16), questions that have not been asked before or at least not asked
within the context of the archaeological record. [1994:10, emphasis added]

While Smith’s dismissal o f archaeologists becoming historians proves to be hasty, as
archaeologists by nature o f their very pursuit of the investigation o f the past are indeed
historians, his call for practitioners today to utilize the vast array of historical documents
to enhance their archaeological pursuits offers keen advice for the archaeologist who
seeks to perform the most methodologically sound and “objective” investigation. He
continues, stating,

the challenges of developing an archaeology of the Civil War, then, are great and
complex. But the physical manifestations of the past, as seen in an archaeological
/

assemblage, should focus attention firmly on what and how archaeology can contribute
to an understanding o f the Civil W ar...In studying military sites, archaeologists have a
wonderful opportunity to refine many of their studies o f status and ethnicity and to
enhance their recognition of human behavioral patterns. [ 1994:14-15, emphasis added]

Geier (1994), a pioneer of Civil War archaeological undertakings, proposes to
move Civil War archaeology in the direction o f social history. Geier notes the growing
interest popularly in focusing on the “war’s impact on the lives o f soldiers and civilians
in the United States during and after the war” (1994:191). However, Geier continues on
to criticize the academe, though he himself a member, stating that “academic research
into these broader questions o f impact on lifeways has been slow to develop” (1994:191).
Geier declares,
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For all the war’s epic quality, the conduct and cessation o f hostilities were certainly not
ends in themselves. Instead, the war must be regarded as the beginning of a
progression o f major economic, social, political, demographic, and philosophical events
that have shaped, and continue to shape, our nation. [1994:191-192]
In effect, Geier has attempted to broaden the scope o f Civil War archaeology, as he opens
the field up to new questions through his insightful perspective o f a dynamic war, the
onset of which proceeded far earlier than battle and the end o f which came much later
than surrender. Like Smith, Geier propounds an investigation that esteems equally the
archaeological and historical records. Where historical documentation is found wonting,
the archaeology supplements and vice versa. Geier states,

In those areas, and for those topics where the written record is inadequate,
archaeological sites that are the product o f those human events contain the only
remaining evidence o f certain aspects of personal, local, and regional social history. In
this situation, the m ethod and technique o f archaeology, in conjunction with the
remaining historic record, supply a voice and an identity to those people and events
which otherwise would be lost to history. [1994:192, emphasis added]
The melding o f the historical and archaeological record, according to Geier, allows us to
return to the individual, revitalizing the humans who lived the experience.
Increasingly, the individual has come to reenter our scope o f studies in Civil War
archaeology, albeit at the periphery. Speaking to the practicing archaeologist today,
Potter and Geier advise reflexivity, advocating that “much o f the existing scholarly work
and historic data pertinent to the Civil W ar.. .be reexamined from a more impartial,
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multidisciplinary, and anthropological-social historical perspective” (Geier and Potter
2000:xxv). David Orr presents a series o f case studies through an investigation of
individuals, both soldiers and civilians alike, relating them back to the cultural landscape,
.to demonstrate “how archaeology can provide perspectives and matrices useful in
understanding the social history o f the Civil War” (1994:22)
Fryman attempts to examine the repercussion o f the individual in the war effort
(2000). Exploring the fortifications o f the Confederate and Union armies, he contends
that an “analysis o f the placement, construction, occupation, and armaments placed in the
fortifications provides new insights into the cultural factors, such as perceptions of
military engineering and tactics” (2000:43), as well as reveals dispositions of the
engineers responsible for the construction of the defensive structures. While Fryman’s
focus encapsulates one individual’s part in the war—a civilian engineer whose lack of
knowledge regarding military weaponry and artillery led to a misplacement o f the
Confederate fortifications constructed in and around Atlanta in 1863—he fails to consider
further the far-reaching consequences o f such a mistake and the contingencies thereof.
Galke’s (2000) archaeological investigations of various occupation sites on
Manassas Battlefield lead her to discern a distinct subculture of African Americans in the
Virginia Piedmont, much like Kostro’s (2003) work seeks to do. Her research, while
somewhat successful at elucidating a non-Anglo, distinct, cultural presence on the
landscape, unfortunately omits a full consideration o f the bloody context in which these
individuals lived in the years 1861-1865, neglecting such contingent questions as the
possible transformations such a conflict potentially provoked within this subculture.
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Geier attempts to synthesize intensive archival research with the archaeological
record to examine the Hatcher-Cheatham Site in Chesterfield County, Virginia to
examine how the violence of the war affected lifeways in that area (1994:193). Geier’s
foray into the documentary record recovers the individuals o f the Cheatham family and
elucidates how the war impacted the family as the Cheathams found themselves trapped
between opposing armies. Geier explores the movement o f the armies around the
Cheatham property, providing thorough detail of the archaeological record that notes the
military presence on the landscape, as well as Dr. Cheatham’s medical practice; however,
ultimately Geier’s discussion of the impact o f these events on the family and any
conjecture as to the Cheatham’s day-to-day life during the military movements across the
property is but limited, coming closest with his closing remark on the Cheathams: “In
effect, what to a young couple in 1858 had been the promise o f the future, was abandoned
and lay in ruin less than six years later” (1994:213).
Potter and Owsley (2000) attempt to revitalize the individuals o f history through
an intensive archaeological and historical examination of the events that occurred at
Antietam.

Seeking to “bring a human face out of the grids and charts that are an

essential part o f scientific research” (Potter and Owsley 2000:56), Potter and Owsley
recount the strategic and logistical movements of the opposing armies of the Civil War at
Antietam Creek in Maryland in 1862. They recount the extensive excavations o f four
graves o f soldiers and the respective cultural materials located with and around each left
behind in the archaeological record as a result o f these movements across the mid
nineteenth century landscape. The synthesis o f the documentary records and the
archaeological remains allow Potter and Owsley to put a name to one o f the individuals
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unearthed during the course of their excavations. While able to ascribe religious practice
and ethnicity, unfortunately Potter and Owsley choose not to explore the anthropological
considerations of the relative positions o f the individual soldiers based on these very
identity markers.

New Considerations for Civil War Archaeology
The proliferation o f work on any particular subject of history adds layers to our
understanding, each one refracting the light by which we view the past. As clarifying as
these studies have been for our research purposes, filling the vacuums o f our knowledge
with methodological tools and historical details, time, so they say, marches on, and we
are in constant need o f a shift in focus. Balicki’s (2003) endeavor to examine soldiers in
the context of everyday camp life is particularly germane as a point o f departure for
elucidating a meaningful past, in which the human aspects o f the Civil War, the social
relationships enacted on a violent landscape, which ultimately shaped consciously, semiconsciously, subconsciously and unconsciously the course o f the war, become the
subjects o f investigation. Jensen’s question o f deviation from regulation, too, ties into an
examination o f individuals in everyday life, embroiled or not in the daily practices of
camp life. The ever-growing number o f archaeologically documented Civil War
encampments, particularly Camp Pickens, serve as a ripe data set for returning Civil War
archaeology writ large to a study of the individual, including the soldiers charged with
waging the war.
In articulating our versions o f the past, however, we must keep in mind the lesson
o f what history is. Despite the prevailing critique that seeks to bridge the chasms that
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separate social science disciplines today (Lightfoot 1995), a coherent understanding of
what history is and how an understanding o f it is important for us today has yet to be
fully considered in our archaeological undertakings. Moving history beyond the bounds
o f a structured discipline, it becomes the sum of all past human action and interaction,
preserved differentially in oral historical and archaeological memories. Some of the
latest historical archaeology studies (Deetz 1993; Delle 1998; Hall 2000; Schrire 1995;
Spector 1993; Wilkie 2000) have attempted to demonstrate what Eric W olf articulated in
1982—transglobal interconnections, the least common denominator being the individual.
This pursuit, aptly demonstrated in W olfs (1982) work, should be a fundamental line in
any scholarly work. Though Foucault suggests there are discontinuities as well as
continuities (2000), our tasks as scholars charge us with discerning the difference. Our
questions then become: who are the individuals of history? Were they connected, and if
so, how? An examination o f the Civil War encampment, particularly Camp Pickens,
permits us to return once again to the individuals of the past, allowing us to revitalize
their landscape and reintroduce them to it again, as we venture guesses at these questions
with respect to the present day.

CHAPTER II
REFRACTING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL:
EMPLOYING A THEORETICAL, PRISMATIC FRAMEWORK

Any investigation of the past, due to its contingency upon analogy, involves the
imposition of a theoretical construct, though not necessarily explicated. The reflexive
school o f the day reacquaints us with this explicitly, as does a perusal o f our discipline’s
own growth and development, revealing, perhaps, trends in theory diachronically, such as
cultural particularism in the early twentieth century and behavioral functionalism in the
1960s and 1970s. Increasingly, contextual analysis has grown in the last three decades to
be paramount in effective archaeological interpretation. Unfortunately, the rather slow
development o f an effective field methodology at Civil War sites and Civil War
archaeology’s traditional ties to history have retarded intensive theoretical interpretations
o f Civil War archaeological sites.
While historically archaeological theory has moved from a descriptive to a
behavioral framework (Trigger 1989; Willey and Sabloff 1993), the use o f such a
behavioral lens to read the archaeological data o f a winter encampment like Camp
Pickens reveals very little o f the individuals who comprised the history o f the camp, little
more than the volumes the Civil War historical record reveal. Though interesting at the
most generic level of anthropological study, the use o f behavioral models and the
generation of functional laws consider only how cultural subsystems interact and relate
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and fail miserably in the consideration of how these behaviors and subsystems are
reproduced in social practice by individuals. The application o f an analytical construct to
archaeological sites that meanders down roads less traveled— through, beneath, between
and within the historical chronicle— seeks to arrive once again at the individual.

Building a Prism
Given that every theoretical construct is functional by its very nature, i.e. we
employ such perspectives as tools for understanding, hence functioning as reality
constructs, a synthesis o f a number o f the current lenses into a multi-faceted prismatic
framework proves most useful for elucidating a meaningful past that reincorporates
individuals, as previous endeavors (Balicki 2003; Fryman 2000; Galke 2000; Geier and
Potter 2000; Jensen 1999; Potter and Owsley 2000) have attempted. Carefully chiseled,
this prism refracts the individual through facets that include daily practices and multi
contexts, reflected against power dynamics and ideally-established cognitive structures.

Where We Begin
More than fifty years ago, Evans-Pritchard (1963) noted among a certain group in
Africa that social segments aggregated and disaggregated based upon the individuals
comprising particular groups in particular social circumstances. From these observations,
Evans-Pritchard developed the notion o f structural distance, discerning among social
segments o f the Nuer subtle political mechanisms that maintained Nuer society. The
relative structural distance between various groups o f the Nuer helped to direct the nature
of practical relations, guiding behavior through specific prescriptions and proscriptions.
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Both the Union and Confederate militaries had a specific rank structure for their
soldiers. A hierarchy o f order by rank stipulated practically what the chain-of-command
was, and therefore, limited the structural distance among groups of soldiers relatively
based on rank. Each rank, increasingly more powerful, carried particular responsibilities
as well as privileges. Mandated guidelines dictated that behavior rigidly follow this
hierarchy. Interaction among soldiers frequently was limited by rank. Access to
different areas, as well, was restricted, as was access to particular commodities. Pay and
apportionment were based on rank. These imposed prescriptions and proscriptions
established structural distance among and between ranks, ultimately sculpting the
interaction of the soldiers of the army to maintain an efficient military mechanism
Yet in reality, soldiers o f both the Confederate and Union armies failed to obey
some of the guidelines stipulated by the regulations established for each army.
Archaeologically, this is evident at winter encampments where haphazard layouts
undermine regulation through noncompliance (Jensen 1999). Understanding why this
deviation occurred necessarily returns us to the individual soldier in the field setting on a
practical, daily basis.

Idealizing the Military
Calling on a number o f landscape archaeological studies, Delle (1998) discusses
how space— cognitive, material, and social— serves as one variety o f material remains
observable in the archaeological, historical, and cartographic records, through which
inequality and social hierarchy can be measured and perpetuated in a capitalist
framework. In particular, Delle examines the cognitive, material and social spatial layout
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o f the built environment o f coffee plantations in the Yallahs region of the Blue Mountains
o f Jamaica—as gleaned from documentary, cartographic, and archaeological records—
during three periods o f economic crisis in the region in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries—the decline of the sugar trade in the West Indies, the advent o f the
apprenticeship system, and emancipation. He specifically investigates how planters in
the region attempted to maintain social inequality through intentional manipulation of
space during these periods o f economic restructuring. Delle5s cognitive analysis
examines the individual, idealized versions o f how plantations should be structured and
what underlay those structures.
The cognitive reckoning of the winter encampment, as dictated by the formal
regulations, sought to maintain the appropriate distances between soldiers o f various
ranks, as the structural distance of each rank and its implicit power mandated. Daily
practices, in theory, were structured to maintain the power linked to the chain-ofcommand. How soldiers laid out camp and how commodities, as well as luxuries, were
distributed across the camps in reality provides a basis upon which to construct an
examination o f alternate power dynamics outside o f the rank structure. Within the
military environment at the level of the individual soldier, an investigation of these power
dynamics through a study o f daily practices, as evinced from the archaeological record,
photographs, personal letters, formal government documents, and personal journals,
fleshes out an articulate reality o f camp life and the soldiers who occupied them. Coming
to understand how these alternate power dynamics manifested themselves, in turn, allows
us to better understand the deviation from regulations that occurred at encampments.
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Context to Practice to Power: Returning Again to the Individual
The prismatic framework necessary to reveal American Civil War soldiers draws
upon the prevailing contextual sentiments o f the day, seeking to scope dimensionally to
understand how individuals operated on a day-to-day basis, as well as to discern what
power relationships influenced behavior that ultimately defied military regulations.
Bourdieu’s (1977, 1990, 1998) practice theory provides an outstanding foundation from
which to discriminately draw in order to evaluate daily practices of individual soldiers.
As deviations from regulation undercut the rank structure, understanding alternative
power dynamics contributes to the prism, refracting for the individual. Foucault’s (1984,
2000) sophisticated and astute observations on power, though growing more antiquated
with the day, refract our observations o f practice to lend perspective to the individuals
who comprised history.

Facet One: Context
The predominating cognitive and contextual theories o f archaeological thought
today (Flannery and Marcus 1998; Hodder 1990, 1999; Renfrew and Zubrow 1994) have
attempted to move beyond the functional behavioral models, seeking to educe meaning
from the archaeological record through evaluations that investigate the record in layers.
Context stretches dimensionally as particulars o f a site can be juxtaposed to reveal a
variety o f types o f information. Behind this cross-referencing lies perceptions o f how
cultural domains, as well as everyday behavior and thought, shape the physical and social
environments.
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Essentially this is but a fundamental functionalism that tends to the broad.
Beyond this primary level of analysis lies the individual, who moves and functions within
these cultural domains themselves. How individuals come to operate in these spheres in
nearly mechanical purpose brings us to this level of analysis as we evaluate the efficacy
o f the role o f human contingency in influencing social circumstance.

Facet Two: Practice
Bourdieu’s Outline o f a Theory o f Practice (1977) offers a practical lens through
which to view individuals and their social relations and institutions, evaluating the role of
daily practices in everyday life, addressing how these practices are and come to be
manifested in a deliberate return to the individual. Bourdieu suggests that the seemingly
objective undertaking of the student o f cultural studies is underlain with presuppositions
and dispositions—what he calls the habitus. Consequently, he states that

it is not sufficient for anthropology to break with the native experience: it has to make a
second break and question the presuppositions inherent in the position o f an outside
observer, who, in his preoccupation with interpreting practices, is inclined to introduce
into the object the principles of his relation to the object, as is attested by the special
importance he assigns to communicative functions. [1977:2]
Bourdieu qualifies the role o f the anthropologist in understanding cultural behaviors,
systems and so forth, decrying frameworks contingent upon normative behavioral models
that accentuate one to one consequential correlating relationships between rules,
structures and behaviors, proposing instead the alternative construction o f a theory o f
practice. Bourdieu states,
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The theory o f practice as practice insists, contrary to positivist materialism, that the
objects o f knowledge are constructed, not passively recorded, and, contrary to
intellectualist idealism, that the principle o f this construction is the system of
structured, structuring dispositions, the habitus, which is constituted in practice and is
always oriented towards practical functions. [1990:52]

Critiquing the fallacious perception o f a romantic, egalitarian pre-capitalist
society, Bourdieu proposes that all forms o f human interaction to some extent are
economic—that is they are calculated—as decisions o f presentation are unequally
weighed by individual participants. The choices that are made with respect to domicile
situation become choices of economy when considering the drawbacks and benefits. A
decision to aid in the construction o f another’s home—as soldier’s may have contended
with in the field setting, while seeming economically unviable if one were to evaluate the
cost o f such labor, becomes a decision of economy when the ideal honor ethos, to which
individuals are disposed, regardless o f their dissentions to the presence o f such a
structure, unwittingly endows actions o f aid with a value that can be traded upon at some
other time— symbolic capital. He claims,

in fact, in a universe characterized by the more or less incontrovertibility of economic
capital (in the narrow sense) and symbolic capital, the economic calculation directing
the agent’s strategies takes indissociably into account profits and losses which the
narrow definition o f economy unconsciously rejects as unthinkable and unnameable,
i.e. as economically irrational. In short, contrary to naively idyllic representations of
“pre-capitalist” societies (or o f the “cultural” sphere o f capitalist societies), practice
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never ceases to conform to economic calculation even when it gives every appearance
of disinterestedness by departing from the logic o f interested calculation (in the narrow
sense) and playing for stakes that are non-material and not easily quantified.
[1977:177]
This contingent capitalist underpinning that Bourdieu conceptualizes as a given underlies
the equation of his practice theory, as the actions o f individuals become manifestations of
calculations evaluated with respect to the habitus, with power part comprising an
essential component of this disposition, potentially transcending the bounds of
prescription, structure, and habitus, at times consciously, at times unwittingly,
consequently prompting a restructuring.
Bourdieu identifies the habitus as the dispositions that are inculcated as a result of
interaction and perceptions o f interaction, that in turn direct practice. He explains, “In
short, the habitus, the product o f history, produces individual and collective practices, and
hence history, in accordance with the schemes engendered by history” (1977:82). Power
dynamics comprise part o f the habitus, as Bourdieu’s capitalist argument resounds.
Bourdieu does not conceive o f the habitus, however, wholly as a constraining
mechanism, but rather a dispositional guide to practice, which is unconscious in practice.
The unconscious dispositions o f the habitus are not inherently prescriptive as a result of
some legal formalism, but rather directive, “a socially constituted system of cognitive and
motivating structures” (1977:76), which may vary from group to group and

by conditions o f existence which, in imposing different definitions o f the impossible,
the possible and the probable, cause one group to experience natural or reasonable
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practices or aspirations which another group finds unthinkable or scandalous, and vice
versa. [1977:78]
These variations in habitus can be ascribed, according to Bourdieu, to a variation in
structure, which actively generates the habitus, as habitus disposes practice and practice
recursively constitutes and reconstitutes structures. At this point, one can perceive the
dynamism of culture as contingent upon practice, revealing the individual as the locus of
change. Yet these practices cannot be viewed in and o f themselves in a formal or
functional sense:

These practices can be accounted for only by relating the objective structure defining
the social conditions o f the production o f the habitus which engendered them to the
conditions in which this habitus is operating, that is, to the conjuncture which, short of
a radical transformation, represents a particular state of this structure. [1977:78]
So it goes that structure shapes disposition—habitus—which in turn directs
practice, though not in a rigidly prescriptive way, in an infinite recursive process.
Bourdieu’s practice theory reorients the focus o f anthropological pursuit, returning again
to the particular, yet scoping in and out dimensionally to situate the empirical in time
across space with respect to the cognitive.
Hence, the role o f every day practice becomes paramount in the recovery of the
individual, its investigation serving as one facet of the prismatic framework by which to
interpret the physical remains o f the past, particularly Civil War sites. Are every day
practices the result o f utter chaos, or do they persist within social structures that
implicitly guide our behaviors, and what of deviation, then? An analysis o f daily
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practices o f the soldiers o f the Civil War contributes to a more lucid perspective o f the
individuals who comprised the event’s history.

Facet Three: Power
How individual actions o f everyday life reiterate or reshape everyday practice,
too, must be evaluated for its fundamental underpinnings. These, o f course, could vary
from scientist to scientist, philosopher to philosopher, perhaps based on our Bourdieuian
habituses. According to Foucault, enveloping the practices o f daily life is omni-pervasive
power, playing out in relationships everyday. This power, seemingly structural, though
clearly an obfuscation all its own, coincides considerably with Bourdieu’s economy o f
society, within which power exists to sway what decisions prove to be most economic. A
consideration o f power then becomes a necessary facet in our evaluation o f how and why
daily practices played out as they did, particularly in the military environment in which
power relationships were explicitly arranged by and through the rank structure.
Foucault’s (1984, 2000) treatises on power aid in understanding how power pervades
everyday life as part o f what Bourdieu calls the habitus.
Foucault returns his historical analyses to the event level, a multi-layered task that
is not “a matter o f locating everything on one level, that o f the event, but o f realizing that
there are actually a whole order o f levels o f different types o f events differing in
amplitude, chronological breadth, and capacity to produce effects” (2000:116). For
Foucault the event level o f analyses most significant for history is not the structural
langue as discussed by such figures as Levi-Strauss (1963), but war and battle. He states,
“The history that bears and determines us has the form o f a war rather than that o f a
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language— relations o f power, not relations o f meaning” (2000:116, emphasis added).
One may now say those relations of power elicit relations o f meaning.
Furthermore, Foucault extracts these power relations from the context o f the state
as power’s sole apparatus, utilizing the multi-dimensions of the event level to examine
individual roles in these relationships. According to Foucault, by the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, a new form of power was being exercised among the world’s states.
He states,

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a form o f power comes into being that
begins to exercise itself through social production and social service. It becomes a
matter o f obtaining productive service from individuals in their concrete lives.
[2000:125]
Contrary to what such conclusions may evoke in terms o f viewing the rising role of the
state during this time period, though, Foucault delves beneath the power of the state,
instead turning to the more particular, declaring that “relations o f power, and hence the
analysis that must be made of them, necessarily extend beyond the limits o f the state”
(2000:122-123). He qualifies his dismissal o f the state, however, declaring, “I don’t want
to say that the state isn’t important; what I want to say is that relations of power, and
hence the analysis that must be made o f them, necessarily extend beyond the limits o f the
state” (2000:122-123).
When one speaks o f power, the very discussion breathes life into the concept, as it
manifests itself around us everywhere, even as we reify power relations to abstraction,
forgetting how power actually translates practically in our abstraction. Too soon power
becomes, according to Foucault, “a mysterious substance that one avoids interrogating in
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itself, no doubt because one prefer not to call it into question” (2000:336). Foucault
braves the task, grounding his discussion o f power by addressing it through individuals.
Through an examination o f power between and among individuals, Foucault dares
“to create a history o f the different modes by which, in our culture, human beings are
made subjects” (2000:326, emphasis added). Foucault’s particular emphasis, though
beginning with the event, ultimately returns to the individual, the locus o f change. He
attempts to unravel different power dynamics within daily life, tying theory necessarily to
practice. Rather than viewing the dynamic o f power in a broad cultural context in which
the rationalization o f itself is for power’s own sake, power must be examined with
respect to individuals in day-to-day life as they negotiate their positions in the physical
environment. He states:

As far as power is concerned, it is first necessary to distinguish that which is exerted
over things and gives the ability to modify, use, consume, or destroy them—a power
that stems from aptitudes directly inherent in the body or relayed by external
instruments... what characterizes the power we are analyzing is that it brings into play
relations between individuals (or between groups).. .if we speak of structures or
mechanisms of power, it is only insofar as we suppose that certain persons exercise
power over others. The term “power” designates relationships between “partners”.
[2000:337]
Necessarily, in these power relationships there are individuals who exert and those who
are exerted over or against.
Moving from abstraction to the concrete, Foucault proposes that power must be
investigated by “taking the forms o f resistance against different forms of pow;er as a
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starting point,” and “analyzing power relations through the antagonism of strategies,”
(2000:329). This particular notion of analysis which proposes to understand how power
is used strategically in practice offers a significant point o f departure in particular for
examining Civil War hut encampments when one seeks to return to the individual soldier
and every day life. How power strategies played out in the reality of the field setting
during wartime become particularly illuminating for the revelation of why camp sites
practically speaking failed to conform to imposed guidelines.
For Foucault, then, “it is not power, but the subject, that is the general theme of
my research” (2000:327). So, too, should any historical research return to the individual;
however, our interest in the soldier must move beyond explaining that deviation from the
regulated guidelines occurred. We must recognize the power relations embroiled in the
act o f deviation itself—the possible power plays by soldiers who sought to maintain
themselves in the midst o f practical, miserable economy, if they could indeed wield such
power. Others, less fortunate, became the subjugated subjects themselves, caught in the
midst o f the same misery, as part of these congruent power relations.
Of particular usefulness in the evaluation o f Civil War hut encampments and the
role o f practice and the power relations among individuals in daily life is Foucault’s
practical analysis o f architecture. Specifically, Foucault chooses to juxtapose space,
power and knowledge in his historical inquiries (1984). In his examination of
architecture o f the 18th century, Foucault notes an evolution in the role o f structures and
city layout in the political sphere. Regarding the changes in architecture o f the 18th
century, Foucault notes that
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one begins to see a form o f political literature that addresses what the order o f a society
should be, what a city should be, given the requirements o f the maintenance o f order;
given that one should avoid epidemics, avoid revolts, permit a decent and moral family
life, and so on. [1984:239]
While certainly part o f this effort sought to sanitize living conditions, the morallyoriented suggestions, sublimely slipped in the same societal prescriptions, demonstrate an
attempt to exercise power and control populations. According to Foucault,

from the eighteenth century on, every discussion o f politics as the art o f government of
men necessarily includes a chapter or a series o f chapters on urbanism, on collective
facilities, on hygiene, and on private architecture. Such chapters are not found in the
discussions o f the art o f government o f the sixteenth century. This change is perhaps
not in the reflections o f architects upon architecture, but it is quite clearly seen in the
reflections o f political men. [1984:240, emphasis added]
Foucault’s analysis o f the underlying power dynamics in the manipulation o f space
proves to be quite useful in considering how soldiers in daily practice manipulated space
in accordance with or resistance to the regulations and how deviation from regulations
exercised at winter encampments exemplifies alternate power dynamics outside o f the
rank structure.

As the blaring contemporary reality o f the ails o f war reiterate across mass media
outlets globally, the relevance o f the individual, decision-making and power-play, and the
practices o f everyday life resonate as key issues by which the past should be explored in
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order to facilitate a better understanding of the individuals who independently and
collaboratively waged a civil war in the United States in the mid-19th century. Close to
the heart of many Americans still today, the Civil War proves to be a ripe data set in
which to seek the individuals o f the past, as regional pride demands an accounting o f the
people whose lives were given for its cause, as we do presently for our soldiers abroad.
The encampment, constructed by both Union and Confederate soldiers during the winter
seasons o f wartime, lends itself well to an intensive theoretical analysis that exposes a
more vital history o f the period, bringing to light a more articulate sense o f the conflict
through the Americans who fought its battles. This revitalization serves to remove the
veils traditional historical chronicles and strategic treatises seem to don, which too often
obscure the brutal, bloody consequences o f such violence with political justifiers and
logistical sequences. The deviation from standards at Civil War winter encampments, as
well as the possible conformity to guidelines, provides an excellent opportunity to
explore individuals in the military environment. These sites, the makeshift homes of a
number o f soldiers during the course of the war, provide a unique opportunity to
implement a theoretical, prismatic model that refracts valuable insight and reveals a more
intricate perspective o f the soldiers themselves, the events in which the soldiers
participated, and the military environment.
Methodologically, such a prismatic model may be effectively utilized to refract
the situation o f the Civil War camp, where the non-conformation o f camp layout to
structural guidelines imposed by both Union and Confederate militaries seems to be the
rule rather than the exception (Jensen 1999). Compiling a data set, which includes the
archaeological record and historical documentation, this prism may be used to interpret
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the daily practices o f soldiers in the military environment. These practices, in turn, may
be evaluated with respect to power dynamics. The ideal power structure composed by
the regulations o f each army may be juxtaposed with the power dynamics interpreted
through the data of both the archaeological and historical records.
In the archaeological record, both the spatial layout at extant encampments and
the cultural materials recovered from them may be evaluated to discern the daily
practices of individual soldiers. Likewise, the historical record, including personal
memoirs and letters, re-create the daily practices of individual soldiers. The regulations
prescribed by each army and various cartographic depictions evoke the cognitive,
idealized versions o f camp layout. Furthermore, an analysis o f the guidelines stipulated
within the regulations reveal the inherent power dynamics embedded in the rank
structure, as does the full articulation of the chain-of-command. Discerning these
cognitive versions o f what practices should be and how power dynamics should operate
may then be juxtaposed with the reality, as teased from the material and spatial reality
revealed in the archaeological and historical records. The disjuncture between the
cognitive and the reality aids in revealing what alternative power dynamics may have
been operative in the military environment, particularly the winter encampment.
Understanding the individuals who occupied the camp sites, identifying their
everyday practices, and examining these individuals and practices with respect to
stipulated regulations evoke the reality o f the hardships endured by soldiers in the field
during the Civil War. The reality o f a conflict, which restructured the United States
continentally and globally, revitalizes itself in the essences of those individuals who gave
themselves over to the cause. This more refined portrait of wartime life, which can be
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refracted through such a theoretical prism, provides a myriad perspective by which to
further evaluate the present global context. This reflexively draws our attention to the
present political power plays o f the day and to the socially, globally, beneficent
consequences o f an intensively rigorous and multi-vocal representation o f the past,
potentially aiding in conversations that seek peace, as ever-increasing perspective reveals
layers not seen with the naked eye.

CHAPTER III
GATHERING THE EVIDENCE
In setting out to return to the individuals o f the past, those soldiers who fought in
the American Civil War, through the implementation of a prismatic framework that
includes an analysis o f daily practice, as Bourdieu advocates and Lightfoot, et. al. (1998)
attempt, with respect to the power relations Foucault (1984, 2000) discusses, a relevant
data set must be examined. To articulate to the fullest extent a perspective o f how
soldiers lived everyday life in the field setting and to understand why deviation from
regulations may or may not have occurred necessarily involves the investigation o f
relevant archaeological information, such as stratigraphic analysis and artifact
identification, and historical documents, such as official orders and regulations, personal
journals, memoirs, and letters, maps, and photographs.
Two factions o f the United States pitted against each other in a struggle over state
autonomy, ironically, the Union and Confederacy shared military regulations. The
Revised Regulations For the Army o f the United States, 1861 (U.S. War Department
1862) and Regulations fo r the Army o f the Confederate States, 1863 (C.S.A. War
Department 1980) provide for both the Union and Confederate militaries a template for
creating winter encampments for the infantry soldier. Useful in the investigation o f the
Confederate Camp Pickens herein, the regulations for building winter encampments in
these manuals (US War Department 1862; CSA War Department 1980) can be evaluated
to reveal the logically cognitive version o f the military field setting, which related
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specifically to maintaining structural distance, the rank structure, and the chain-ofcommand. This idealized version o f how space, structures, and materials should have
been divided, erected, and distributed can be contrasted with the reality o f what we as
archaeologists find in the ground at these sites and what personal accounts, letters, and
photographs reveal about the realities o f everyday life for the soldiers in the field, serving
to unveil deviations that speak to an alternate power dynamic not embodied in the formal
rank structure.
Similarly, An Analytical D igest o f the M ilitary Laws o f the United States (Scott
1873) and The 1865 Customs o f Service fo r Non-Commissioned Officers and Soldiers: A
H andbookfor the Rank and File o f the Army (Kautz 2001) articulate prescriptive
behaviors for each soldier based upon rank and department. The former (Scott 1873) lays
out the responsibilities and guidelines for each respective department, including the
Quartermaster Department, whose soldiers would have differential access to commodities
and goods. This digest, too, includes the mandates regarding how soldiers who violated
regulations should be treated. The second work (Kautz 2001) explicates the relative
differences in rank, expounding upon the varying pay rates and access to rations and
supplies for enlisted soldiers and non-commissioned officers. These sources idealize howeach department and each soldier were to relate with the next within the rank structure, as
well as within the various departments o f the military. In their ideal states, they provide a
rubric by which to evaluate whether soldiers conformed to regulations in practice based
upon the available evidences. The deviations between the cognitive form and the
material reality provide the point o f departure by which to investigate power relationships
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along and across rank structure, as the daily practices interpreted in the archaeological
and historical records reveal discontinuity with mandated regulations, returning us again
to the individual.
Archaeological investigation of winter encampments has burgeoned in the last
two decades with the rise o f Cultural Resource Management work, as well as a more
refined field methodology that allows us to identify these sites in the ground (Jensen
1999). The question of how many o f these sites provides an adequate sample for
examining the individual soldier in daily life becomes tricky, as one seeks to reveal not
only the practices and the power negotiations under- or overlying them within each
regiment, but how these practices and power relationships varied across regiment and
militaries, leading us to ask, why?
Enduring what may have been the brunt of most o f the actual fighting of the war,
with perhaps the exception o f Sherman’s path to the sea, Virginia’s landscape is peppered
with the remnants of winter encampments, occupied by both the Union and Confederate
militaries. D P. Newton (2002a, 2002b), an independent, avocational archaeologist from
Stafford County, contends that a number o f extant winter hut encampment sites remain in
Virginia. Unfortunately, a large number o f these sites that can be identified by
avocational archaeologists such as Newton have yet to be appropriately investigated and
adequately recorded and preserved in any “official,” professional capacity due to the
nature of compliance work and the laws regarding the integrity o f private property.
More recent pioneers o f Civil War archaeology (Balicki, et. al. 2002; Jensen
1999; Jolley 1997) have endeavored to engage in dialogue with these avocationalists,
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arming themselves with a much more effective field toolkit, including the increased use
o f metal detectors, and methodology, reshaping the focus o f the questions we choose to
ask about these sites. Therefore, while our knowledge of how to recognize these sites has
increased in the last few years, the body o f professionally recorded sites has only begun
to do so, and very few o f these sites belong to any official state register of historical sites
in Virginia.
Nonetheless, a survey of the CRM gray literature conducted at the state archives
o f the Virginia Department o f Historical Resources over a number of months produced a
data set worthy o f reexamination, addressing anthropological issues to produce
theoretical and substantive questions pertinent to even the contract world, as the volume
o f information generated from CRM efforts increasingly stretch the volumes o f data
pertinent to our investigations of the past, particularly the Civil War. Investigating both
Union and Confederate encampments, while plainly advocated in the name o f a sound
methodological and rigorous examination by practitioners within the discipline, also
provides an opportunity to juxtapose individuals within the same regiment, as well as
individuals in different regiments. Furthermore, the inclusion o f the sites o f the two
different armies provides the unique opportunity for contrasting larger social contexts of
individuals from varying regions, given the foreknowledge o f the victor. This
investigation, however, deals primarily with the Confederate encampment, particularly
Camp Pickens located near Manassas Junction, though an effort will be made to contrast
two Confederate encampments, and a Confederate and a Union encampment.
The Confederate encampment Camp Pickens serves as an excellent site from
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which to tease the individuals o f history, as well as examine daily practices and power
relationships in the military environment in the wartime field setting. Located in Prince
William County, designated 44PW1095, a stone’s throw away from Manassas Junction
this encampment was constructed at the start o f the war and occupied by a number o f
different regiments, including the 11th and 4th North Carolina Infantries. Phase II
Archaeological Investigations o f 44PW1094, 44PW1095, and 44PW1096, Prince William
County, Virginia (Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst 2000) provides an accounting o f the testing
o f this encampment, including a thorough artifact inventory, along with correlating
proveniences. The report includes profiles and plan views o f excavated features,
including stratigraphic horizons. Maps o f the shovel test grid, test unit placement, and
metal detector hits aid in giving a feel for how rigorously the encampment was tested,
conceptually allowing the suspension o f disbelief with faith in a sound field
methodology.
Other historical maps in the report (Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst 2000) serve as
data for interpreting the cognitive perceptions o f individual soldiers who occupied the
area during the war. The report also gives a fairly extensive overview o f the events in
and around Manassas Junction and Camp Pickens, providing a setting o f sorts for the site
in space and time. Fairly comprehensive in its archaeological accounting, Gardner,
Snyder and Hurt’s work provides a data set worthy o f intensive anthropological
investigation.
Camp Russell, a Union encampment occupied by the XIX Corps in the later years
o f the war documented in Phase I and I I Cultural Resource Investigations, Route 37
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Frederick County, Virginia (Botwick and Neville 1997) and An Archaeological Survey o f
and M anagement Plan fo r Cultural Resources in the Vicinity o f the Upper Opequon
Creek (Geier and Hofstra 1991), can be contrasted with the Confederate Camp Pickens to
aid in the contextualization o f either camp on the landscape.
Camp French, a second Confederate encampment occupied by soldiers o f the 35

tli

Georgia and 22nd North Carolina Infantry regiments documented by John Milner
Associates in M ultiple Cultural Resources Investigations, M arine Corps Base, Quantico,
Prince William and Stafford Counties, Virginia (Balicki et. al. 2002) serves as a
juxtaposition o f other sections o f the Confederate army across space and time. I am also
able to draw from my own experience at this archaeological site to contrast the two
Confederate encampments. Much o f my knowledge regarding winter hut encampments
o f the Civil War was gleaned from Stafford County resident and owner of the White Oak
Confederacy Museum, D. P. Newton (2002a, 2002b), whose museum interprets several
versions o f winter huts, as well as preserving a few on the property.
Newton’s (2002a, 2002b) expertise with these particular archaeological features
o f Civil War encampments stems from decades o f “amateur” experience, which included
the independent stratigraphic excavation of huts at dozens o f encampments. Newton’s
record for some o f these encampments, which now lie buried beneath concrete, if not
already indiscriminately obliterated in the wake of Johnson’s urban renewal and prior to
adequate historic preservation legislation, provide the only documentation of these sites.
Prior to many professional archaeologists, Newton mastered the art of using the metal
detector for locating Civil War hut sites, work he and his father undertook in the 1950s
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and 1960s. Newton has counted and inventoried the artifacts he has collected and has
ascribed general proveniences to various artifacts recovered at different sites, in particular
unique metal objects and the more obscure buttons and C. S. buckle plates.
Herein lies the disappointment of Newton’s work—as he was at times a
discriminate collector, he failed to gather a relative sample o f the variety of artifacts that
potentially could have been recovered or recorded, such as the usual camp trash,
including broken pottery fragments and glass shards. To his credit, when Newton and his
father discovered what they viewed to be anomalies on a site, such as a particularly large
bottle dump in which a number of the bottles were still unbroken or whose contents still
remained, Newton and his father noted the finds. Furthermore, as Newton’s experience
on and knowledge o f these sites grew more extensive with intensive background
research, he increasingly documented much of his finds. Newton’s knowledge o f these
sites, as well as his field methodology and toolkit, founded John Milner Associates and
my investigations of Camp French.
The War o f the Rebellion: a Compilation o f the O fficial Records o f the
Confederate and Union Armies (U.S. War Department 1880-1901) contains a vast array
of historical records regarding a number o f the camps under investigation. These records
include correspondences from both Union and Confederate soldiers, including documents
that pertain specifically to how daily operations should be conducted at particular camps
and what movements o f soldiers should follow. At times, the official correspondences of
soldiers included in these volumes reveal what daily practices occur in camp through
mandates stipulated to encourage or suppress particular behaviors. While only cognitive,
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ideal perceptions at best, these orders provide insight into what practices in the field
setting prompted the articulation o f such orders, as well as acting as a rubric by which to
measure how soldiers followed the structure imposed by the chain-of-command.
The U.S. Sanitary Commission, appointed to record the conditions o f various
encampments and prisons, evaluating general health, sanitation, hygiene, and medical
safety, produced several documents relevant to a discussion o f individual soldiers in the
field setting (United States Sanitary Commission 1866). While clearly offering the best
data regarding demographics and camp environment for the Union, the U.S.S.C.’s
civilian contingent provides an alternative perspective o f the practices o f soldiers in the
field setting. Though many o f the Commission reports relate directly to Union camps,
the Commission was very well aware and documented the condition o f Confederate
camps, as well. Unfortunately, in reports made available, frequently the name o f the
camp, as well as the regiments who occupied each camp, are omitted in the record.
Benjamin Gould’s (1869) anthropological analysis commissioned by the United States
Sanitary Commission o f the soldiers who participated in the conflict provides general
statistical information that complements the work o f the Commission. Too, devoted
largely to an examination o f Union soldiers, Gould’s study nonetheless contributes
information relevant to shaping the demographics o f the armies.
A variety of personal memoirs and correspondences serve to expand the data set
by which to investigate individuals, daily practices and power relationships at these Civil
War encampments. Unfortunately, logistically, acquiring correlative accounts for
soldiers who occupied these particular camps proves to be difficult with the prickly
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lending laws o f some libraries or the mere fact o f their nonexistence. Fortunately, a few
accounts o f individuals of various commission or rank do exist which can relate the
realities o f their lives in camp to the archaeological record recovered from the sites
themselves. Frequently, these letters were written on the fly, as soldiers marched from
location to location, preserving the on-the-go, off-the-cuff, spur-of-the-moment
movements o f various military campaigns o f the war. These letters, as well, offer insight
into how soldiers viewed rank structure, what daily life was like in the field, and how
soldiers wielded alternative power to make their lives more comfortable within the
military environment. J.S. Hanes‘s (1861-1862) letters to his sister while he was a
soldier stationed at Camp Pickens as part o f the 4th North Carolina Infantry present an
individual, personalized relation o f camp practices, documenting how life was negotiated
in the field setting across the power dynamic of the rank structure to survive as
comfortably as possible, as do William N. Adams’s (1861-1862) correspondences with
his mother, father, and sister, who was also part of the 4th North Carolina. John
tVi

Columbus Steele’s (1921) brief history o f the 4 North Carolina Infantry Regiment band
revisits briefly his camp experience in and around Manassas Junction as part o f the 4th
North Carolina. Wilbur Fisk’s (1992) letter from a nearby camp contextualizes Hanes’s,
Adams’s, and Steele’s accounts, contributing another layer o f perspective, as his time
spent at the nearby Union Camp Griffin as part of the 2nd Vermont Infantry offers an
opportunity to compare the opposing sides camps’ located generally in the same area.
Additionally, William Whitney’s letters (1864) also provide a Union perspective of camp
life, though from the Shenandoah region.
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Frank Edwards’s (1911) brief memoirs recount his own version o f camp life while
a private in the Army o f Northern Virginia, providing significant insight into the
differential access to particular commodities based on rank. General Jubal Early’s own
memoirs (1960) o f life in the field, as well as his treatise on the validity o f secession
(1915), provides an individual perspective o f the officer in daily practice, contrasting
nicely with the story Edwards tells o f him.
Caroline Fox, an English aristocrat, provides international perspective to the
American internal crisis in her letters (Pym 1882) with mention o f the war, or lack of
mention, particularly. Livermore’s (1887) autobiographical experiences provide a
woman’s perspective o f camp life and the situation and mindset o f soldiers based on her
experience in working with the United States Sanitary Commission. Justus Scheibert
(2001), a Prussian soldier, offers insight into the conflict itself, as well as elucidating a
foreign perspective o f at least one officer of the Confederate army, General Lee, shaping
a perspective o f how the chain-of-command and rank structure were operationalized to
ensure troop loyalty and respect.
These bodies o f evidence, when articulated together, offer an interesting
perspective o f a body o f knowledge, which heretofore has conceptually failed to evoke
meaning with respect to the present tense. The deliberate consideration of the
archaeological record at these sites with respect to the historical documents allows the
prudent archaeologist to attempt to resurrect the human element unearthed in the dirt and
the trash o f the past. Expanding contextually and dimensionally, no longer lifeless
information, the archaeological record reveals the individuals who encamped at these
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sites, while simultaneously exploring how these individuals operated in daily life,
especially with respect to the rigid structure that was overtly imposed upon them through
rank and the chain-of-command. The melding o f this evidence to create a largely human
portrait o f life during the war becomes politically imbued in the present tense as a
discourse designed to inform the recursive histories o f the present. Our investigation
begins with the ideal conception o f the military machine and its operation as presented in
the laws and regulations.

CHAPTER IV
IDEALIZING MILITARY LIFE
A concerted return to the individual soldier and his daily practices, as well as to
the power relationships manifest in the field setting through the rank structure and
alternative strategies, necessitates an intensive perusal o f the guidelines and laws that
structured the military environment itself, mandating ideal, appropriate codes o f conduct,
both prescriptive and proscriptive in form. Conceived to create a structure that could
control the soldiers as a military force, these cognitive guidelines attempted to create a
rank structure, embedding power in a chain-of-command that followed the relative
structural distances between soldiers charged with shouldering various degrees and
amounts o f responsibility. The regulations explicitly stipulated how soldiers were to
interact among themselves through the rank structure and the chain-of-command.
If either the Union or the Confederacy was to build an efficient, functional
military, the ideal soldiers necessary for maintaining control and ensuring loyalty were
disciplined and regimented according to the rank structure. The Revised Regulations
(1862) included as the first article, military discipline, clearly conveying the importance
o f maintaining the rank structure and the chain-of command. It stated in its first clause:
“All inferiors are required to obey strictly, and to execute with alacrity and good faith, the
lawful orders o f the superiors appointed over them” (USWD 1862:9). The chain-ofcommand by which soldiers o f varying positions deferred to superiors promoted
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obedience and the ability to act on command. Article two established precisely each rank
and the command o f each rank, while article three elaborated upon the passing o f power
down the chain-of-command as circumstance dictated (USWD 1862:11). The very
presence o f these first three articles in their relative order emphasizes the necessity o f
creating a rigid structure o f soldier relations, through which power relationships were
shaped to ensure the utmost responsiveness and loyalty and effective operation. The
Revised Regulations structured relationships among soldiers from the company to the
regiment and outward (USWD 1862:18,21), maintaining an order necessary for the
chain-of-command to operate among a large group o f individuals, articulating them
situationally. Power translated down the chain-of-command through a series o f general
and special orders transcribed to manipulate soldier behavior though troop movements
and camp regulations (USWD 1862:66-68). The Handbook fo r the Rank and File o f the
Arm y (Kautz 2001) offered this guide for the ideal relationship between the non
commissioned officer and the enlisted soldier:

One o f the first things a soldier has to learn on entering the army, is a proper military
deportment towards his superiors in rank: this is nothing more than the military way o f
performing the courtesies required from a well-bred man in civil life, and a punctual
performance o f them is as much to his credit as the observance o f the ordinary rules o f
common politeness. [Kautz 2001:22]

Clearly, associating honor and obedience further fostered loyalty and attempted to
maintain power embedded in the rank structure, which ensured control.
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The An Analytical D igest o f the M ilitary Laws o f the United States (Scott 1873)
contained the provisions for the United States Army, including the appropriate code of
conduct for each soldier as stipulated per rank, too.

The Confederate army followed

these same laws, adopted with the onset o f civil war. In addition to the Regulations
(CSA1980), these attempted to ideally structure the military environment and
conceptualize ideal operation o f the army to ensure the army would effectively serve its
purpose as a unified fighting and defensive force. The laws compartmentalized the tasks
o f preparing and going to war, divvying responsibilities within the War Department to
specialized departments and specially appointed officers (Scott 1873:134).
Within the War Department, a number o f departments existed which coordinated
the procurement and distribution o f supplies for and to the soldiers, with responsibilities
distributed laterally, though each department potentially power-laden. Relationships
between these departments, as well as the responsibilities each department was charged
with shouldering, placed a number of soldiers in internally strategic positions.
The Secretary of the War Department doled the responsibility o f provisioning
soldiers with adequate field supplies and equipment to the Quartermaster’s Department.
The Subsistence Department was largely responsible for procuring supplies. Soldiers
within each department by virtue o f their positions in the department had differential
access to these materials. Among the provisions that distributed differential access to
particular soldiers was Provision 225, which stipulated:

In addition to their duties in the field, it shall be the duty o f the quartermaster-general,
his deputies, and assistant deputies, when thereto directed by the secretary of war, to
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purchase military stores, camp equipage, and other articles requisite for the troops, and
generally to procure and provide means o f transport for the army, its stores, artillery,
and camp equipage. [Scott 1873:145]

While this differential access followed the rank structure in theory, potentially this
unequal access may have undercut the chain-of-command. The laws, probably for this
very reason, proscribed a number o f behaviors for individual soldiers with this
differential access. In particular, Provision 227 sought to limit the power of the
Quartermaster’s Department, as the supplies transferred through the department too
easily could have translated in the hands o f individual soldiers as sellable or
exchangeable commodities. It stated,

Neither the quartermaster-general, the commissary-general, nor any or either o f their
deputies or assistant deputies, shall be concerned, directly or indirectly, in the purchase
or sale, for commercial purposes, o f any article intended for, making a part of, or
appertaining to, their respective departments, except for, and on account of, the United
States; nor shall they, or either o f them, take or apply to his or their own use any gain or
emolument for negotiating or transacting any business in their respective departments
other than what they may be allowed by law. [Scott 1873:147]
In effect, this provision legally prohibited soldiers in the Quartermaster’s Department
from utilizing their more-ready access to goods and materials for their own personal gain
or exploitation. Soldiers who received supplies and equipage from the Quartermaster’s
Department were required by provision 238 to provide adequate documentation o f the
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receipt and distribution o f such supplies in the appropriate manner, while Provision 239
ensured that officers take care o f their supplies (Scott 1873:151).
The rations the Quartermaster’s Department were to distribute, according to the
Handbook fo r the Rank and File were “very ample” (Kautz 2001:19). Paragraph 1191 of
the Revised Regulations established the ration for the soldier in the field: “On a
campaign, or on marches, or on board transports, the ration o f hard bread is one pound”
(USWD 1862:243). An amended version o f this provision established during the Civil
War included the following:
During the rebellion in the Southern States the ration is to be increased as follows:
Twenty-two ounces o f bread or flour, or one pound o f hard bread, instead o f the present
issue; fresh beef shall be issued as often as the commanding officer o f any detachment
or regiment shall require it, when practicable, in place o f salt meat; beans and rice shall
be issued in the same ration in the proportions now provided by the regulations, and
one pound o f potatoes per man shall be issued at least three times a week, if practicable;
and when these articles cannot be issued in these proportions, an equivalent in value
shall be issued in some other proper food, and a ration o f tea may be substituted for a
ration o f coffee upon the requisition o f the proper coffee. [USWD 1862:243]

Provision 269 o f the Laws (Scott 1873) established what each respectively ranking officer
and enlisted man would receive as rations, with the apportionment being significantly
less with each lower rank (Scott 1873:159). Provision 270 o f the Laws specifically
explicated what the ration would include:
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Each ration shall consist o f one pound a quarter o f beef, or three-quarters o f a pound of
pork, eighteen ounces o f bread or flour, one gill o f rum, whisky, or brandy; and at the
rate o f two quarts o f salt, four quarts o f vinegar, four pounds o f soap, and one pound
and a half o f candles, to every hundred rations. [Scott 1873:159]
Other provisions in the Laws considered the apportionment o f other goods with the
prohibition o f liquor and alcohol in the field ration:

272. The allowance o f sugar and coffee to the non-commissioned officers, musicians,
and privates, in lieu of the spirit or whisky component part o f the army ration, now
directed by regulation, shall be fixed at six pounds o f coffee and twelve pounds of
sugar to every one hundred rations, to be issued weekly when it can be done with
convenience to public service, and, when not so issued, to be paid in
money.

Sec. 17, July 5, 1838, chap. 162. [Scott 1873:159]

This stipulation was amended by provision 273, which increased the ration o f coffee to
ten pounds and sugar to fifteen pounds for every one hundred rations (Scott 1873:160).
Provision 275 in March o f 1863 o f the war incorporated pepper into the army ration,
including four ounces to every hundred rations (Scott 1873:160). Provision 266
stipulated that enlisted soldiers may purchase up to 16 ounces o f tobacco per month, with
the amount due for such purchases to be deducted from the soldier’s pay account (Scott
1873:158).
While officers were in the field, they were granted double rations by the Revised
Regulations (USWD 1862:342). Provision 265 of the Laws allowed officers to buy
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rations in the field on a sort o f credit-method. It states:

Commissioned officers o f the army, serving in the field, shall hereafter be permitted to
purchase rations for their own use, on credit, from any commissary subsistence, at cost
prices, and the amount due for rations so purchased shall be reported monthly to the
paymaster-general, to be deducted from the payment next following such purchases.
[Scott 1873:157]

While officers were able to purchase rations as needed for themselves in the field at up to
double the apportionment as the enlisted man, the R evised Regulations (USWD 1862)
promoted the adherence to ration allotment for the enlisted man through daily inspections
by officers o f soldiers’ baggage. Paragraph 687 of the Revised Regulations stated:

When necessary, the orders specify the rations the men are to carry in their haversacks.
The field officers and Captains make inspections frequently during the march; at halts
they examine the knapsacks, valises, and haversacks, and throw away all articles not
authorized. The officers and non-commissioned officers o f cavalry companies attend
personally to the packs and the girths. [USWD 1862:97]
These inspections sought to curb the ability o f soldiers to amass any material that may be
traded or bartered, which could potentially shift power dynamics in the field setting as
soldiers utilized such commodities to gain relative positions o f power. The War
Department permitted private contractors to sell wares to the soldiers, so long as the
items o f purchase or the purchase itself did not perpetrate a crime or oppose the Revised
Regulations (USWD 1862); therefore, how sutlers conducted their businesses was
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commanded by regulation and law. According to the Revised Regulations (USWD
1862), the Secretary o f War could appoint sutlers to dispatched soldiers. Article TwentyFive o f the Revised Regulations stated:

Troops in campaign, on detachment, or on distant service, will be allowed Sutlers, at
the rate o f one for every regiment, corps, or separate detachment; to be appointed by the
commanding officer o f such regiment, corps, or detachment, upon the recommendation
o f the Council o f Administration, subject to the approval o f the general or other officer
in command. [USWD 1862:37]
Laws that applied to the sutlers as well as the soldiers regulated the hours a sutler could
interact with the soldiers in a commercial capacity. Provision 754 declared that

no sutlers shall be permitted to sell any kind o f liquors or victuals, or to keep their
houses or shops open for entertainment o f soldiers, after nine at night, or before the
beating o f the reveille, or upon Sundays, during Divine service or sermon, on the
penalty o f being dismissed from all future sutling. 29th Article o f War, April 10, 1806.
[Scott 1873:315]

Officers were to ensure the standards o f the sutlers’ business transactions (Scott
1873:315-316). According to provision 625 o f the Laws,

All sutlers and retainers to the camp, and all persons whatsoever, serving with the
armies o f the United States in the field, though not enlisted soldiers, are to be subject to
orders, according to the rules and discipline o f war.

60th Article o f War, April 10,
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1806. [Scott 1873:278]
The same conduct pertained to “all officers, conductors, gunners, matrosses, drivers, or
other persons whatsoever, receiving pay or hire in the service o f the artillery, or corps of
engineers o f the United States” (Scott 1873:279), given the potentially power opposing
dynamic to the rank structure inherent in the differential access to supplies particular
soldiers’ positions afforded them with their positions in departments or through sutlers
contracted at their camps.
Both officers and enlisted men alike received a flannel shirt, drawers, stockings, a
blanket, a cartridge box, and, according to Ordnance regulation, knapsack, haversack, and
canteen. The regulations additionally stipulated what tents were to be used by which
soldiers (USWD 1862:489). Paragraph 1153 described how soldiers were to obtain
clothing: “When clothing is needed for issue to the men, the company commander will
procure it from the quartermaster on requisition, approved by the commanding officer”
(USWD 1862:170). Officers were given privileged access to purchase a variety of
clothing. Accordingly, “Officers o f the army may purchase, at the regulation price, from
the quartermaster o f their post, such articles o f uniform clothing as they actually need—
certifying that the articles so drawn are intended solely for their own personal use”
(USWD 1862:171). The uniform o f the soldier was an essential accoutrement o f the
military environment, as it served as a symbolic reiteration o f the rank structure,
reinforcing for the soldiers visually the chain-of-command.
In addition to establishing the responsibilities and code o f conduct for soldiers in
the army, the regulations presented what the uniform for each respective rank would be,
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further exercising control over each soldier by explicitly distinguishing between rank
through varying clothing, buttons and other accoutrements. Article LI established the
appropriate uniform for the commissioned officer (USWD 1862:476). In paragraphs
1443 through1452, the Revised Regulations dictate for each commission a prescribed
number o f buttons in particular patterns to mark their distinctions. Specific differences in
button type from smock to smock stipulated in paragraphs 1460 through 1467 o f the
R evised Regulations served to accentuate the structural distance between grades (USWD
1862:478-479). Variation in trousers, trimming, and sashes occurred, as well, across rank
according to paragraphs 1468 through 1475, 1479 through 1492, and 1504 through 1508
o f the Revised Regulations (USWD 1862:479-482). Officers and enlisted men alike wore
similar boots, spurs, and gloves (USWD 1862:482).
One o f the greatest distinctions in terms of uniform between officers and enlisted
men was the presence of the sword and its equipage as part o f the officer’s and enlisted
soldier’s uniforms. The sword-belt varied among officers based on rank, as did it
between officer and enlisted soldier; however, officers and enlisted men shared the
following sword-belt plate:

1513. For a ll Officers and E nlisted M en— gilt, rectangular, two inches wide, with a
raised bright rim; a silver wreath of laurel encircling the “Arms o f the United States;”
eagle, shield, scroll, edge o f cloud and rays bright. The motto, “E PLURJBUS
UNUM,” in silver letters, upon the scroll; stars also o f silver; according to pattern.
[USWD 1862:483]
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The swords and the scabbards, though, varied between officers and between officers and
enlisted men (USWD 1862:483). Epaulettes, shoulder straps, and chevrons served to
further distinguish rank among the soldiers in paragraphs 1525 through 1536, 1537
through 1548, and 1548 through 1558 o f the Revised Regulations, respectively (USWD
1862:484-487). These distinctions served to reiterate the rank structure and explicate the
chain-of-command and its utmost importance in maintaining the army machine.
I

Conceivably, for the enlisted soldiers, these patterns aided in formulating the appropriate
conduct around officers o f respective ranks; however, charged with following orders and
carrying out the acts o f war unquestioningly, enlisted soldiers, according to the Revised
Regulations shared the same uniform (USWD 1862:477).
Paragraph 1634 o f the Revised Regulations maintains a standard o f physical
presentation for all soldiers: “The hair to be short; the beard to be worn at the pleasure of
the individual; but, when worn, to be kept short and neatly trimmed” (USWD 1862:495).
These standards o f dress stipulated for each soldier per rank served to distinguish the
structural distances between soldiers o f varying rank, while enforcing that same distance
with variation. The uniform reflected the power that translated itself in soldier
relationships in the field, as soldiers adhered to the chain-of-command, with the uniform
serving as the identification for rank. The differential access to supplies and rations
either by virtue o f rank or department placement by certain soldiers provides an
interesting notion with which to juxtapose the written records, personal documents and
archaeological record, as practices are teased from these evidences.
The Pay Department was responsible for ensuring soldiers were compensated for
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services rendered. Article XLV established the regulations for the soldiers o f this
department, including what the commands were to be for each rank, as well as what the
pay was to be for each soldier, including ration allotment (USWD 1862:342). Other
regulations established how soldiers could act as individuals in the field setting in order
to reap personal benefits for themselves. The Handbook declared that “a soldier is
dependent on his officers for pay, clothing, subsistence, and medical attendance; but his
health, success, and promotion depend, in the main, upon himself. Within certain limits,
he must look out for himself’ (Kautz 2001:54).
For outstanding conduct in the field setting soldiers were to be rewarded with a
ceremony that was to include as a prize a certificate o f merit that compensated the soldier
with additional pay, so long as he continued to render services to the army (USWD
1862:343). Provision 543 established a means o f promotion through meritorious conduct
and service. Paragraph 1334 o f the Regulations stipulated when a soldier might receive
extra pay for meritorious service. Through meritorious conduct in the field, soldiers
could potentially improve their positions through promotion and the capability to barter
the bonus money and the symbolic capital acquired through such conduct. Aside from
department structuring within the War Department and each department’s correlating
regulations that unequally grant access to supplies (though not without counter
stipulations to curb capitalizing on such access and shifting power dynamics in the field),
the R evised Regulations (USWD 1862) stipulated guidelines to promote the power
relationships o f the rank structure.
In addition to stipulations that directed soldier behavior along the structural lines
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o f the chain-of-command and across internal power dynamics created by department
structuring, the Revised Regulations presented instructions for the ideal organization of
the physical environment and material space in the field to aid in the maintenance of
structural distance between soldiers o f varying rank. Article Thirty-Six addressed troops
in campaign, stipulating how a camp should be laid out and when it should be constructed
(USWD 1862:71-121). Paragraph 499 o f the Regulations prioritized placement o f camp,
addressing first strategy, second logistics, and third soldier comfort (USWD 1862:174),
suggesting that when leisure permit, soldiers could provide for their own comforts before
considerations o f strategic placement. During the winter months when most of the
fighting ground to a halt, soldiers entrenched in winter encampments that included the
excavation of subterraneous hut structures.
Special provisions (503) for maintaining a viable water source at encampments
included the manipulation o f the physical environment to improve access as well as
remove any potential dangers (USWD 1862:75). This regulation indicated the
importance of soldiers being able to access a local water source, as encampments
frequently served as homes for the winter months o f the war. Conceivably, traces o f this
manipulation would obtain in the archaeological record. Its presence or absence offers
insight into the realities of the physical environmental manipulation that occurred during
the war, and how the manipulation o f this environment reflected the dispositions o f the
soldiers as well as the dynamic power undercurrent.
All camps by regulation were to be laid out according to a template, which took
into consideration the rank structure in order to maintain that unilateral power inherent in
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the chain-of-command. Paragraph 512 stated, “The front o f the camp is usually equal to
the front o f the troops. The tents are arranged in ranks and files. The number o f ranks
varies with the strength o f the companies and the size o f the tents” (USWD 1862:76).
The regulations continued, explicating how camp layout was to obtain to the chain-ofcommand, stipulating precisely how the camps o f the infantry, cavalry, and artillery
should be laid out practically in the field. Paragraphs 515-523 o f the Revised Regulations
described the layout for the infantry camp (Figure 1), designating where particular
activity areas should be situated, as well as where various soldiers should be located,
based on the rank structure (USWD 1862:76-79) (See Appendix 1 for specific
regulations).
The regulations also offered a series o f prescriptions and proscriptions for soldiers
in the encampment. These behavioral recommendations varied frequently according to
rank structure, with the more stringent and tighter regulations prescribed for the private,
o f who was demanded fierce loyalty. Though by far endowed with greater authority as
well as greater responsibility, officers too had restrictions imposed upon them in the field.
Particularly, the regulations curbed officer access to private structures while in the field
in Paragraph 513, prohibiting the use o f private structures for field quarters (USWD
1862:76). While this stipulation promoted a restricted access to officers—perhaps in the
spirit o f maintaining the integrity o f private property and the right to it, as well as
deterring the inspiration o f soldier envy— it did not, however, bar them altogether from
commandeering private residences for field activity headquarters. Thus, in theory
officers and enlisted men were to be accorded comparable field conditions; however, the
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FIGURE 1
INFANTRY CAMP LAYOUT FOR UNION AND CONFEDERATE ARMIES

Gamp of a Regim ent o f Infantry.
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legal loopholes in the regulations ensured that an officer could indeed exercise his
authority and rank to furnish for himself a private structure in which to carry out
maneuvers or perhaps make himself comfortable in the winter months.
Provision 719 attempted to proscribe consumption o f alcohol in the field setting,
stipulating specifically that

any commissioned officer who shall be found drunk on his guard, party, or other duty,
shall be cashiered. Any non-commissioned officer or soldier so offending shall suffer
such corporeal punishment as shall be inflicted by the sentence o f a court-martial.
[Scott 1873:307]
The relevance o f this provision becomes paramount in power negotiations across rank
structure for preventative sanity measures, given the context in which soldiers were
forced to conduct lives o f normalcy.
Expected to be a well-maintained machine, the regulations prohibited the
exploitation o f civilian properties and businesses while in the field, casting even greater
aspersion on such behavior committed on friendly grounds. Paragraph 787 o f the Revised
Regulations stated:

Plundering and marauding, at all times disgraceful to soldiers, when committed on the
persons or property o f those whom it is the duty o f the army to protect, become crimes
o f enormity as to admit o f no remission o f the awful punishment which the military law
awards against offenses o f this nature. [USWD 1862:112]
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While in the field, when various segments o f the military were brought together in
accordance and cooperation, to maintain order, the Laws established how the chain-ofcommand was to proceed in theory. In order to maintain an effective power structure
through the chain-of-command, the laws stipulated how armies were to interact
appropriately as the rank structure articulated in particular instances based on respective
structural distances established by the logical power structure o f the chain-of-command in
the field (Scott 1873:239-240). This provision in theory served to maintain the channels
o f communication between and among soldiers, effectively inspiring and simultaneously
maintaining loyalty.
The patriotic, humanist, and romantic sentiments o f the conflict provoked men o f
all ages to take up arms in the name o f God and country. The spectrum o f generations
that fought in each side o f the conflict provides an interesting contextual backdrop for the
camp setting, providing clues to the physical, mental, and emotional states o f soldiers.
Towards the end o f the war, those charged with establishing the military regulation and
decorum sought to curb who was voluntarily opting to take up arms. Though the reason
not clear in the text itself, the number o f recruits under the age o f eighteen attracted to the
cause from either side provoked the military regulatory commission to act, with provision
499 o f the Laws enforcing age restrictions (Scott 1873:235).
A soldier who found he was unable to conduct himself in the field setting could
not merely opt out o f service. If a soldier was to secure a desired discharge, he was
forced to convince his field officer he was in need o f one, according to provision 564
(Scott 1873:256-257). This provision endowed officers with the authority to define each
soldier’s legally binding commitment to service. In theory this was a structured clause
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designed to maintain loyal service, while in practice the negotiations between enlisted
men and officers manipulated this provision to maneuver an alternative position.
Congruently, provision 726 o f the Laws established how a soldier in the field
could be granted furlough, a reprieve akin somewhat, though one may maintain to a
lesser degree, to the discharge, endowing the commanding officer with the authority to
dole out leave (Scott 1873:309). The subjectivity inherent in this provision permitted the
soldier to call upon his resources in the field setting across the rank structure to negotiate
privileges.
The Laws established other proscriptions to aid in the officer maintenance of
camp and control o f the soldiers. These guidelines pertained to officers, as well, holding
them equally accountable for their movements. Provision 688 restricted the movement o f
all officers and soldiers while encamped (Scott 1873:299). Desertion was the most
heinous offense a soldier of any status could commit, its commission punishable by
death. Furthermore, those soldiers thought to have contributed to the desertion o f another
soldier were to be punished in like manner (Scott 1873:304).
The ultimate service to either side, the death o f an individual during the war, was
also guided by regulation. Provisions 571 and 572 o f the Laws stipulated what was to be
done with possessions o f soldiers who died or were killed during the terms of their
service. Both provisions, one addressing commissioned officers while the other
addressing non-commissioned officers and enlisted men, required that the appropriate
officer in command secure the equipage o f the soldiers, taking an accounting o f all o f the
deceased’s belongings, in an effort to return the possessions to executors (Scott
1873:260).
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Both the Revised Regulations (USWD 1862) and Laws (Scott 1873) presented
how enlisted soldiers and officers were to behave in theory. These prescriptions were
based on the principle o f maintaining a rigid order that produced an effective military
machine that could be called upon as a tool in war to wield efficiently and effectively.
The regulations and guidelines drafted, therefore, were designed to curb the behaviors of
the individual in deference to the rank structure, through which power proceeded upward
with grade, and to demand discipline and loyalty from and o f each soldier.
Evidences in both the historical and archaeological records hint at the reality of
daily practices in the camp environment through material deposition and cognitive
reckonings. The juxtaposition o f the practical with the ideal reveals alternate power
currents that operated in practice across the theoretically mandated rank structure. How
and why this happened, while at only best being recreated through analogy, returns us
again to the individual, our ultimate pursuit, to understand why soldiers deviated from the
theoretical prescriptions and proscriptions mandated in both law and regulation.
Crosscutting the power relationships overtly stipulated by the regulations were new
relationships that developed in the field setting as soldiers adjusted to war. This work
proposes to explore the daily practices o f soldiers in the field camp through material
culture and the personal journals, letters, and memoirs o f soldiers, examining how
alternative power dynamics cross- and undercut the chain-of-command, leading to and
promoting further deviation and disobedience.

CHAPTER V
REFRACTING THE INDIVIDUAL SOLDIERS OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
As both Bourdieu and Foucault suggest, tying theory to practice lies at the heart
o f our anthropological, archaeological and historical investigations. Individuals comprise
history. Only a return to them in their appropriate, interpreted contexts can reveal this
history. An examination o f daily practices allows us to refocus our efforts again on the
individual. These daily practices are constituted and reconstituted through under- and
overlying power dynamics, which perpetually reshape the structure to maintain change
through deviation and evolution.
Interpreting practices in light o f these dynamics in the archaeological record and
historical documents proves to be a challenge, as we become the anthropologist,
archaeologist, and historian all at the same time. Nonetheless, the effort is well worth the
exercise, as we resurrect analogically soldiers in the field setting, adding dimensions to
our perspective o f this era o f America’s history, furthermore reflecting on how it is
relevant for us today.
The winter encampments and quarters o f soldiers o f the Civil War
archaeologically and historically provide a unique opportunity to investigate individuals
tfi

in war in the mid-19 century in the United States. Stipulated in theory in the
Regulations as a means by which to maintain appropriate structural distances between
soldiers, simultaneously controlling the pervasive power dynamics, these encampments
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in reality frequently deviated from the cognitive conceptions o f camp layout and conduct.
Understanding why and how this deviation occurred leads to an examination o f alternate
power negotiations in practice in the field.
Revealing the individual in the military environment, including the reality o f dayto-day life, necessarily demands a return to daily field and camp practices, interpreting
the underlying power currents o f the field setting to reveal how soldiers survived in war,
as they worked across the rank structure, the purpose o f which was to maintain a level o f
discipline among the soldiers that would allow them to act together as an effective
fighting and defense force. One nation divided, regional differences obtained and a more
thorough understanding o f the individuals who fought in the war requires an examination
o f both the Union and Confederate encampment.
This work seeks to conduct a small part o f such an examination, focusing on one
Confederate encampment in Prince William County Virginia. While this work will focus
on the Confederate Camp Pickens and the soldiers who occupied it, it will briefly attempt
to contrast them with the Union encampment, Camp Russell, and it will also attempt to
contrast these encampments briefly with a second Confederate encampment, Camp
French, traveling across time to elicit a multidimensional perspective o f the conflict on
the whole. Drawing on the archaeological records o f these sites, personal letters and
memoirs o f soldiers who occupied these sites, and the cartographic record, tying theory to
practice, this work seeks to refract the individual soldier through a prism, the facets o f
which include the daily practices o f individual soldiers, as interpreted through the
evidence, and power dynamics, including those embedded in the rank structure and those
which undercut the rank structure in practice
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Establishing a Context
Removed from the American Civil War by an entire ocean (which would prove to
be quite small, indeed, by the end of the war) the relative isolation o f Great Britain during
the course o f the American Civil War contributes a dimension to the understanding of
how the war translated globally. Caroline Fox, an Englishwoman from Penjerrick,
Cornwall, demonstrated the polish o f a classic English aristocrat. She kept a journal for
nearly forty years (Pym 1882). Well-versed in such poets as Wordsworth and Carlyle,
her letters often discussed topics varying from philosophy to politics. Therein, Caroline
recounted, as well, the tales o f her journeys to the European continent, including such
places as Spain, as well as her trips to the United States. Well-traveled, her musings
reflect worldly influences, even as she kept company with such figures as Sir Edward
Belcher, who himself traveled to the Pacific Islands, and Alfred Tennyson.
During the years o f the American Civil War, in her extant letters and excerpts
from her journal, Fox makes but one mention o f the American conflict, briefly reflecting
upon the secession o f Southern states in the 1860s. In a letter from Grove Hill, December
23, 1861, to one M. E. Tregelles, Caroline Fox wrote,

This wretched American business! To-day it seems all terribly real to us, as a large
Confederate merchantman has broken the blockade, and has come into our harbour with
a cargo for England—no, there is only rumour o f its approach. The Northern States
privateer is reported in the offing on the watch for her, and a British ship o f war and
certain gunboats are come to keep the peace in our seas. [Pym 1882:282]
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While Fox does not again mention the war in any o f her extant writings, this exhortation
demonstrates global interconnection, though emphasizing the import the conflict had for
the lay foreigner only when real danger grew close.
In the American South, however, with the exchange o f fire at Fort Sumter, a call
to arms everywhere drowned any whimpers for peace, as regional differences across the
country pit Americans against each other. Mobilizing for war became the imperatives o f
both the United States government and the Confederate States o f America, or rebel,
government, with a call for volunteers resounding to amass armies. Confederate General
Beauregard’s general proclamation to the citizens o f Fairfax, Loudon, and Prince William
counties, the general area in which Camp Pickens would be constructed, demonstrated
this most aptly in the following declaration from June 5, 1861:

A reckless and unprincipled tyrant has invaded your soil. Abraham Lincoln, regardless
o f all moral, legal, and constitutional restraints, has thrown his abolition hosts among
you, who are murdering and imprisoning your citizens, confiscating and destroying
your property, and committing other acts o f violence and outrage too shocking and
revolting to humanity to be enumerated. All rules o f civilized warfare are abandoned,
and they proclaim by their acts, if not on their banners, that their war-cry is “Beauty
and booty.” All that is dear to man, your honor, and that o f your wives and daughters,
your fortunes, and your lives, are involved in this momentous contest.

In the name,

therefore, o f the constituted authorities o f the Confederate States, in the sacred cause o f
constitutional liberty and self-government, for which we are contending, in behalf of
civilization and humanity itself, I, G. T. Beauregard, brigadier-general o f the

Confederate States, commanding at Camp Pickens, Manassas Junction, do make this
my proclamation, and invite and enjoin you by every consideration dear to the hearts of
freemen and patriots, by the name and memory o f your revolutionary fathers, and by
the purity and sanctity o f your domestic firesides, to rally to the standard o f your State
and country, and by every means in your power compatible with honorable warfare to
drive back and expel the invaders from your land. I conjure you to be true and loyal to
your country and her legal and constitutional authorities, and especially to be vigilant of
the movements and acts o f the enemy, so as to enable you to give the earliest authentic
information to these headquarters or to the officers under my command. I desire to
assure you that the utmost protection in my power will be extended to you all.
G. T. BEAUREGARD,
Brigadier- General, Commanding [1880-190la:907]

Drawing on regional pride and the justice o f civil liberties, Beauregard’s exhortation
projects something o f the mindset of the Southern soldier at the start o f the war, as they
enlisted, responding to propaganda and pleas similar to Beauregard’s.
Logistically key in maintaining economy as well as supply lines, railroads and
depots became strategic casualties in the fight to control the flow o f essential materiel and
materials. One such focus in the war was Manassas Gap Junction in Prince William
County, Virginia, a large depot established in 1852 at the intersection o f the Orange and
Alexandria and the Manassas Gap Railroads. Throughout the course o f the war, this
station was a prime target for both sides, as it afforded either army a major transportation
depot for moving both soldiers and supplies. Its close proximity to Washington, D.C.,
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too, made it a strategic depot for both armies as the Union sought to fortify its presence in
the capital, while the Confederacy fought to undermine the Federal position.
A highly strategic and defensible station, Confederate soldiers from the near onset
o f the war in May 1861, until Federal troops took control o f it, flowed through the depot,
traveling the rail lines to arrive at stations or marching to the area to take up positions o f
fortification. The soldiers charged with the defense o f the station established winter
quarters at Camp Pickens. Ordered by Lee to fortify Manassas Junction, Colonel Philip
St. George Cocke established Camp Pickens, named after General Francis W. Pickens, in
May 1861. Numerous Confederate regiments passed through Manassas Gap Junction and
Camp Pickens, first constructed by the 2nd South Carolina volunteers, including the 5th
South Carolina Volunteers, the 1st, 11th, 17th, 19th, and 28th Virginia Regiments of
Volunteers in May 1861 (Gardner, et. al. 2000:5). Other regiments stationed in and
around Camp Pickens included the 1st North Carolina regiment, mustered out six months
after its formation and reformed as the 11th North Carolina, as well as the 4th North
Carolina Infantry regiment. A small contingency o f rebels from the capital, known as
Company A o f the Washington volunteers, “a military company formed in Washington
City, D. C., for the purpose o f delivering that city from the hands o f the Black
Republicans into those o f the South in the event o f the secession o f Virginia or
Maryland” (1880-190If:395-396) also occupied Camp Pickens. This intensive
occupation in and around Manassas Gap Junction and the expansive Camp Pickens
recently resurfaced during the course o f Section 106 compliance work, once again
revealing the soldiers who struggled for a great cause, as a prismatic interpretation o f the
archaeological data and other pertinent historical documents seeks anew the individual
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through an examination o f daily practices and power dynamics.

Archaeological Undertakings at Camp Pickens
Located on the former Mayfield Plantation, a property developed by the Hooe
family in the mid- to late 1700s, Camp Pickens, designated 44PW1095 by the Virginia
Department o f Historical Resources, was investigated by Thunderbird Archaeological
Associates after it was identified in previous Phase I work in the southern portion o f the
Evergreen Terrace property project area through systematic shovel test excavation and
surface reconnaissance and metal detection (Gardner 2000; Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst
2000:31). Beneath a wooded canopy o f young mixed growth, including pines and oaks
o f thirty years, and dense undergrowth, including holly saplings and briar species—
testaments to manual disturbance— the site is situated on the south end o f a saddle, on
sloping ground to the south and southeast, in what then would have been open country.
In his letter to Confederate States President J. Davis on 3 June 1861, Beauregard
described Camp Pickens just after his arrival to the area and the encampment’s initial
occupation, stating,

DEAR SIR: I arrived here on the 1st, at 2 p. in., and immediately examined the site o f
this encampment and the place o f its proposed defenses. The form er is an open country,
traversed by good roads in every direction, without any strong natural features fo r the
purposes o f defense, and without running water nearer than three miles, except a few
sm all springs at h a lf that distance. The plans o f the works are good, but too extensive
to be finished in less than two or three weeks, and cannot be garrisoned with less than
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from three to four thousand men. [ 1880-1901a:901-902, emphasis added]

If the area had not been open prior to occupation, as Beauregard described, as a result of
previous cultivation, the area containing the encampment certainly would have been in
time with the denuding o f the physical environment by soldiers, who drew on natural
resources for camp construction and for daily maintenance and personal comfort, and by
the war itself.
Located in the Piedmont Uplands, the site is characterized, according to Gardner,
et. al, by greater relief (2000:18). Beauregard’s mention o f no major water source, with
the exception o f a few springs, matches Thunderbird’s documentation o f the closest
tributary being a branch o f the Buckhall; according to the archaeologists who investigated
the encampment, the site drained poorly (Gardner, et. al. 2000:31). The area
encompassing the site had been heavily cultivated, logged, and deflated since the Civil
War occupation period, undermining the possibility for vertical integrity and feature
retention.
The initial compliance identification unearthed a variety o f cultural materials,
■tli
including 19 century bottle glass, both liquor and medicine, redware, ironstone,
stoneware, a button, nails, a wood screw, lead, shot, cast iron, and other metal and bone
fragments; prehistoric lithics were also recovered at the site (Gardner, et. al. 2000:31).
According to Gardner, et. al., “the high percentage o f liquor/spirits bottle and condiment
bottle fragments are characteristic o f some Civil War campsites” (2000:34). Thus, they
concluded that the site was in fact a Civil War era encampment. Based upon criteria of
the Secretary’s Guidelines, the site was declared eligible for further testing, prompting a
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FIGURE 2
STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCES OF 44PW1095
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Phase II investigation. Phase II testing included surface reconnaissance, as well as
subsurface testing. Systematic shovel testing conducted on a tight interval grid o f 25 to
50 feet defined the site’s boundaries, 480 by 220 feet, and revealed the site’s relative
integrity through the documentation o f highly eroded soils, generally a plowzone from 0
to 6 inches (0-15.2 cm) below surface superimposed on subsoil 6 to 9.6 inches (15.2-24.4
cm) below surface (Figure 2); however, fill layers were unearthed during the course o f
the investigation at 12 to 14.4 inches (30.5-36.6 cm) below surface and 14.4 to 20.4
inches (36.6-51.9 cm) below surface (Figure 2), demonstrating the site’s vertical integrity
across certain portions o f it, as particular features maintained in the ground. One unit
excavated by Thunderbird uncovered what was determined by archaeologists to be a
refuse pit, recovering cultural materials that included a cut nail, whiteware and bone
fragments from burned soils (Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst 2000:34). Systematic metal
detection across the site produced positive hits o f cultural materials, aiding in the
methodological strategy o f testing the site. Archaeologists at the site excavated six lx l
meter units, effectively placed to maximize feature revelation on site, with the density o f
cultural materials recovered from each unit varying from low to high.
Cultural materials unearthed across the site through systematic shovel testing
(Table 1) included whiteware, refined earthenware, stoneware, redware, unidentified
ceramics, alcohol and medicine bottles, other glass types, cut nails, miscellaneous metal
fragments, bone, brick, a porcelain button, a wood screw, and an oval red glass jewelry or
cufflink insert with a carved cameo shield. While archaeologists enumerated the
quantity o f artifacts recovered, they did not provide a minimal vessel count. Test Unit 1,
placed near a ceramic concentration unearthed very few cultural materials, with only 2
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TABLE 1
ARTIFACT COUNTS IN SHOVEL TEST PITS

Ceramics
Redware
Stoneware
Whiteware
Refined Earthenware
Unidentified
Glass
Olive amber liquor bottle
Amber blackglass liquor bottle
Peacock bottle
Citron liquor bottle
Olive amber blackglass liquor
bottle
Green blackglass liquor bottle
Clear bottle
Aqua bottle
Magnesia bottle
Green liquor
Puce blackglass
Pale aqua liquor
Orange amber bottle
Aqua medicine bottle
Window

18
18
10
1
2

42
11
3
9
13
1
5
15
5
6
3
31
1
4
6

Mirror

2

Metal
Cut nail
Unidentified nail
Wood screw
Miscellaneous
unidentified

48
32
1
18

Brick

•8g

Calcined bone

18

Miscellaneous historic
Cufflink with cameo
Porcelain button

1
1

Prehistoric
Quartz flake
Chert flake

1
1
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whiteware, 1 redware, and 7 bottle, 9 metal and 1 bone fragments recovered from the
unit. Test Unit 2 was strategically situated adjacent to a shovel test unit, from which had
been recovered a high concentration o f cultural materials. According to Gardner, et. al.,
the number o f artifacts unearthed during the excavation of this unit was significantly
higher, with cultural materials including 35 unidentified ceramics, 21 whiteware sherds, a
porcelain fragment, 21 redware sherds, 22 stoneware fragments, 105 glass fragments
‘from various bottle types, 22 cut nails, 1 melted lead fragment, and 6 calcined bone
fragments; 1 prehistoric lithic was also recovered (2000:38).
Test Unit 3 was situated upslope from Test Unit 2. During the course o f the
excavation of this particular unit, a feature, designated Feature 1, was uncovered. An
amorphous mound o f B horizon soils, no cultural materials were recovered from within
the feature, and no organic staining was present. According to Gardner, et. al., this
feature possibly was nothing more than an undulation in the original ground surface
(2000:44). Cultural materials recovered from the unit included 27 unidentified ceramics,
8 whiteware fragments, 7 stoneware sherds, 68 glass sherds from various container types,
18 cut nails, a metal button, 1 calcined bone fragment and brick fragments.
Test Unit 4 was situated near a nail concentration recovered during the course o f shovel
unit testing. Unearthed in this unit was a feature, designated Feature 2, which included a
flat rock covering organic fill (Figure 3). Artifacts recovered from this unit included 1
whiteware sherd, 29 glass sherds from various container types, 60 cut nails, a porcelain
button, a brass grommet, and brick fragments (Gardner, et. al. 2000:44).
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FIGURE 3
PLAN VIEW OF TEST UNITS 4 AND 5 AND FEATURE 2
(Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst 2000)
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Test Unit 5 was opened adjacent to Test Unit 4 to the west to further uncover
Feature 2, which persisted in the unit at a depth o f 21 cmbs, demonstrating heat-treated
attributes including cracks. This feature rested on a cap layer o f clay, below which was
an organic fill that included charcoal and fire cracked rock. According to Gardner, et. al.,
“The feature appears to be a refuse pit which was capped with clay and a large stone”
(2000:44). Artifacts recovered in the unit included 38 glass fragments from various
containers, 40 cut nails, and brick fragments. Feature 2 within Test Unit 5 contained
cultural materials, as well. The soil around the rock included 6 glass sherds from various
containers and three cut nails. The clay cap beneath the rock included 2 glass sherds, 8
cut nails, and small brick fragments. The organic fill beneath the clay cap o f Feature 2
included 1 stoneware sherd, 31 glass fragments o f various container types, 9 cut nails, 18
can fragments, one .60 cal lead Gardner bullet, brick, and a peach pit (Gardner, Snyder,
and Hurst 2000:44).
Test Unit 6 was situated in an area o f dense metal detector strikes, surface debris,
and positive shovel tests. This unit included 2 redware sherds, 2 stoneware sherds, 20
glass fragments from various bottle types, 9 cut nails, a melted lead fragment, a 12-gauge
shotgun shell, and 2 prehistoric lithics. Adjacent to unit 6 was a depression in which a
test hole was excavated. This subsurface testing unearthed a number o f cultural
materials, including charcoal and a stain designated Feature 3, which appeared to be
circular, with a diameter o f four feet. This feature highly resembled the Feature 2 noted
by Thunderbird archaeologists. Excavation o f this feature unearthed 4 stoneware sherds,
3 redware sherds, 130 glass fragments from various container types, 17 cut nails, three
can fragments, seven melted lead fragments, a metal buckle, brick fragments, a wood
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TABLE 2
ARTIFACT COUNTS FOR TEST UNITS

Ceramics
Redware
Stoneware
Whiteware
Refined Earthenware
Porcelain
Unidentified
Glass
Olive amber liquor
Citron liquor
Peacock ink
Aqua bottle
Olive amber blackglass liquor
Green blackglass liquor
Amber blackglass liquor
Olive green liquor
Amber liquor
Honey amber liquor
Peacock pickle
Magnesia bottle
Clear bottle
Green liquor
Olive green blackglass
Orange amber bottle
Clear tumbler
Unidentified

TU 1

TU2

I

21
22
21
14
1
21

2

2
1
1
3

TU3

7
8
2
1
25

TU4

TU5

TU6
2
2

1
1

18

13
6

12

5

5

50
2
2
9
2
6
12
1
1
2

22

8
6

10

4
1

2
3

8
6

1
4
4
3
2
6
1
2

3

1

7
1
9

5
5
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TABLE 2 (cont’d)

Metal
Cut nail
Lead
Button
Brass grommet
Brass shotgun shell
Unidentified

9

Calcined bone

1

22
1

60

40

9
1

1
1
1

6

1
3.6 g

Brick
Prehistoric
Quartz

18

1

78.8 g
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TABLE 3
ARTIFACT COUNTS FOR EXCAVATED FEATURES

Ceramics
Redware
Stoneware
Glass
Dark citron liquor
Clear sheet
Green liquor
Aqua pickle
Aqua bottle
Citron liquor
Aqua liquor
Aqua ink
Clear bottle
Olive amber blackglass
liquor
Olive amber liquor
Olive green liquor
Amber blackglass liquor
Honey amber liquor
Aqua medicine
Very pale aqua bottle
Blue
Olive green blackglass
liquor
Pale aqua medicine
Peacock bottle

F2

F3

1

7
4

1
1
10
3
2
4
4
13
1

F4

F5

F7

F10

F12

4
2

9

7
6
1
49
36
2
1
1
4
2
2

1

2
1

3
3
1
1
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TABLE 3 (cont’d.)

Metal
20
Cut nail
Can
18
Lead .60 caliber Gardner 1
insert
Lead fragments
Buckle
Bone
Calcined
Partially calcined
Brick

Miscellaneous
Wood
Peach pit

3g

17
3

7

1

65
9

1

2

448
g

4.6
g

1.3
g

7
1

1
1

3.4
g
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fragment, 74 bone fragments, and a prehistoric lithic (Gardner, et. al. 2000:48).
According to Gardner, et. al., eight other similar depressions were identified and
mapped during the course o f the Phase II investigation, though none were fully
excavated. Partial excavation o f a depression designated Feature 4 unearthed two liquor
bottle sherds. Feature 5, similar to Feature 3 in appearance, contained 4 redware sherds,
3 bottle glass fragments, 7 cut nails, a calcined bone fragment, and brick fragments.
Feature 7 included 3 liquor bottle sherds, a cut nail, and 2 calcined bone fragments.
Partial excavation o f Feature 10 recovered 2 stoneware sherds and a medicinal bottle
sherd. Feature 12 contained 3 bottle glass sherds o f various container types and brick
fragments (Gardner, Snyder, and Hurst 2000:48). According to Gardner, Snyder, and
Hurst, “All o f the features appear to be refuse pits” (2000:52).
With no overly extensive excavation, Thunderbird’s compliance testing revealed,
based upon the spatial distribution of recovered artifacts across the site horizontally, that

the greatest number o f artifacts and all o f the features appear to be located on the gentle
slopes below the saddle and the ridge on which 44PW1095 is located. The more
protected saddle may actually be the locations of the tents/structures with the soldiers
discarding refuse and burying refuse away from living quarters when policing the site.
[2000:52]

Spatial distribution o f architectural artifacts concentrates in the northern portion o f the
site, while bottle glass containers were more prevalent in the southern portion o f the site.
According to Gardner, et. al., the ceramics recovered from the site were largely
utilitarian, reflecting activities that included food service, preparation, storage, and
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FIGURE 4
WESTERN PROFILE OF FEATURE 5

‘ ; • • • Ao/Ap horizon: 7.5YR 4 /3 brown silty loam
Fill: 7.5 YR 3/4 very dark brown sandy silt
□

B horizon: 5 YR 4/4 reddish brown silt clay

1 foot/.33 m eters
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TABLE 4
CERAMIC DISTRIBUTION IN SHOVEL TEST PITS

STP
1
2
18
19
64
67
99
106
127
139
141
142
144
145
153
154
155
160
162
176
178
181
186
187
188
192
201
222
242
243
244

Stoneware
2
2
1
1
2

Redware

Whiteware

Refined Earthenwares

Unidentified

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1

1

3

1
2

1
2
2
1

1
1
1
3

1
1

1
1
1
1
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TABLE 5

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

1

2
1

1
1
1
2
2

1
3
1
3
1

1
1
2
1
2
2
1
4
1
1

3
1
1_
1

2

78 1
79
86 3
89
92 2
99
100 4
101
102
103
105 1
106
107
113
114
115
116
119
121 1
122 3
124
127
130
132
133
140
141 1
144 1
145
155
157

1
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
4
1

1

Mirror

ci
t—

Window

Medicine

Bottle

Liquor

STP

Mirror

Window

Medicine

Bottle

M
ai
t—

L

6
11
18
19
21
24
25
26
30
31
32
35
43
44
45
46
47
49
50
53
59
60
62
64
65
66
67
69
70
71
73
74
77

Liquor

STP

GLASS DISTRIBUTION IN SHOVEL TEST PITS
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159 1
161
3
162 1
167
2
170
172
175
176
178
179
181
183
186
187
188
190
196
197
198

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
2
1

1
1
1

1
3
1

1

200
201 2
203 1
218 1
219
220
221
222
226 1
227 1
235 1
237 1
241
242 1
244 1
245 2
246
248
249 3
251 1
253

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
4

1
1
1
1

Mirror

J4
C
H
H

Window

Medicine

Bottle

Liquor

STP

Mirror

aH
H

Window

Medicine

Bottle

Liquor

STP

TABLE 5 (cont’d.)
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TABLE 6
METAL ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION IN SHOVEL TEST PIT

STP
4
11
18
35
58
61
69
79
80
82
83
86
89
99
101
102
105
115
116
130
131
133
153
154

Cut
Nails
1

Unidentified
Nails

Wood
Screw

Miscellaneous
Metal
1

1
3
3

2

1
1
1
2
1
2
5
1

5
1
1

1
1
1
1

7

1
1
1
1
1
1
2

TABLE 6 (cont’d.)

STP
156
164
166
167
170
175
178
186
189
190
191
193
194
203
220
223
228
243
244
246
247
248
249
251
257
258

Cut
Nails

Unidentified
Nails

Wood
Screw

Miscellaneous
Metal
2

3
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
1
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TABLE 7
OTHER ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION IN SHOVEL TEST PITS
STP
2
6
18
86
99
100
114
130
172
186
191
224

Bone

Brick

Other historic

1 Chert flake
1 porcelain button
.8 grams
1 Quartz flake
1 cufflink
1 Quartz flake

7 grams burned
244
255

Prehistoric

d a I ______
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TABLE 8
ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION IN TEST UNITS
A rtifact type
TUI

TU2

1

21
22
21
14
1
21

7
8
2
1
25

51
54

36
33

29
9

20
19

16
4

22
1

18

60

40

9
1
1 buckle

TU3

TU4

TU5

TU6

Ceramics
Redware
Stoneware
Whiteware
Refined Earthenware
Porcelain
Unidentified ceramic
Glass
Liquor
Bottle
Ink
Window
M etal
Cut nails
Lead
Miscellaneous metal
O ther
Brick
Bone
Prehistoric

2

3
3
1

9

1 button

1

3.6g
1

6
1

2
2

1 brass grommet

48g

78.8g
2
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TABLE 9
ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION IN EXCAVATED FEATURES
Artifact type

F2

F3

F4

F5

F7

F10

F12

Ceramics

Liquor
Bottle
Medicine
Ink
Window
Metal
Cut nails
Cans
Lead
Miscellaneous metal
Other
Brick
Bone
Other historic
Prehistoric

4

7
4

Redware
Stoneware
Glass
16
9

105
11
4

2

3

2

2
1

3
1

13
1

20
18
1 .60 cal

17
3
7
1 buckle

448g
74
1 peach pit 1 wood
1
3g

7

1

4.6g
1

l-3g
2

3.4g
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hygiene maintenance. Most o f the nails recovered were cut, with the exception o f one
wrought nail unearthed during the course o f the Phase II investigations. Lead shot, as
well as the Gardner bullet recovered, comprised an infinitesimal percentage o f the total
assemblage. A porcelain button recovered by Thunderbird archaeologists, according to
Gardner, et. aL, generally reflects the nature o f a Civil War encampment (2000:52).
Personal items made up a minute percentage o f the total assemblage— including mirror
fragments, jewelry, and inkbottle fragments—reflecting some o f the soldiers’ personal
habits and, perhaps, hobbies.
Gardner, et. al. particularly note the absence o f tobacco pipe remnants on the site,
declaring, “Surprisingly, no tobacco pipe fragments were found; these are generally
common on military sites. This may indicate other forms o f tobacco use or little use o f
tobacco” (2000:52). The prolific presence o f alcoholic beverage bottles, according to
Gardner, et. al., indicates the probable presence o f officers at the site (2000:60). They
conclude that this encampment “can provide significant information about Civil War
camp life in general and in Prince William County specifically” (Gardner, et. al. 2000:60)
because very few o f these encampments in the county, as well as in the rest o f the United
States, have been systematically investigated. Unfortunately, Gardner, et. al. fail to
expand this point.
Interpreting the data collected in the Phase II testing o f this site, in conjunction
with historical documents pertaining to particular soldiers and camp life, allows us to
return to the individuals who comprise history, resurrecting through analogy the reality o f
the field setting in war time. A variety o f regiments stayed at or passed through Camp
Pickens and its sprawling offshoots around Manassas Gap Junction. Among the units
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stationed at Camp Pickens were the 4th North Carolina Infantry and the 1st North
Carolina, the Bloody Bethel regiment, mustered out in early 1861 and reformed as the
til
•
11 North Carolina. According to James Columbus Steele, a member o f the band o f the
4th North Carolina, many o f the soldiers o f the 4th regiment stationed in and around
Manassas Gap Junction were from Iredell County, North Carolina (1921:16).
In 1869, Benjamin Gould, member of the United States Sanitation Commission,
conducted an anthropological survey o f the soldiers who fought for the Union in the Civil
War (Gould 1869). O f the total soldiers who entered into service with the Federal army,
one percent were under the minimum age o f 18 and half o f one percent were over the
maximum age o f 46. The average age at the time o f enlistment was 25.8 years (Gould
1869:35). While clearly regional variation admits differences in attitudes toward the
causes driving the war, its very evocative nature prompted most men in their twenties to
action. That men who were underage were willing to take up arms in defense o f their
beliefs for the Union is not surprising and surely may similarly reflect the dispositions of
Confederate men, though the Sanitary Commission’s study deals only with Union troops,
making any such conclusion tenuous, at best.

Interpretation and Discussion
Fitz John Porter’s 1862 Court-Martial map (Figure 5) depicts Prince William
County, with land use areas and topography clearly demonstrated with respect to
individual landholders, accentuating both Manassas Station and New Market and
distinguishing the railroads’ routes from alternative transportation routes. The map
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FIGURE 5
1862 FITZ JOHN PORTER COURT-MARTIAL
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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documents the Civil W ar’s impact on the Mayfield Plantation in 1862, as well as
emphasizing the increasing role o f the railroad in military strategy.
Maccomb’s 1862 map (Figure 6) depicts the general topography o f the land comprising
Mayfield and the project area, too, adding on to Porter’s map various Civil War
fortifications in the area o f Manassas Junction. Various structures on private land are
mapped on to the landscape, as well, providing a context for the establishment and
expansion o f Camp Pickens in and around Manassas Junction.
McDowell’s 1862 map o f northeastern Virginia (Figure 7), including Manassas
Gap Junction and the area in which Camp Pickens was established, also includes the
names o f landholders across Prince William and Fairfax Counties, providing an inkling
o f the nature o f the civilian population at that time. McDowell maps on the route o f the
railroads, too, accentuating their emerging significance, especially in wartime. The
absence o f military markers, camps and fortifications on the map, however, undermines
the reality o f the landscape that the map depicts during the time McDowell drafted it.
Corbett’s 1861 map (Figure 8) o f the area depicting the movement o f troops
across the landscape during battles on the 18th and 21st o f July maps soldiers on the
landscape, though their depiction becomes a reiteration o f strategy rather than a sentient
representation o f them as conscious individuals. Corbett’s cognitive association o f these
individuals as merely a mechanism to be manipulated across the landscape belies the
reality o f the war, as individual soldiers waded through a quagmire o f violence on the
battlefield and a quagmire o f disease and filth in camp.
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FIGURE 6
1862 MACCOMB’S MAP OF MANASSAS JUNCTION
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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FIGURE 7
1862 MCDOWELL’S MAP OF MANASSAS AND VICINITY
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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FIGURE 8
1861 CORBETT’S MAP DEPICTING BATTLES OF JULY 18™ AND 21 st
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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Oddly, it is only Fremont’s 1861 map (Figure 9) o f the Manassas Battlefield that
incorporates the soldiers’ encampments in the landscape. Fremont includes Camp
Pickens in the area outside o f strategic Manassas Junction, as well as Camps Walker,
Wigfall, Prior, and Bradley, though Camp Pickens is by far set apart from the other
camps in illustration on the map. While the project area falls somewhat to the southeast
o f the area designated on the map as Camp Pickens, the intensive occupation o f the area
from the onset through the duration o f the war suggests that Camp Pickens could have
stretched as far southeast as the project area, as soldiers encamped in these areas
associated their stations with Camp Pickens.
The brief archaeological snapshot captured in Thunderbird’s Phase II
investigations reveals that the Civil War era encampment present at 44PW1095, probably
part o f or directly related to Camp Pickens, was a sporadic smattering o f features across
the saddle o f a sloping landform, layout apparently deviating from regulations. Picked
over by looters and relic hunters, altered through the course o f economic activity, and
weathered in the physical environment, much o f the site lacks integrity, with eroded soils
most prevalent across much o f the site. The deflated stratigraphy amplifies the gradient,
as one considers the construction o f the winter quarters on such terrain, however mild.
Clearly strategic in location as the Confederate army sought to fortify the area around
Manassas Junction before, during, and after the First Battle o f Manassas, the encampment
maintained its situation as part o f the military mechanism, with the soldiers themselves
being unable to choose one landform over another as the area quickly filled with soldiers
in May 1861.
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FIGURE 9
1861 FREMONT MAP OF THE BATTLE OF MANASSAS AND ENCAMPMENTS
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Among orders cut were those for the 4th and 11th North Carolina regiments, and
they arrived at the junction, commanded by officers who situated the soldiers on the
landscape. In this case o f camp placement, the military structure maintained control as it
exercised strategy, regardless o f the personal comfort levels o f individual soldiers, with
power maintaining through the chain-of-command. The ballooning population o f the
area by soldiers at the very start o f the war limited where regiments could encamp, as the
landscape rapidly filled to meet the strategic operatives o f the armies. Beauregard’s
earlier description o f the camp emphasizes this point, as the closest water resource was
nearly three miles from Camp Pickens proper. Concern being with defense o f the station,
officers prioritized strategy over comfort in the construction o f Pickens.
In piecing together and apart the archaeological record o f 44PW1095 to discern the
individuals o f history through daily practices examined in light o f power dynamics, the
northern portion o f the site seems to exhibit more integrity than the central portion o f the
site, as features preserved in this area may be associated with cultural materials recovered
on and in the ground. Though a second smaller concentration o f positive shovel tests was
noted to the southwest o f this integral northern section (Figure 10), Thunderbird’s Phase
II testing focused on the north portion o f the site.
The differential nature o f preservation o f particular cultural materials in the
archaeological record in general and the contingency factor o f human disturbance
through reuse and recycling and independent relic collecting makes difficult the
conclusions one may draw about layout conformity at site 44PW1095. The minimal
number o f features strewn sporadically across the site at first glance suggests soldiers
occupied ephemeral tent shelters, rather than constructing dug-out shelters, as Gardner,
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FIGURE 10
TESTED SOUTHERN PORTION OF SITE 44PW1095
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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FIGURE 11
TESTED NORTHERN PORTION OF SITE 44PW1095
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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et. al. conclude (2000:52). The features that were identified at the site do not appear to
adhere to any orderly layout, according to the archaeologists who tested the encampment,
and the artifacts recovered from features suggest that these depressions served as little
more than refuse pits, removed from the occupation proper in an effort to police the camp
and maintain its order.
Despite this apparent nonconformity o f camp layout to the stipulated guidelines, if
one were to follow a line with the eye from Thunderbird’s Phase II shovel test 198
through to the Phase I shovel test 76 (Figure 11), which falls roughly midway between
Features 9 and 10, a corridor free o f architectural artifacts or features emerges. From this
line to the north and west, architectural artifacts including cut nails and window glass
were regularly unearthed in shovel tests across this portion o f the site. In what would be
the corridor itself, largely liquor and wine bottle glass shards were recovered. The
amorphous, clay-capped Feature 2 revealed in the course o f excavating Test Unit 4,
determined to be a refuse pit by Thunderbird archaeologists, falls to the northwest o f this
corridor (Figure 12).
A reinterpretation o f these units and the feature unearthed could conceivably
identify the feature as a possible quartermaster structure or a sutler’s structure, with the
presence o f architectural materials suggesting a shelter o f some kind may have been
present, while the rock with the organic stains beneath could have been a collapsed
firebox. The lack o f other features in this northwesterly section o f the encampment
suggests that this portion o f the camp could have been occupied by enlisted soldiers
encamped in tent structures, with the sutler situated in their section o f the camp, while
officers constructed their quarters across the street. The presence o f a sutler in camp
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FIGURE 12
SOUTHERN PROFILE OF TEST UNITS 4 AND 5 AND FEATURE 2
(Gardner, et. al. 2000)
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Though initially identified as a refuse pit, Feature 2 may be reinterpreted as a
possible dug-out shelter or sutler’s structure.
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suggests the enlisted soldiers were able to draw upon resources other than the meager
apportionments stipulated by regulation. The direct defiance o f obtaining illegal
commodities like alcohol would have undermined the power embedded in the rank of
officers. Access to these materials, as well, provided soldiers with capital with which to
barter for goods or luxuries they could not directly acquire themselves. As officers were
most probably less wont to defy regulations directly, enlisted soldiers may have
maneuvered bargaining positions with officers, courting favor to obtain other privileges,
such as laxer duties or furloughs.
To the south and east o f the line, one again encounters architectural artifacts
including cut nails and window glass, as well as squarish depressions, identified as refuse
pits by Thunderbird, though equally plausibly dug-out hut structures. A preponderance
o f ceramics appears to the south and east of this line, as well, with the majority of
whiteware and refined earthenwares unearthed in the southwest comer o f this north
portion o f the site. The northeast portion of this area exhibits the majority o f feature
retention, with the aforementioned probable dug-out shelters preserving differentially
across this part o f the site. Conceivably a second corridor can be discerned from Phase II
shovel test 201 to Phase I shovel test 47c. The preponderance o f metal artifacts in this
northeast section o f the site may indicate a specialized activity area, such as for forage
and stabling o f horses.
If one perceives the lack o f architectural artifacts in such corridors running
through the site as elucidated previously, one may conceive o f a certain layout adhering
across this section o f the encampment according to the conception o f sheet litter
(Neumann and Sanford 2001) and Beverly Jr.’s (2001) correlations o f architectural
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artifacts with structures. The relatively even distribution o f architectural artifacts on
either side o f these corridors, possibly camp streets per regulations guiding camp layout,
suggests regularly spaced shelters, also stipulated by regulations. The relatively high
number o f excavated structures noted in the northeast portion o f the encampment,
adjacent to what may have been the stable area, hints at who occupied this part o f the
camp.
Though appearing to be anomalous depressions that failed to conform with each
other or to any pattern stipulated in the layout o f the regulations, the presence o f only a
few discernible features does not allow one to conclude positively that other depressions
o f the same nature did not exist and conform to a uniform layout. Nonetheless, as the
only extant anomalies presently persisting at the camp, an investigation o f their
significance proves to be interesting in consideration o f daily practices and the power
dynamics operating in camp.
The camp that Steele’s 4th North Carolina regiment established was temporary at
best, as they constantly reestablished camp in and around Manassas Junction, opting for
above ground structures due to the relatively short occupations o f each. He declared,

We changed camp three or four times while at Manasses, one at Signal Hill, one
Southeast o f Manasses, where we built winter quarters o f log houses and stick and mud
chimneys. Here we had a band stand and having gotten in good practice made the
woods ring in our serenades every evening. Our regiment remained here.. .until March
8, 1862, when we left our good quarters and started on our first march and just before
night it commenced a cold, drizzling rain and we went into camp. [1921:18]
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FIGURE 13
WINTER QUARTERS AT MANASSAS, 1862
(Barnard 1862)
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Stationed at Camp Pickens through the winter 1861-1862, William N. Adams’s and Jacob
S. Hanes’s letters offer insight into the daily practices of camp life and its construction as
part of the 4th North Carolina, underscoring how soldiers operated across the rank
structure to maintain for themselves an adequate level o f subsistence. In November
1861, J.S. Hanes noted his company still had not constructed their winter quarters at
Camp Pickens. (11/11/1861). By December of 1861, Adams and his company had
begun to construct winter quarters (Figure 13). He wrote to his father on December 13,
1861, stating, “We are putting up cabins at this time near the Junction. They will be
much better than the tents I think” (Adams 12/13/1861).
Adams’s letter indicates that some soldiers took great care at Camp Pickens in
erecting their winter quarters to accommodate them as most comfortably as possible.
Given the rather open landscape noted by Beauregard, access to appropriate resources to
erect such quarters most certainly was limited, allowing only a limited number of soldiers
to construct them. Clearly, differential access cutting across the rank structure provided
soldiers with the means to do so. By January, Adams’s and Hanes’s regiment completed
their camps. Of the layout of these Hanes stated: “We have the most regularity about our
camps” (01/08/1862). This adherence to guidelines denotes that to some extent the rank
structure and chain-of-command were able to be maintained by officers.
Frequently in the field, as stipulated by regulation, soldiers shared quarters,
respectively by rank. Tent size varied from regiment to regiment, based on shelters
issued. As mandated by the guidelines, enlisted soldiers received a canvas that could be
erected in conjunction with three other tents to create a four-man unit. The same could
be done with just two to house two soldiers. Obvious time and effort had to be
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coordinated to excavate the dug-out structure, meant to provide the best protection from
the elements to maintain optimum personal comfort. Frequently, officers’ quarters were
constructed with such care (Balicki, et. al. 2002; Newton 2002a, 2002b).
Reopening the interpretation o f the feature depressions at site 44PW1095 to the
possibility o f them being dug-out shelters, as the very brief examination o f them allows
with the ambiguity o f the evidence, the relative level o f comfort shelters o f this type
would have provided soldiers suggests that particular soldiers took great care in erecting
shelters that would provide adequate drainage and protection from climatic variables, as
compared to other soldiers in camp, as Adams’s letter suggested (12/31/1861). That
soldiers could determine the nature o f their shelters, as they themselves were the
constructors, demonstrates the exercise o f individual decision-making outside o f the
power stipulated inherently in the encampment layout dictated by the regulations.
At one o f these features, architectural features indicate the procurement of local
resources, as brick was used to shore up walls o f excavated structures and to vent
fireboxes contained within. The use o f such local materials, which clearly were not part
o f the military issues, to create features within shelters further demonstrates how soldiers
utilized power networks to secure their own personal comforts, apart from the military
issues. Nails found regularly across the site suggest that some soldiers were able to
construct more sturdy structures; however, the extensive collecting that took place across
the encampment in the postwar years makes such a conclusion tenuous, as the relative
number o f artifacts associated with the features could be a result o f such hunting or
merely a reflective paucity o f the number o f cultural materials available to soldiers.
Nonetheless, such a use o f local materials would undermine the structure created
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ideally by the regulations, prompting a restructuring, or perhaps the creation of a new
power dynamic, as officers and enlisted men alike negotiated outside o f the rank structure
to obtain materials meant to improve their personal living conditions. In a letter to his
father in February 1862 from Camp Pickens, soldier William N. Adams mentions two of
his officers, noting that both Captain Simonton and Lieutenant White intended to build
houses for their wives to visit (02/1862).
Hearth features at dug-out structures could be included or placed outside of the
shelters based on soldier preference. When constructed within the structure, as it appears
to be in the amorphous Feature 2 that could be reinterpreted as such a structure,
frequently soldiers constructed a complementary chimney vent with a corresponding
stack to carry the smoke away from the shelter. The presence of several irregular scatters
of brick at the site suggests that some soldiers were averse to open fires. Differential
access to particular materials to vent fires explicates relative power differences among
enlisted soldiers within the encampment. How these soldiers were able to gain access to
particular materials more so than others reveals a power dynamic that operates outside of
the rank structure, where the chain-of-command would stipulate that officers ensure that
a rigid uniformity persist in order to maintain the structure itself without having it
undermined by soldiers who were able to wield their own power to control fellow
soldiers who were of the same rank.
Newton’s (2002a) reconstruction o f dugout shelters, roofed with the canvasissued shelters, reveals that the situation o f the hearth or firebox within the shelter
influenced the environment o f the shelter itself, with the positioning determining how
warm the shelter would stay, as well as how smoky the air may get within it.
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Understanding how these features were oriented within the structures reveals what
concerns were paramount to the soldiers who occupied the structures. Optimum
placement of the feature could vary from soldier to soldier and from tent group to tent
group, as relative importance of personal comfort influenced whether the soldiers would
mitigate the cold or the smoke or attempt both. Furthermore, the respective orientation of
the features and the consequential, implicit suggestions of soldier relations could reveal
power undercurrents among enlisted men, as a consideration, or lack thereof, o f this
matter reveals which soldiers could persuade their fellow soldiers to orient or reorient
their structures to maintain a level of comfort conducive to each individual soldier.
Most unfortunate, it is not clear from Gardner, et. al.’s work whether the brick
recovered was structural or for hearth or chimney features. The fragmentary recovery of
this material on the site suggests that access to this material was differential. Found
within a few o f the features, the recovery of this material suggests particular soldiers
were able to acquire such materials possibly also to fortify their structures to create more
durable shelters. How soldiers came to obtain these materials, including how they
negotiated the rank structure, reveals an underlying power dynamic flowing from
individual soldier to individual soldier, influencing how one would comport themselves
in the field setting, as well as how they would act when their military exploits returned
them to an alternative civilian social environment.
Conceivably, soldiers in the field traded on symbolic capital as well as material
goods to obtain favors and supplies that were needed or wanted. Still adjusting to a war
economy, frequently soldiers failed to receive appropriate issues and rations. An order
from Beauregard suggests the same was true at Camp Pickens. Beauregard admitted of
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the soldiers at Camp Pickens the following in his letter to CSA President Jefferson Davis:

Badly armed and badly equipped as my command is at present, with several of its
regiments having but one or two field officers, and having hardly any means of
transportation, it would be expecting too much that I could meet with success the
Northern foes that are preparing to attack us within a few days with all the advantages
of arms, numbers, and discipline. I beg, however, to remark that my troops are not only
willing, but are anxious, to meet the enemies of our country under all circumstances.
[ 1880-190 la:901-902]
The following order speaks to the state o f supply issuance, hinting at the relevance of
alternative power dynamics, if only for obtaining necessary materials and materiel:

RICHMOND, September 7, 1861
Lieutenant-Colonel J. GORGAS, Chief o f Ordnance:
SIR: It has come to my knowledge through an official source that the million of
cartridges which reached Camp Pickens, at Manassas, a few days since, are lying in
piles on the ground, exposed to the rain, and must be damaged. The Quartermaster’s
Department is responsible for transportation and storage, but I call your attention to the
fact stated, and suggest, if it be not your custom, that the ordnance officer at Manassas
be notified in advance; so long as there is insufficient storage, o f intended transmissions
of ammunition for the Army, so that similar casualties and unmerited censure may be
avoided as far as possible.
Respectfully

WALKER, Secretary o f War. [1880-1901b:832]
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Conceivably, Colonel Hatch could have been charged with the responsibility of ensuring
these munitions were appropriately stored and distributed, though Walker clearly
suggested that the ordnance department shoulder some responsibility in materiel
distribution.
In a memorandum included in a general correspondence from Charlottesville,
Virginia, Sherman described the plight of Company A of the Washington volunteers at
Camp Pickens, writing:

These were at the point o f the bayonet compelled to leave their homes. They are now at
Camp Pickens, in the service of Virginia, and are willing and anxious to do hard
service. Yet they lack accouterments and camp equipage. They are entirely without
cartridge and cap boxes and bayonet scabbards. Tents are being provided by the
patriotic ladies of Charlottesville, thus adding one more to the many acts of kindness
extended to us by them. This company numbers sixty men, and they earnestly desire
for this number those accouterments without which they cannot be very effective upon
the battle-field, viz, cap and cartridge boxes, bayonet scabbards, and, if it were not
asking too much, rifles or minie muskets in place of the old muskets they now have,
and they fear that for want of these they may not be with the advance. We know
personally the most active o f our enemy, and with improved arms we will promise to
make havoc among them. The muster-rolls of this company have long since been
furnished, yet the officers are still uncommissioned. These memoranda are made in no
spirit of complaint, but only to draw attention to our need of those things that will
enable us to do good service to the cause to which, with all we have o f mind all soul
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and energy we are so truly devoted. [1880-1901f:395-396]
Not only were the soldiers of this company ill-equipped, but some, including the
“uncommissioned,” were denied the proper authority—through a lack o f appropriate
accoutrements and through a lack of the actual commission—with which to act. Sherman
alluded to the universal devotion to the cause among all soldiers to attempt to gamer
supplies for the company, downplaying the role of the rank in the spirit o f the fight.
In order to provide for themselves, then, soldiers negotiated in and around the
rank structure to obtain supplies. In January 1862 in a letter to his sister Catherine,
soldier J.S. Hanes discussed an impending trip to Culpepper “for the purpose o f detecting
the Jews who are continually running the blockade and bringing goods through the line”
(01/28/1862). Hanes and his fellow soldiers were permitted to obtain confiscated goods,
including ladies shoes and “other little things,” such as combs and toothbrushes, at 75%
o f the original cost, granting them access to goods not available through military issue.
In a letter written in January 1862 from Hanes to his sister, he suggested that the soldiers
in the field often attempted to visit the ladies “for the express purpose o f getting
something good to eat” (01/28/1862). Differential access to such goods provided
particular soldiers with a capital base with which to barter if so needed in the
maintenance o f their own personal level of comforts.
Mary Livermore, a Union supporter who worked hand-in-hand with the United
States Sanitary Commission, described her experiences during the war distributing
donations to soldiers from civilians who sought to care for their armies from home.
Frequently, she handled care packages sent to the Chicago Sanitary Commission from
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various aid societies of the Midwest for soldiers on the front. In ensuring that the
supplies of the packages were not stolen from the USSC, who ultimately passed them to
the front, she was required to stamp each o f the contents with the USSC seal. Frequently,
she encountered notes within the packages written to unknown soldiers by ladies at home.
According to Livermore, “Very many of these notes were answered by soldiers who
received them, and a correspondence ensued, which sometimes ended in lifelong
friendship, and, in some instances which came to my knowledge, in marriage”
(1887:138). Frequently, the packages contained such goods as shirts, drawers, towels,
socks, handkerchiefs, combs, pins, needles, dried berries and peaches, dressing gowns,
hickory nuts, ginger snaps, pillow cases, china dolls, baby’s tin rattles, photographs of
babies, threads, scissors, jack-knives, bibles, stamped envelopes, and stationery
(1887:136-140).
While Livermore’s experience were with the Union soldiers, Hanes’s and
Adams’s personal correspondences indicate that a similar civilian support was operating
in the Confederacy, as well, as family networks supported their soldiers in the field.
Adams wrote to his father to explain that he was not in need of shirts, but, no doubt, the
cold Virginia winter weather prompted him to ask for an overcoat and a hat (Adams
01/08/1862). Adams continued to solicit supplies from his family, asking for a good pair
o f boots or shoes to be made for him, as well as a hat from his father (02/26/1862).
According to Hanes, a fellow soldier, Henry Gartner, a fellow soldier, gave him “a
present o f a very good pair of yarn gloves” (11/11/1861). These alternative supply
outlets provided soldiers with essential materials the military logistically could not
provide at times. The soldiers’ capabilities o f obtaining necessities outside of the military
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environment undermined the authority in the chain-of-command, as enlisted men with
civilian outlets could barter supplies with officers whose standards o f decorum absolutely
prohibited them from behaving in certain ways unbecoming.
The archaeological record at site 44PW1095 demonstrates that this very well may
have transpired there. The unearthing of an intricate red, oval cufflink inset with an
opalescent cameo of a carved shield in Phase II shovel test 114 in the northeastern section
o f the site supports the interpretation of this portion of the site as officer’s quarters,
situated, perhaps, adjacent to a stable or forage activity area; the high preponderance of
metal further in this area supports this conclusion. Furthermore, the abundance of
utilitarian wares, as well as refined earthenwares, in the southwestern part of this portion
o f the camp probably belonging to enlisted men, hints at how soldiers exchanged material
goods to cultivate relationships.
Steele, also of the 4 North Carolina, described his camp at Manassas very
cursorily, stating, “We returned to camp at Manasses and here we had wall tents of
canvass, laid off in rows with streets between. At this camp we had much sickness, and
many deaths” (1921:17). Steele’s description of camp layout seems to conform to the
regulations; clearly, as an enlisted man, his shelter was meager as compared to what
officers erected. Furthermore, Steele’s comment indicates that shelters in the enlisted
quarters o f camp were inadequate for quarantining infectious disease, while the presence
o f disease in general suggests that the camp was not sanitary.
Though not directly correlative, the United States Sanitary Commission in 1861
conducted a number of inspections of encampments in and around Washington, D C.,
documenting field conditions and quality o f camp life. This partial Sanitary Commission
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address to the Secretary of War articulated one of the goals o f the organization:
[The Women’s Central Association of Relief for the Sick and Wounded of the Army,
the Advisory Committee of the Boards of Physicians and Surgeons of the Hospitals of
new York, and the New York Medical Association], being engaged at home in a
common object, are acting together with great efficiency and methodizing and
spontaneous benevolence of the city and State of New York; obtaining information
from the public authorities of the best methods of aiding your Department with such
supplies as the regulations of the Army do not provide, or the sudden and pressing
necessities of the time do not permit the Department to furnish. [USSC 1866:1]

Clearly, in practice the role of the War Department in sufficiently taking care of the army
fell short, as the previous passage indicates.
Aside from the regulated layout of the military encampment, the U.S. Sanitary
Commission’s agents were required to survey the situation o f the camp through the
documentation of a number o f pertinent layout guidelines. The survey form utilized by
the Commission investigated the situation o f the encampment with respect to the physical
environment, including what kind of drainage the camp had, what the terrain of the camp
and its surrounding country was like, what the considerations o f the camp situation
were— particularly strategy or salubrity— how many regiments occupied the camp, how
well equipped soldiers were— specifically with respect to other soldiers in the
encampment— how old the soldiers were who occupied the encampment, what the
general sanitation o f the camp was like, how the medical service at each camp was, how
the climate effected the soldiers’ health, what types of shelters the soldiers were afforded,
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what kind o f sinks, privies or latrines were excavated for use by the soldiers and where
they were located within the encampment, how well-vaccinated each soldier was, what
diseases were prevalent at the camp, how many deaths had occurred at the camp, what
types o f amusement each soldier had at the camp, what kind o f rations, including food,
clothing, and medicines, were issued to the soldiers in reality and what their quality was,
and where animals were stabled and slaughtered within the confines o f the camp (USSC
1866, No. 9:1-6).
The encampments inspected by USSC agents in July 1861 in and around
Washington were found to be well-situated with respect to natural drainage; however, in
some camps, drain systems constructed by the soldiers were at best, poor, and frequently
soldiers were forced to endure inches o f water within the confines o f their shelters.
Agents condemned soldiers for erecting shelters too close together. Disease, at this point,
was minimal, though sunstroke was fairly common, indicating that soldiers were not
properly caring for themselves. J.S. Hanes, a noted only one death from measles on July
11th, 1861 at Camp Pickens in his company (Hanes 06/11/1861). Adams, however,
described in two correspondences with his sister father and sister written in August 1861
a bout o f measles from which he suffered (08/10/1861; 08/25/1861, respectively). In a
correspondence to his sister dated the 11th o f November 1861, Hanes wrote o f his
company as being “in good health” (Hanes 11/11/1861). According to the USSC, “water,
o f good quality, is generally found in abundance near each camp” (1866, No. 17:3);
therefore, soldiers suffering form sunstroke failed to appropriately capitalize on this
natural resource.
This is further exemplified in how soldiers cared for their personal hygiene and

appearance in the field, illustrated in the USSC survey. According to the USSC,
In but a few cases are the soldiers obliged to regard any rules of personal cleanliness.
Their clothing is shamefully dirty, and they are often lousy. Although access is easily
had to running water, but few instances are known where any part of the force is daily
marched, as a part of the camp routine, to bathe. [1866, No. 17:4-5]
Clearly, officers were not enforcing the regulations regarding appearance. In the late fall
o f 1861, Adams, green to domesticities, informed his father that he was now able to wash
his own clothing. Early in the war yet, this information Adams imparts suggests that
soldiers still consciously cared for their uniforms when they could, exemplifying the
Southern pride that helped to drive the cause (Adams 10/30/1861). Guidelines at Union
camps regarding the policing of camp were frequently neglected by soldiers, though,
suggesting that soldiers were undermining the rank structure somehow to avoid
conforming to ideal stipulations. According to the USSC,

The men take food into their tents, and its crumbs and morsels are to be seen covered
with flies in the inside, in the intervening spaces, and even in the camp-streets, which
seldom appear well swept. Often the drains are neglected, that they become receptacles
for rubbish. Within the tents a musty smell is often perceptible.. .Where there is not a
most incredible ignorance, incapacity, or neglect on the part of officers, the regiments
are supplied with an over-abundance of the raw material o f food, excellent of its
kind... Some of the camps have sutlers; most have not. At one of the sutler’s tents,
contrary to the articles of war as well as the army regulations, spirits were furnished the
men without restriction.. Though much less than in most armies, there is a good deal of
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drunkenness among the soldiers, who are generally granted leave o f absence to visit the
town in much too large numbers, for too long a time, and too frequently. [1866, No.
17:5-16]
Inspections of the encampments also revealed that tents frequently housed
anywhere from 6 to 10 men: “O f course, they breathe a most vitiated atmosphere” (1866,
No. 17:3). With regards to the sinks, the Commission reported the following:

In most cases the only sink is merely a straight trench, some thirty feet long,
unprovided with a pole or rail; the edges are filthy, and the stench exceedingly
offensive; the easy expedient of daily turning of fresh earth into the trench being
often neglected...In many regiments the discipline is so lax that the men avoid
the use of the sinks and the whole neighborhood is rendered filthy and
pestilential. From the ammoniacal odor frequently perceptible in some camps,
it is obvious that the men are allowed to void their urine, during the night, at
least, wherever convenient. [USSC 1866, No. 17:4]

Oddly enough, at site 44PW1095, Gardner, et. al. do not identify any latrine features at
the encampment. Placement of these features according to regulations would have
removed them from the main camp environment, ensuring a certain amount of privacy for
the individual soldier. The relative placement o f these features suggests that despite
soldiers subverting the rank structure through alternative layout of shelter locations, their
interest in maintaining this aspect o f camp life apart from where they slept and prepared
their food, as well as where they socialized with soldiers within their regiments,
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maintained regardless of alternative power dynamics. Still of note with the placement of
these particular features is a consideration of which soldiers placed or were forced to
place shelter locations in the vicinity o f these features.
Ideally, sanitation interests as well as personal comfort levels with respect to
having to endure the stink such features would exude removed the soldiers from this area;
however, particular soldiers just by virtue o f practicality would be closer to these features
than other. While closer situation meant a shorter walk for the soldier, the potential funk
of such an area could be unpleasant for the soldiers located closest to the sinks. How
soldiers determined who would encamp closest to these features was an exercise of the
individual soldiers. The southwest portion o f site 44PW1095 removed from the more
culturally dense north section could very well represent the situation of these features.
Whether the soldiers who were encamped closet to these features did so due to the
relative placement of shelters by other soldiers who wished not to be close to the features
or did so for convenience sake demonstrates how soldiers operated in practice outside of
the rank structure.
Certainly, officers would not encamp nearest these features if they so desired to
be removed from them, as the regulations clearly delineate the respective positions of
officers in camp with respect to other enlisted soldiers. While parts of the camp certainly
demonstrate conformity to regulations, the rank structure did not specifically stipulate
who would have to encamp nearest these features, and therefore the decisions fell outside
o f the chain-of-command by soldiers whose relative positions as enlisted men dictated
these decisions.
Clearly, the maintenance of mandated structure in camp layout suggests a
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relatively intact rank structure, or at the very least a willingness to continue to maintain
the regularity and uniformity stipulated by regulations. Any attempts that would have
been made by soldiers in the field to thwart the stipulations of the regulations would have
been checked by the chain-of-command, whose embedded power was to serve the
machine and maintain it through these guidelines. Had soldiers wished to subvert camp
structure for their own ends, perhaps differential access to water, climatic friendly
conditions and so forth, or actually been able to override the chain-of-command through
nonconformity to regulations, whose implicit purpose in its cognitive ideal version was to
maintain this structure, the archaeological record may have revealed a more nonlinear,
non-uniform layout of architectural artifacts; however, the very conformity itself is not
enough to verify a functioning rank structure or negate underlying or alternate power
dynamics. The even distribution of architectural artifacts between corridors that formed
lines of shelters in this section of the encampment, however, does reveal that if not
cognitively or ideally, in a legally formal way, soldiers adhered to the prescriptions of the
regulations and upheld the chain-of-command through the compliance of these guidelines
set out to maintain that same structure.
In practice, soldiers stationed at Camp Pickens both followed and failed to
conform to the regulations and laws. Generally, if one correlates the architectural
features and artifacts with structures, individuals laid out their shelters according to the
guidelines, leaving two streets between shelter rows to maintain possible corridors within
the encampment for efficiently moving around, while sanctioning the space the enlisted
men and officers would use. The abundance o f liquor bottles on site, however, suggests
the soldiers did not follow all o f the regulations.
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Most evident o f the soldier’s disobedience is the plethora o f liquor and alcohol
bottles recovered at Camp Pickens. Clearly in defiance o f regulation, soldiers consumed
alcohol with some regularity based on the frequency o f bottle glass recovered. The
variety o f types found on site suggests a sutler may have been present at the camp. The
amorphous Feature 2 could well be the remnants of a sutler’s structure. Subject to the
same laws as the soldiers in the field, the presence o f a sutler in camp, as well as his or
her illegal vending o f alcohol, denotes that some o f the needs o f the soldiers were not
being met by the military issues and that soldiers were willing to disobey regulation to
meet such needs. Defiance o f the guidelines no doubt undermined the rank structure as
officers attempted to control drinking behaviors o f soldiers. General instructions to
sanitation inspectors indicate that frequently the sutlers at camps inspected in and around
Washington, D.C. in July 1861 were defying mandated regulations and providing illicit
supplies to the soldiers, including alcohol. Report No. 24 noted:

Give attention to the sutler’s store. A sutler should be engaged for each regiment, and
the regulations prescribed in the Articles o f War (Art. 29) and the Army Regulations
(Paragraph 202 to 209, p. 28,) stringently enforced upon him. He should be required to
keep every essential article for a healthy soldier’s comfort, not provided by the
quartermaster, such as brushes, blacking, needles and thread, pipes and tobacco, and he
should not be allowed to offer anything likely to prove unwholesome to the men, such
as green fruit and leathery pies. [1866:6]

Furthermore, the prevalence o f bottles within the corridor suggests that soldiers utilized
these open areas to congregate outside o f their respective shelters. The social drinking
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which would have occurred here, then, very well could have functioned to foster
camaraderie among the soldiers as they shared adventures and exploits of their
experiences o f the war. During these times, conceivably, the officers and NCOs on site
could have passed into these communal areas to fraternize with enlisted soldiers, if they
indeed chose not to condemn the illicit behavior.
The exchange of alcohol, as soldiers passed bottles to the officers, who in turn
passed them back again, would have undermined the rank structure and the chain-ofcommand so intricately articulated within the guidelines o f the Regulations; on the other
hand, such socialization may have served to bolster the enlisted soldiers’ confidences in
their superiors, as they recognized commonalities among themselves and officers.
Certainly, opportunity arose in these social situations for enlisted men to curry the favor
o f officers or NCOs, o f whom they might ask permission for leave or from whom they
might attempt to obtain needed supplies, issues, or, in fact, more booze.
The most powerful of all Confederate soldiers, Prussian soldier and military
tactician Justus Scheibert noted o f General Robert E. Lee that Lee negotiated his position
o f power at the top o f the rank structure to inspire his soldiers through practices akin to
those of the private:

Still his every act bespoke dignity and embodied nobility; he had grown up in luxury
and sophistication in one o f the South’s wealthiest and most aristocratic families. Yet
he set for the army the example o f simplicity, being content with the minimum of
baggage, scarcely the essentials. This general lived in the plain and severe style of a
private. In the field during the winter’s months of quarters, unless ill, he never
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hesitated nor needed to be invited to sleep among his army and out-of-tent. Devotees
sent him refreshments, notably wine. He forwarded every bottle to his hospitals.
[2001:8-9]
Enlisted soldiers attempted to curry his favor through the sharing of alcoholic beverages,
accentuating importance o f liquor in power negotiations within the military environment.
Scheibert’s notation o f Lee’s corollary treatment of such gifts further demonstrates this
point, as Lee’s re-presentation o f such commodities to hospitals allowed him to further
curry favor, whether deliberate or not.
Frank Edwards, an enlisted soldier o f the Army o f Northern Virginia, related the
following anecdote regarding alcohol procurement and consumption from his camp
experiences in the Shenandoah Valley with General Jubal Early:

I remember one dark, cold day, when the snow was falling in sheets, we were camped
in the great valley o f Virginia.. A courier rode up to the Colonel’s tent, told him to
cook three days’ rations and get ready to move tomorrow morning at five o’clock.
General Early came over that day to see General E.L. Thomas about going over the
Allegheny mountains on a foraging expedition.. .That was a great place for applejack,
and General Early drank a great deal. We decided that was the greatest reason for
going over there. He claimed that there was a great quantity o f sugar, coffee, meat,
flour and fish there, but did not mention applejack. ..We had a very cold march, but a
glorious tim e.. .We were well supplied with honey and applejack on that mountain; had
several wagon loads o f it.. .We learned from an old citizen that there was a large
distillery at the foot o f the mountain. We received orders for no one to go in the
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distillery. General Early placed two guards there and gave orders that no private soldier
was to go in there. The boys were all very angry. The officers went in and filled their
canteens. General Early and General Thomas had been there and engaged all they had
on hand... The boys decided to go in the distillery. The guard ordered us to halt, but the
boys went right in. I think there must have been about twenty-five barrels of applejack
in that building. The boys knocked the heads out o f a great many o f the barrels, and
everybody drank all they wanted, filled up their canteens and went to camp. All the
officers were drunk, and the whole brigade o f soldiers. I never saw so many drunk men
as I saw there. I never saw such a time as those boys had. Officers and men were
drunk about three days. [Edwards 1911.89-90]

Edwards’s passage exemplifies how the prescriptions of the regulations could be
thwarted, ultimately undermining the rank structure. It further illustrates how officers
were willing to use their own ranks to negotiate palatable circumstances for themselves.
An officer of principles, dedicated as much to the Union as to the cause, Early’s treatise
on Virginia secession and the decorum becoming a soldier of the army provides a sharp
contrast to Edwards’s accounting:

As for myself, it was exceedingly difficult to surrender the attachment of a lifetime to
that Union which had been cemented by the blood of so many patriots, and which I had
been accustomed to look upon (in the language of Washington) as the palladium o f the
political safety and prosperity of the country, and therefore I had hoped even against
hope, but I soon became convinced fully that the action of the convention was right,
and that it could have pursued no other course, consistently with the honor and dignity
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o f Virginia, and in this opinion I have remained firmly fixed, notwithstanding the result
o f the war which ensued. [ 1960:92]
This contrast o f Early in theory and Early in action elucidates the practical nature o f the
field setting, as circumstances dictate alternative dynamics than what theory conjectured.
Justus Scheibert, a Prussian military student dispatched by the Prussian army to the
United States during the American Civil War to review the course of events in light of
retooling the Prussian Army, stated o f Early’s troops:

One of Early’s, thrusting north of Washington, saw how the last Union campaign left
the lovely, charming Shenandoah raped and desolate by burning and pillage. Enraged,
Early’s men wanted revenge and scorned restraint. Advancing through Union territory,
they took revenge with fury beyond excuse. [2001:198]
Analogically, one may associate the lack o f control exercised among Early’s soldiers in
the Union countrysides with the lack o f control Early exercised as a leader in his use and
distribution o f alcohol to his soldiers, as well as his soldiers inability to limit their
consumption o f it in camp.
Despite the wanton behavior o f Early’s troops in the North, Confederate soldiers
in general exercised control when moving through the civilian social environments,
tVi

instead focusing their energies on the cause and victory in battle. The 4 North Carolina,
missing the first fighting at Manassas Junction, arrived at the station prepared to take up
arms for their cause. James Columbus Steele, a soldier in the regiment, demonstrated his
regiment’s eagerness to go to war, declaring, “The next Sunday, just one week after the
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fight, we arrived at Manasses and stored our baggage and started to the battle ground six
miles away” (1921:16).
Still early yet in the war in 1861, Steele’s suggestion o f patriotic zeal in his
offhand comment of starting for the battlefield unveils the mindset of one individual
soldier, green to war. This same patriotic zeal, though, permitted soldiers to capitalize in
practice through meritorious service in the field at Camp Pickens. According to General
Order No. 163, individual soldiers among the ranks at Camp Pickens not only were able
to seek advancement within the army, but also were able to acquire positions in the
course of service that stretched the power currents available to them, while providing
them with differential access to goods through the nature o f their new appointments.
This order, mandated on July 24, 1861, stated:

I.

Capt. H. E. Peyton, of Virginia, is appointed volunteer aide-de-camp to the
general commanding in acknowledgment of valuable services on the field of
battle at Manassas.

II.

Col. L. M. Hatch, quartermaster-general of South Carolina, having volunteered
his services, will be on the staff as volunteer aide-de-camp, and for the present
will be specially entrusted, under Major Cabell, chief quartermaster, with the duty
of receiving, quartering, or locating and dispatching elsewhere all prisoners of
war and wounded of the enemy, and all troops arriving at Camp Pickens, except
militia, who will report to Colonel Terrett. Colonel Hatch will be particularly
charged with regulating the hours of arrival amid departure of the special trains,
and with such other duties as may properly pertain to the special branch of the
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department assigned to him.
III.

Col. Joseph Walker, commissary-general of South Carolina, having tendered his
services as volunteer aide-de-camp, will be assigned to service at the depot at
Camp Pickens, under the direction of Colonel Lee, chief commissary, with the
special duty of seeing that all troops arriving at Camp Pickens are promptly and
properly supplied with subsistence and water.

IV. Colonels Hatch and Walker will be supplied with a horse and tent each by the
chief quartermaster, and such orderlies amid messengers as their duties may
require, and will establish themselves as micar to the offices o f the chiefs of their
respective staff departments as may be practicable.
V. All the militia who will take service as teamsters, mechanics, or laborers in the
quartermaster’s department for three months will be paid the usual wages and be
at once discharged from militia service. By command of General Beauregard:
THOMAS JORDAN, Acting Assistant Adjutant- General, Secretary o f War.
[1880-1901e:196]
Clearly, soldiers stationed at Camp Pickens sought to demonstrate their zeal for the cause
on the battlefield, as Peyton’s appointment to aide-de-camp suggests. Colonel Walker
was granted differential access to supplies by virtue of his appointment to a position
under the chief commissary, as was Colonel Hatch as quartermaster-general, who both, as
officers, were given transportation—horses—to ride. This order suggests that generally
soldiers at Camp Pickens navigated the sea o f regulations to their own ends, capitalizing
on meritorious conduct clauses to situate themselves favorably in the military
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environment. Two officers, equipped with horses, very well could have occupied part of
the northeastern portion of 44PW1095.
Soldiers were not naive as to the embedded power dynamics of the rank structure.
Edwards described the field setting, recounting the privileges and pay o f the enlisted man
versus the officer. He stated,

The commissioned officers in the Confederate army received from $750 to $5000 per
year. The private soldier received $11 per month. The officers paid for their rations
from their salary; the private soldier had his furnished to him. The officer purchased
what he desired from the government. The private soldier received one spoonful of
peas, one cup of flour, one teaspoonful o f salt and one cut of meat, if any, for his
rations. The officer visited the city at his leisure; the private soldier had to carry a pass.
[1911:107]

How soldiers were able to take these meager issues and capitalize on them through their
own wit and ingenuity is reflected in the daily practices and negotiations in the field. In a
letter written in January 1862, Hanes mentioned that he baked pies (01/08/1862). No
doubt providing for himself subsistence-wise, Hanes could use this skill to obtain
necessities not available via military issue. William Adams, not used to cooking for
himself, informed his father in a letter dated October 30, 1861 that he had to call upon
fellow soldiers to make bread from the rations supplied to him by the army. While
Adams did not reveal what other soldiers, perhaps like Hanes, in turn received from him
for completing such tasks, no doubt he traded for such favors, bolstering relations with
fellow soldiers as the men grew together through the domestic tasks of everyday life.
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Adams frequently confessed in his letters to his family in the Winter 1861-1862
that he was getting too fat to fit in his clothes, though he also informed his father o f the
lack o f sausage, a deprivation he would mention in other letters (12/13/1861,
01/08/1862). In a letter transcribed to his father on January 8, 1862, after winter quarters
had been established, Adams referred to hog’s meat as “something great”. At this time,
though, Adams considered himself to be still “well and fat as butter” (02/26/1862),
weighing in at 190 pounds, though expecting soon to reach 200 (02/1862). Given the
untimely manner in which troops at Camp Pickens were being supplied (1880-1901 f:3 95396), that Adams was able to maintain a healthy figure suggests he was able to negotiate
between the rank structure to obtain supplies for himself. According to William, while on
picket duty, he traded coffee for tobacco and swapped knives with Union soldiers
(Adams 10/08/1862). Adams was appointed as a wagonmaster while at Camp Pickens,
charged with the care o f fourteen teams. His situation in a position that warranted him
differential access to supplies hints at how Adams was able to maintain his portly
demeanor.
With the change in season and the renewal o f strategic military operations focused
on transportation routes and the railroad, Union maneuvers ousted the Confederate
soldiers in and around Manassas Gap Junction. A fellow soldier o f Hanes, Thomas Perry,
in a letter to his sister mentioned the rapid evacuation o f Camp Pickens and the
subsequent retreat, explaining that “nearly all the clothing, tents and a large amount o f
provisions were either discarded or burned” (Hanes 03/12/1862). On the march, soldiers
evacuating the junction and Camp Pickens were forced to forfeit the bases from which
and for which they negotiated, prompting a shift, once again, in the power dynamics
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operating outside of the rank structure. The fortuitous nature of supply lines, which
would prove par for the course o f the war, prompted soldiers to strategize outside and
between the rank structure to negotiate positions in practice in the reality of the field
setting to establish a comfortable level of existence built around power and capital, both
real and symbolic. How soldiers were able to extend or tweak the prevailing dynamics
proved the flexibility of human relations, as even cognitively conceived structured
guidelines meant to control the soldiers in order to promote loyalty and unaffected
obedience could not control what each individual soldier did in practice on a day-to-day
basis. Undermining the chain-of-command embedded in the rank structure, how these
alternate power dynamics affected the dynamics o f battle and strategy proves to be an
interesting point of departure for exploring the end result o f the war for each soldier.
Too frequently ignored in the tomes o f Civil War history, as they were eclipsed
by nominal figures o f the war—including political figures and generals— the enlisted
soldiers, who were from the start limited by the embedded power dynamics of the chainof-command linked to the rank structure, comprise the history of the Civil War and part
o f the history of what founds the United States today. The roles these individuals played
in shaping the end result of the war cannot be downplayed. Frank Edwards, a soldier in
the Army o f Northern Virginia who saw the conflict through to its end, regarding in
retrospect the role of the enlisted soldier, declared:

The reason I have written what little I have of my life is to let the rising generation
know something of the hardships which the Confederate soldier had to undergo. Not
that I am unwilling for the generals o f the army to receive all the honor given them, but
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that the private soldier shall, also, in a measure, receive what is his due. While the
general in command gives the order, “Forward,” it rests with the private soldier to do
the fighting; if he has the interest of his country at heart, is willing to go into unknown
dangers; if he is willing to leave his father and mother, and his brothers and sisters, his
dear companion and children, to him dearest objects on earth, and when he is ordered to
hold a position or die, if he obeys he is a good soldier, and is entitled to as much credit
as the general. There are times when he is hungry and half clad; he may suffer in a war
prison, and then be ready to sacrifice his life if his country demands it. The good
private soldier will do all this for the love o f justice and liberty, for what he thinks is
right. [1911:106-107]

A Quick Comparison
Justus Scheibert, a Prussian soldier who followed the events of the war,
particularly in 1863 when he spent seven months in the Confederacy, addressed the
conditions of the opposing armies, particularly noting how individuals in each army he
felt acted based upon the soldier’s regional upbringing. A southern supporter who
“fought for the South and believed in it body and soul,” (2001 :xv) Scheibert juxtaposed
the regional significance o f each army, noting,

Northern forces proved superior in the mass; the Southern, however good man for man,
could not stem the tide. Indeed, man for man, Southern proved superior. Only in the
West did troops on one side match those on the other, man for man. Elsewhere the
methods of enrollment, the kind o f men, and the intensity o f commitment produced
opposing forces of different elements. The South had neither much immigration nor a
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laboring class, unlike the North. It followed that city dwellers mattered in the Northern
army: factory workers among the rank and file, lawyers among the officers. Lawyers
o f course understood better what to do with the quill than how to deal with terrain on
the march and where to send troops into combat. The Southerner, mostly o f the planter
class, grew up outdoors and loved hunting and sports. Used to bossing Negroes in
numbers, attending to their needs, and making them obey, he brought to the army the
officer’s qualities. Other factors aided Southern battlefield excellence: the rebel’s
austere Old English upbringing, for example, and his devotion to the Cause. [2001:53]
Conceivably, Scheibert’s note serves as a point o f departure in the contrast o f other
encampments o f both armies with Camp Pickens.
Located on Quantico Marine Corps Base just off the seventeenth hole, partially
situated on the sixteenth fairway o f the Medal o f Honor Golf Course, site 44PW917, a
winter encampment situated ideally with respect to the Potomac River, sprawls across
rolling acreage that had been leased to the Federal government in 1917. The site is
situated across a large ridge along two drainages, with the western portion o f the site
extending beyond the western drainage, up the side o f the adjacent ridge. While part o f
the camp lies beneath the golf course, exposed to the elements and human traffic, most o f
the camp is situated beneath the canopy.
During the course o f John Milner Associates’s investigations, archaeologists
consulted with private collectors and relic hunters regarding the encampment and its
history, learning the camp was much larger than originally unearthed during Phase I and
partial Phase II undertakings. Two areas, A and B, comprise 44PW 917. In area A, JMA
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excavated 78 shovel tests, recovering no cultural materials. In area B, JMA excavated 34
shovel tests, again recovering no cultural materials. Both areas were thoroughly metal
detected. Each area was tested with unit excavation. Soil profiles indicated very little
disturbance o f the camp, signifying vertical integrity, with the exception o f the golf
course intrusion and sewer and gas lines. The presence o f roads running through Area B
also partially obscures the archaeological record o f the encampment in this area.
Nonetheless, archaeologists were still able to identify nine depression features in the area,
which were initially identified as Confederate graves during the Phase I investigations o f
the site (Huston et. al. 1996:106), though later work disputes this conclusion (Balicki, et.
al. 2002:259).

Based on intensive historical research, consultation with relic hunters,

and interpretation o f the archaeological record o f the camp, Balicki, et. al. correlate site
44PW917 with the Confederate Camp French, occupied by the Georgia 35th Infantry
regiment during the first winter o f the war, from fall 1861 through March 9, 1862
(2002:259), the same period Camp Pickens was occupied by Confederate forces.
JMA identified 425 surface features at Camp French, in three different areas— on
the 16th fairway and its adjacent woods, on either side o f an unnamed stream further east,
and north o f the 16th fairway— including depressions, mounds, platforms, trenches, and
exterior chimneys (Balicki, et. al. 2002:270, 273). The part o f the camp situated on the
fairway has lost its vertical integrity due to golf course maintenance; therefore, metal
detection survey on this part o f the site was abandoned in favor o f a methodology
developed in consultation with relic hunters that included identifying ephemeral potential
hut depressions and systematically shovel testing these depressions for cultural
protrusions on either side and in the middle (Newton 2002a; Balicki, et. al. 2002:273).
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FIGURE 14
SITE MAP OF 44PW917, CAMP FRENCH
(Balicki, et. al. 2002)
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Positive and intact substrata depressions were sampled in test unit excavations placed to
capture a cross section of the hut. Huts both on the fairway and under the canopy were
tested to provide a comparative data set within the site itself. The general layout o f Camp
French, much like Camp Pickens if one accepts the interpretation formulated herein,
conformed to regulations, as dug-out shelters were excavated into the slope regularly
across the landform. Streets could be discerned between rows of shelters.
Hut 1, measuring 9x8.5 feet, fell on the inside edge of the canopy, just off the 16th
fairway. I aided in the excavation o f four test units that were placed across this
depression to provide a profile of the hut. Surface features up slope from the depression
included a partial chimney scatter that was mapped in plan view. Test units 1, 2, and 3
were placed across the depression and systematically excavated. The excavation of unit 1
revealed no evidence of a hut construction, with natural undulating stratigraphy from
surface to subsoil; however, further excavation o f the adjacent unit 2 unearthed a firebox,
partially intact in the hut, with burnt soils staining the floor of the hut. This firebox
connected to the chimney noted on the surface around the hut depression in initial
reconnaissance. In profile, the excavated hut was clearly discernible as a very dark
grayish brown silt loam fill. Balicki, et. al. identify this hut as an officer’s quarters
(2002:274).
Very few associated cultural materials, aside from the structural exterior and
interior features o f the hut, were unearthed in the excavation of the four units across Hut
1. Only 28 artifacts, including 18 nails, 3 brick fragments, 1 window glass sherd, 3 aqua
bottle glass sherds, 1 miscellaneous metal fragment and 2 prehistoric lithics, were
recovered from all four units. Nonetheless, as at Camp Pickens, the presence of a firebox
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FIGURE 15
EASTERN PROFILE OF TEST UNITS 1 AND 2
(Balicki, et. al. 2002)
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within the excavated structure suggests care taken in construction, as well as cognitive
perceptions of personal comfort levels, while demonstrating how individual soldiers
manipulated the power o f the chain-of-command, as well as negotiated outside of the
rank structure, to situate themselves in the field setting in the military environment. The
presence of alcohol bottles at Camp French suggests that similar drinking behaviors as
those at Camp Pickens occurred among enlisted men and officers alike. JMA
archaeologists identified the target range of the camp where the 16th green lies being the
soldiers’ vantage, based on the distribution of 13 bullets on a slope approximately 100
feet away (Balicki, et. al. 2002:288).
The 35th Georgia Infantry, following their occupation o f Camp French, fought in
the Battle o f Seven Pines at the end of May. Presumably, the regiment’s rather controlled
encampment at Camp French aided in the personal maintenance of soldiers in practice in
the everyday military environment, as power negotiations across rank structure enabled
soldiers to negotiate for themselves a relative level of personal comfort, despite the
opposition of the natural environment and the winter climatic variables, including rain,
sleet, snow and freezing temperatures. Given the early period in which the camp was
occupied and the relative abundance o f materials and supplies still available to the
Confederacy, it is no surprise that the site appears to conform to regulations in layout,
while simultaneously flouting them with regards to differential access to particular
architectural materials and other foodstuffs and supplies. These incongruencies present
from the start one might contend would grow more pronounced later in the course of the
war, as supplies grew scarce, accentuating the relative importance of power relationships
that operated outside of the rank structure both here and at Camp Pickens.
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At another encampment not too far from Camp Pickens at the Union Camp
Griffin in neighboring Fairfax County, Wilbur Fisk wrote in a letter dated 11 December
1861:

Since the boys here have received their new clothes, they have been able to keep
themselves tolerably comfortable. Before this they had just cause for
complaint... Some of the boys have no rubber blanket, nor bed-tick, nothing but the
ground to lie on.. .In other respects we are as comfortably provided for as our
circumstances will allow. [Rosenblatt and Rosenblatt 1992:1]
Fisk’s letter demonstrates the supply issues that similarly plagued the Union army, while
emphasizing how soldiers mitigated these logistical issues through alternative power
dynamics which enabled particular soldiers to obtain access to material goods and
privileges differentially.
A number of encampments in Stafford County have been investigated by
individuals outside the field of CRM and academic archaeology. D.P. Newton’s work
with his father in the 1950s on such sites in Stafford County is most notable, as Newton
preserved and conserved various Civil War encampments through documentation and
collection. One particular site Newton notes, an encampment he and his father
designated number six, exhibits the regularity the regulations stipulate. Newton noted
three sets of hut rows, with a fourth row apart from the remainder o f structures
(2002b: 170). Conceivably, this line could be interpreted as officer quarters. Newton
only notes one trash hole on the site (2002b: 170, 181). Furthermore, Newton provides an
enlarged portrait o f those huts that had excavated drain features around them. Among the
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artifactual materials recovered from the site were 2 inkwells, more than 25 bullets, and a
few eagle buttons (Newton 2002b: 181). According to Newton, the site had been looted
for a long time prior to his father’s and his recordation o f the encampment.
At a second site recorded by Newton and his father, designated Camp C, 15 hut
holes were identified. According to Newton, these had been covered by farmers in the
years following the war (2002a:75). Furthermore, Newton identified four sinks and
seven trash pits across the site. Recovered from the encampment with the use of metal
detectors were over 1300 minie bullets, at least 700 o f which were unearthed in one hole
along with the bullet box. A variety o f buttons, including 4 Michigan buttons, 4 New
York buttons, and at least 40 to 50 eagle buttons were recovered during the course o f the
camp’s investigation. The four New York buttons were recovered at the lower end o f the
encampment. Two U.S. buckle plates, as well as one Carbine sling buckle, were
unearthed, as well. Nine bottles o f an unidentified container type were also unearthed.
Based upon an identification disc belonging to Daniel Popper unearthed by Newton, he
and his father identified the encampment as that o f the 3 rd Michigan regiment. According
to Newton (2002a), other independent collectors also recovered Michigan buttons from
the site. The presence o f 31 fired bullets on the site led Newton to the identification o f
the camp’s target range.
Newton’s work on these Union encampments reveals that frequently soldiers of
this army followed regulation in laying out camp, with regularly spaced shelters
separated by camp streets, and various activity areas situated across the camp as
stipulated per regulation. It is not a stretch to infer that the orderly layout o f these Union
camps facilitated the maneuvering o f the regiments encamped there practically. The
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abundance of documented artifacts on these sites by Newton suggests a more wellsupplied Federal army, or else soldiers who had a significant amount o f negotiating
power.
Camp Russell, utilized in the fall and winter o f 1864, with brief reoccupation just
prior to the surrender of the Army o f Northern Virginia in April 1865, exists
archaeologically as major features, including hearths, trash pits, chimney falls, and tent
trenches, as well as a fragmentary scatter o f artifacts, including bone, brick,
miscellaneous metal, including a buckle, and glass (VDHR 1997:4-5). Gray and Pape’s
Phase II investigations o f Camp Russell included surface reconnaissance and the
identification o f a number o f ephemeral surface features, including shelter locations,
mapping, and test unit excavation (Botwick and Neville 1997).
Gray and Pape identified three principal feature types, including rock clusters,
which were identified as hearths or chimney bases, shallow u-shaped ditches, identified
as a shelter location, and pit features, tentatively identified as latrines (Botwick and
Neville 1997:150). These archaeological features serve as a data set to interpolate
soldiers’ practices, offering valuable insight into the power dynamics that pervaded every
day life in the military environment. This insight can in turn be directed to the present to
foster a better understanding o f the conflicts o f the day, including explicating the realities
o f the war setting.
Thirty-nine rock clusters, “fieldstone blocks that were generally circular or oval in
planview,” though occasionally amorphous (Botwick and Neville 1997:150) were noted
during the course o f the work, with various clusters varying in density from cohesive to
diffuse. Those that exhibited integrity measured 1.5 meters across their long axes; a few
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FIGURE 16
PLAN VIEW OF FEATURE 34, SITE 44FK539
(Botwick and Neville 1997)
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other cultural materials were found in association with the clusters, including glass,
metal, and brick (Botwick and Neville 1997:150). These features were largely
concentrated on the western part o f the site, in what appeared to the archaeologists
mapping the site to be two sets of lines, with the rock clusters generally spaced six to nine
meters apart within lines and fifteen to eighteen feet apart between lines. The generally
regular spacing o f these features, which were remnants most probably of chimney vents
or stacks, “hearths or chimney bases” according to Botwick and Neville, suggests that the
soldiers conformed to the regulations, specifically the stipulation that mandated the
regular intervals for soldiers’ quarters.
Highly notable regularity o f hearth features preserved at the western part o f Camp
Russell. According to Botwick and Neville, “The westernmost o f these clusters consisted
of four lines arranged in a clear order” (1997:154). Given the relatively late
establishment o f this camp, the fall o f 1864, that regularity persists provides interesting
fodder for examining the individual soldiers and their daily practices and the pervasive
power dynamics of the encampment.
Twelve pits of various dimensions were identified by Gray and Pape during the
course o f their Phase I and II investigations (Botwick and Neville 1997). Two of these
pits, according to Botwick and Neville (1997:150), were roughly square in shape and
contained associated cultural materials, including brick and utilized rock. Botwick and
Neville equivocate about the cultural nature o f some o f these “pits,” contending that some
o f them could very well be depressions that maintained from tree falls (Botwick and
Neville 1997:150). The oft-inadequate exposure to these types o f sites has hindered our
ability to appropriately identify camp features. Fortunately, Jensen’s work (1999) and
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Newton’s endeavors (2003) have aided in the better discernment of such features.
The excavations at Camp Russell, site 44FK539, revealed a dearth o f cultural
materials remaining at the encampment. Two prehistoric artifacts and 62 historic
artifacts were recovered. Botwick and Neville care not to conjecture as to the nature of
the prehistoric occupation in the area that was Camp Russell during the Civil War due to
the insufficient sample (1997:155). Among the 62 historic artifacts recovered from the
site were materials that related to the domestic—thirteen wine and liquor bottle
fragments, architecture—eight brick fragments, activities— one belt buckle, and
miscellaneous. Forty artifacts fit in the group miscellaneous, including bone fragments,
unidentified hardware, and bottles whose functions could not be discerned. At the
complete absence of military artifacts on the site, as well as the considerably small
quantity o f cultural materials recovered from the encampment in general, Botwick and
Neville express surprise. In answer they offer that the brevity of the camp’s occupation
as well as the site’s exposure to collectors and avocational archaeologists has left little
trace in the ground today, even while the military’s presence scars the pitted land
(1997:156).
Despite a certain lack of archaeological data at Camp Russell, Botwick and
Neville note its importance, suggesting the significance lies in the interpretations that
may be evoked when considering that

while the camp generally conformed to the specifications for castramentation
established by the army, it also incorporated modifications that may reflect
accommodations for terrain and other conditions. These variations may also reflect
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other influences not readily apparent, such as the preferences or experiences of
individual units. The excavation o f certain features at the site may therefore provide
data important for understanding aspects of the war and soldier life [1997:157]

Clearly, from the archaeological evidence o f Camp Russell, soldiers in practice deviated
from regulations at times, as the soldiers stationed at Camp Pickens did, ultimately
serving to undermine the rank structure through these deviations. Why these deviations
occurred becomes a matter o f individual choice, as soldiers called upon an alternative
power structure to situate themselves more comfortably on the landscape. This prevails
at encampments of both armies.
Though never specifically stationed at Camp Russell, William H. Whitney, a
soldier who spent, at the very least, August 20 through September 18, 1864 in the vicinity
o f Camp Russell, offered insight into this field setting towards the close of the war from
the Union perspective in his letters to his mother.

A member o f the XIX Corps,

Whitney’s, at times, scrawling letters demonstrate the experience of the field setting and
daily practices, as he discussed life in the military environment among his fellow
soldiers. Despite the provisioning of the armies and the alternative negotiations of
individual soldiers for their own personal comforts, these daily practices were not able to
mitigate the reality o f the wartime setting and the “deprivation” of being away from
• •
home. In a letter to his mother from Charlestown, Virginia
dated the 20 th o f August

1864, Whitney complains o f the paucity o f contact with his family during the war: “It has
been a long deprivation and I have had touches o f homesickness” (08/20/1864), a
circumstance that could not be alleviated through a restructuring of power dynamics, as
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the imperatives of the war increased with intensity, and the individual soldiers’ freedoms
were obscured in the pursuit o f ultimate victory for the Union forces, as the practicality of
receiving letters became less and less.
Furthermore, it is clear from Whitney’s letter of the 20th August 1864 that the
regulated structure o f the military was not able to meet his own sense o f basic needs, as
he calls upon his family to send supplies to him in the field. He asks his mother to send
“shirts, socks, and silk handkerchiefs” (Whitney 8/20/1864). Whitney’s letter to his
mother just ten days later from the same area near Camp Russell demonstrates how the
soldiers were forced to subsist in the days near the close of the war effort. In a letter to
his mother dated the 30th of August 1864, Whitney declares, “My hands are dirty, face is
dirty, and I have got on dirty clothes. . . .We are out here in this wild place lying in line of
battle. Water is scarce and I cannot afford to wash very often” (8/30/1864).
The rucksack issues o f the soldiers in the field, though in theory meant to provide
for the soldier’s needs, often were left behind as a result of the forced, hurried marches
that marked the end of the war. Strategy took precedence over logistics, as soldiers were
forced to abandon their supplies to arrive where they were needed in a timely manner.
Whitney described to his mother how he was forced to leave his baggage behind,
therefore denying him the opportunity to write in ink, his scrawling hand in pencil hardly
discernible (8/30/1864).
The deprivation o f adequate supplies as well as the harshness of the field situation
plagued the soldiers, and their respective healths suffered as a result. At the end of the
summer, Whitney complained to his mother,
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I have a very bad cold ‘in my head’ and my ‘nose’ troubles me much. This trouble I
have not experienced since leaving Baltimore nearly two years ago. We begin to feel
the cool nights. I shall be glad when the shirts come as I have not sufficient clothing
with me here for weather which is the slightest cool. [8/30/1864]
Yet, in the next breath, Whitney declared, “I am getting along comfortably in all things
concerning my welfare and happiness. With the exception o f the cold my health is good”
(8/30/1864).
These utterances o f a Union soldier both resemble and contrast sharply with those
o f the Confederate soldiers examined herein. Clearly, regardless o f which army the
soldier was in, he suffered from a lack o f some kind o f necessity, be it clothing or food or
otherwise. Like the Confederate soldiers, the Union soldiers at times were limited in
their access to water in maintaining personal hygiene and cleanliness. Similarly, soldiers
from both armies were able to operate apart from the rank structure to play on power
currents that granted differential access to a variety o f materials and commodities. More
prevalent in the musings o f the Union soldier, however, is a sense o f despair at the loss of
human life, as his army’s expected victory grew more tiresome with each passing day in
his expressions o f homesickness. While Confederate soldiers, too, despaired o f being
apart from home, more frequently their letters maintained an air o f optimism, as their
spirits attempted to compensate for what logistically the military itself lacked.

A Short Story
Banded together as brothers in North Carolina, the men disembarked from the
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train at Manassas Station, their eagerness apparent in the charged electricity coursing
through their overly tensed bodies, for some their first times in the big commonwealth of
Virginia.
“Take up arms! Don’t be afraid to expel our Union foes, as they threaten our very
security!” a man on the platform shouted to any or all who would listen.
The men, some still boys, crisp and fresh still in their new uniforms, the long train
ride not daring to damper the men’s spirits, craned their necks left and right, hoping to
discern the direction, by impulse, of the battlefield. Instead, a stout man garbed
considerably more decoratively than the other men, with a scabbard on his side and a set
o f oval, red cufflinks keeping his sleeves at his wrists, called the men to order, and they
filed down off the platform, seeking their baggage so they might pitch their camps.
As the men wended their way across the landscape, marching in step to cadences
about the impending rebel victory, they passed several encamped regiments, whose boys
shouted to them: “Hey, where you coming from? What are things like in Carolina?”
Finally, the men reached an open area, having marched significantly southeast of
the junction. Glad to not have to clear trees to erect shelters, the men pitched their tents,
doubling and quadrupling up with friends and relatives. They carefully aligned their tents
in rows to capture the spirit of orderliness drilled into them in their militia trainings.
Within minutes o f the first canvas being stretched over the landscape, a man with
a wagon o f wares pulled a camp street, stopping in front of a neat row o f crisp canvas
tents.
“Well, hey there, boys, what can I get for you all?”
The soldiers looked at each other in askance, shrugging their shoulders not quite
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sure with whom they were speaking. The man bent his head inside the canvas of his
wagon, reaching in one arm, pulling it out to reveal an olive colored bottle, easily
identified to all the soldiers as champagne.
“Wooo-eee!” one called out.
The men spent the next three hours congregating in the camp streets, kicking back
the bottles of champagne, officers emerging from the shelters across the street with their
own flasks, offering an occasional nip to the particularly green soldier, stating.
“Straighten up boy! This will be the toughest lesson of your life!”
The morning after was utter chaos as the men attempted to recover formation in
the leftover state o f their drunken stupors. Too weary and hung over to trek down to the
sinks they had excavated the day before, men simply slipped outside of their tents to
urinate on the ground.
Over the course o f the next few weeks, the soldiers took turns posting picket duty
at night. As the weather grew colder, one enlisted soldier blew into his hands, attempting
to retain some kind o f warmth as he fantasized about the arrival of the mail, anticipating a
package from his mother that was supposed to include home-knit gloves. He wasn’t at all
used to a bitterly cold winter. The day after day grey skies may have been tolerable if it
weren’t for the ice-cold rain they brought with them. Lord, he had never seen a wetter
place in the South!
Even still, the glow from his full belly kept him warm. He had just been
appointed a wagonmaster o f fourteen teams, and so every now and then he was able to
slip an extra ratio or two from the supply tent—he especially loved to sneak any extra
sausage that he could find, though this was growing less and less frequent with the
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sporadic supply lines o f the army. He sighed to himself in contemplation...
As a regiment, the soldiers were permitted to visit the town every so often as a
privilege. Oftentimes, his mates would squander their pay on the frivolities town could
offer including alcohol and tobacco. Frequently, they tried to meet with any ladies they
could find in town, hoping against hope for a home-cooked meal, as only a handful o f
men in the entire regiment could really make a decent loaf o f bread. The truly skilled
were able to bake and trade pies for tobacco and alcohol in camp, though he frequently
was forced to trade for things rather than being able to capitalize in this camp black
market.
The sergeant, though, had told him just the other day, that he would be allowed to
buy goods confiscated from those Yankee fellows, and at a discounted price to boot!
That meant he was going to be able to purchase some gifts for his mother and his sister
and have them sent home. Boy, would that be a shock for them!
He could also get a few extra rations for himself. He had only recently mastered
making his coffee so it tasted right to his tongue. The first few times he had attempted it
himself, he had wasted much o f the grinds as he fumbled with unfamiliar packages and
procedures. Besides, he thought to himself, if I have a few extra rations, I can keep those
crazy Virginia boys from making fun o f my expanding waistline by tossing a few their
way to shut’em up.
The crackling o f brush underfoot interrupted the soldier’s picket duty reverie.
“W ho’s there?” he called out in a guarded voice.
“Your neighborhood tobacky distributor!” a gruff voice replied. A scraggly, wellclad Union soldier emerged in the moonlight, pouch stretched towards the rebel on duty.
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“Good Lord, man, you scared the bejesus out o f me!” the enlisted soldier on
picket duty squeaked.
“You Johnny rebs are so skittish, you’ll end up shooting one o f your own in the
back before you drive us out o f here. You might as well give it up now!” The Union
soldier teased.
“Ahh, be quiet and roll me some o f that tobacco or you won’t be having pig for
another three weeks,” the rebel soldier snapped, yanking a sausage link from his pouch
and dangling it in front o f the Yankee.
“All right. All right.” The Yankee flipped the tobacco roll at the rebel soldier,
simultaneously jerking his breakfast from the soldier’s hand, before disappearing back
into the darkness.
In the next few weeks, more and more soldiers arrived at the junction, inundating
the surrounding countrysides. Fortunately, an influx o f more Confederate regiments
restationed the North Carolina men to an area to the northeast o f Manassas Gap Junction.
In the drizzling rain they took up their tents, repacking their baggage, as well as the wares
they had purchased with their stipends from sutlers. Packages and letters from home
bulged from their haversacks. Just as they set out on the march, the stout officer held up
his hand in halt.
“All men, open your haversacks! No more than the government issues will be
taken!”
Though no one dared grumble a word, the universal look o f despair entered each
soldier’s eye as he thought o f the treasures he’d have to discard.
Soldiers began dumping their packs on the ground, eliminating secret stashes o f
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illegal liquor, adjusting appropriate quantities o f tobacco, eliminating frivolous items
such as mirrors. The stout officer inched his way down the line o f formation, eying each
soldier’s assortment o f personal belongings. From the comer o f his eye, he spied the
stout picket duty soldier, newly appointed wagonmaster, stuffing sausage deep down into
the bottom o f his haversack, probably more than regulation permitted, as his stooping,
frantic demeanor suggested he was attempting to be discrete though obviously concerned
with accomplishing the task at all costs.
“A hem ...” the stout officer caught the stout soldier’s eye.
Blushing bright red, the enlisted man looked up briefly at the officer, before
turning his head in shame, trying to hide the burning in his cheeks and neck. He simply
held out his arm, the haversack clenched in his meaty right hand.
The officer snatched the bag from the soldier’s outstretched hand, clicking his
tongue in disapproval. Reaching into the pack, the officer felt around the bottom o f the
pack. After thirty seconds o f probing, a smile crept from the officer’s eyes to his face as
he removed five sausage links from the soldier’s pack.
“A little more than regulation, wouldn’t you say, soldier? If you eat any more
sausage, you’ll turn into a pig yourself. You are what you eat, don’t you know? Get rid
o f it!” the stout officer declared, jamming one link he had been able to disarticulate from
the chain into his pocket, his cuff catching on his pocket as he jammed the greasy meat
deep in, simultaneously dislodging the cufflink from the shirtsleeve.
The overly self-satisfied look on the officer’s face revealed that the loss of his
cuff link had gone unnoticed. Quickly, the enlisted soldier shifted his boot over top o f
the link that had landed adjacent to his right foot, obscuring any view o f it from the
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officer.

The stout officer turned away on his boot heel, marching off to his horse, and

the soldier ground the toe o f his boot in satisfaction as he set off to follow his
commanding officer on his horse down the plank road.

Sum m ary
The archaeological remains and the historical record pertaining to site 44PW1095
demonstrate that in practice Confederate soldiers both conformed and disobeyed the
Regulations and Laws at this encampment, most probably associated with or a satellite o f
Camp Pickens. If one accepts that architectural artifacts in fact indicate the presence o f
structures across a site horizontally, soldiers followed the stipulated regulations for
pitching camp. Despite that soldiers followed these regulations, however, they also
flagrantly violated other military guidelines and laws— such as the proscription o f
consumption o f alcohol—ultimately undermining the chain-of-command linked to the
rank structure.
On the other hand, if the corridors conceived o f all along upon which the linchpin
o f camp structure pivoted was imagined, and in reality no discernible layout exists at site
44PW1095, the irregularity exhibited in the camp may be a result o f pilfering o f the site,
as stone was recycled in the process o f rebuilding in the postwar years. Furthermore, the
variation in the lines o f shelters at the camp could have occurred as a result o f soldier
preference in constructing shelters. The relative value o f particular comforts in the field
setting would have guided how soldiers would erect their shelters. The scattered nature
o f the dug-out features may indicate that fewer soldiers put much stock in maintaining
personal comfort, perhaps based on the level o f effort it required, or not.
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The irregular layout could be indicative of the relative positions or power certain
enlisted soldiers had with respect to those around them. Or, simply the irregularity of the
layout could have occurred as a result o f an indiscernible, irregular situation in the field
setting that the soldiers accommodated with an irregular layout. Despite the reason for
the irregularity, outside of postwar factors, the nonconformity of the site to regulated
guidelines would have implicated the rank structure, for while the irregular layout could
have been legally mandated by a commanding officer, the deviation itself restructured the
respective structural distance between soldiers physically, in turn potentially effecting the
distances cognitively, as the soldiers were brought into non-uniform relationships with
each other, detrimentally undermining the mechanisms that were developed to control
and elicit unquestioned loyalty.
Despite how this data is interpreted and through what kind o f lens the evidence is
filtered, that it is considered in light o f both historical and anthropological considerations
becomes paramount in our work. The return to the individuals o f history enables us to
recreate a human-oriented perspective o f the past that re-injects individuals into the
landscape as they negotiated an environment of war that was hell every day with the very
threat of losing their lives. Eliciting this perspective, our history becomes a rubric by
which to evaluate our behavior o f the present, as the United States mobilizes against Iraqi
and Afghani factions. As we draw on the archaeology at 44PW1095 to remind ourselves
that these soldiers were family men, united under a cause far greater than the sum of
them, we hope these voices o f the past reverberate in the present, echoing anthems of
peace as we revisit the reality o f the hell o f war in consideration of the everyday life of
the soldier.

CHAPTER VI
CONSIDERING THE ANALYSIS:
A REFLEXIVE CRITIQUE OF PRACTICE AND POWER AT CIVIL WAR SITES
As the Summary o f the previous chapter aptly illustrates, the nature of any
archaeological investigation is necessarily contingent on analogical interpretation, which
is always subjective. Given no extant, formal documentation of an encampment in the
military records on the Mayfield Plantation understanding how Camp Pickens was laid
out on the landscape in reality becomes a matter of the interpreter With the increasing
pressure o f limited budgets and the lack of an appropriate and efficient methodology for
maximizing the amount of information that can be gleaned from the ground within
contractual time constraints imposed by both governments and businesses, our
fundamental understandings and interpretations o f encampments flag. Clearly, the lack
o f a rigorous methodology, which sufficiently records the wealth of information these
sites contain, as well as dearth of archaeological investigation of a significant number of
these sites in general, makes any theoretical interpretation nearly impossible, especially
as relationships with relic hunters and collectors from these sites are frowned upon by the
professional associations. The lack o f an adequate, full sample undermines the
application of any interpretive model.
Furthermore, relatively poor preservation of the encampment itself makes tenuous
at best the conclusions drawn from the tested areas o f the site. Nonetheless, we endeavor
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to bring to bear analogical resources and theoretical prisms to elicit meaning from the
sparse record we do recover. We supplement these, bolstering our interpretations through
historical records and oral historians, sometimes relic hunters. The paucity o f cultural
materials on site accentuates the present need for archaeologists to entertain dialogues
with private collectors who have firsthand knowledge o f many o f the artifacts recovered
from the encampment.
Unfortunately, it is not entirely an absence o f extant winter hut camps that
deflates an adequate data set, for a modest number o f these encampments litter the
landscape still today. Many sites remain unknown to professional archaeologists due to
coded prescriptions that stipulate that professional archaeologists should refuse to work
with relic hunters, looters, and pot hunters, who know where a multitude o f these hut
sites, some wholly in tact, are located. This reluctance promotes a lack o f holistic
investigation in the field o f Civil War archaeology with respect to a multiplicity o f
subjects relevant to anthropological pursuits, including an exploration o f the daily
practices which shaped these sites, an investigation o f the agents who enacted the daily
practices, and an unearthing o f the more overarching structures implicit in the use of
camp space and design.
Due to the archaeologically destructive behavior o f relic hunting at Camp
Russell, according to Gray and Pape and the VDHR, private collecting has “compromised
the site’s research potential” (VDHR 1997:3). While certainly such behavior damages
the integrity o f the archaeological record, no archaeological site is truly pristine or
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^com prom ised in some manner; the artifacts and information private collectors and relic
hunters amass in the course o f their own endeavors serve as componential units of the
archaeological record. In conjunction with the efforts of CRM investigations, these
componential histories compiled by local collectors provide a data set with which one
may probe the daily practices and power negotiations of individual soldiers.
Paradoxically, a handwritten note on the VDHR site form for this site appends the
following comment, declaring the site to have “some of the best camp site remains in the
Shenandoah Valley Region” (VDHR 1997:5).
The Society for American Archaeology Principles o f Archaeological Ethics,
formulated by the SAA Ethics in Archaeology Committee in 1995, emphasizes
stewardship as a primary ethical consideration in the field o f archaeology. This
committee assigns archaeologists the task o f working for the “long-term preservation and
protection of the archaeological record” (Vitelli 1996:264). The Archaeological Institute
o f America Code o f Professional Standards preamble states that

as primary stewards of the archaeological record, [archaeologists] should work actively
to preserve that record in all its dimensions and for the long term; and they should give
due consideration to the interests of others, both colleagues and the lay public, who are
affected by the research. [Vitelli 1996:261 ]
Furthermore, AIA’s Code o f Ethics from 1990 states that archaeologists should

seek to ensure that the exploration o f archaeological sites be conducted according to the
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highest standards under the direct supervision of qualified personnel, and that the
results o f such research be made public. [Vitelli 1996:261]

In addition to these professional qualifications, the SAA Committee stipulates that
“archaeologists should abstain from any activity that enhances the commercial value of
archaeological objects not curated in public institutions, or readily available for scientific
study, public interpretation, and display” (Vitelli 1996:264).
Such codes wrongly assume that archaeologists who demonstrate a willingness to
use private collectors and relic hunters as historical and archaeological resources further
promote the commercialization of archaeological materials. As a result o f the implicit
condemnation of amateur archaeologists and private collectors, prescribed ethical
constructs prevent archaeologists from working interactively with these amateurs and
decry the work conducted by these private practitioners, failing to acknowledge the merit
o f fostering a relationship with local relic hunters. This polarization in the recovery of
artifactual remains between professional and amateur archaeologists has persisted, largely
in direct contrast with the professionally aggrandized tenet of stewardship.
The refusal o f professional archaeologists to interact with these amateurs clearly
promotes further destruction of the archaeological record. Not only do archaeologists
neglect the opportunity to educate the collectors about the historical and anthropological
value of the objects with respect to the entire archaeological record, but they also
promote the destruction o f the sites themselves because they fail to consider the
knowledge some o f these collectors have about the existence of these sites. A WMCAR
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archaeologist notes the importance o f fostering a relationship with these “looters”:

Experienced relic hunters often have significant expertise and broad knowledge about
Civil War sites and artifacts. Anyone concerned about the loss o f Civil War resources
to expanding development should be grateful for any opportunities to capitalize on the
expertise for the good o f the resource. Relic hunters familiar with a project area should
not only be accommodated and taken seriously when they offer information, but
actively sought by cultural resource managers given the responsibility for surveying or
evaluating resources in that area. [Jones 1999:31]
Howard Crouch, a relic hunter, published his own account o f hunting on Civil War sites,
offering keen advice to archaeologists on how to locate and interpret Civil War sites
based on his own experiences collecting on Virginia sites. While Crouch’s independent
endeavors no doubt compromised the integrity o f a pristine archaeological accounting o f
various sites, he justifies his work, maintaining that
relic hunting is far from being a new sport. Contemporary accounts show that shortly
after the first battle o f Manassas, near Washington, D.C., civilians came out in droves
to examine the field and pick up souvenirs o f the first major clash o f the two newly
formed armies. [1978:2]
Contrary to the popular myth o f pervasive ignorance among relic hunters, avocational
collectors frequently retain the archaeological record through memory, often
supplementing their collections with research and plausible interpretations based on such
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research. According to Crouch,

One of Longstreet’s camps at Fredericksburg was probably the first good camp that I
hunted. This was actually one o f his pre-battle positions that were subsequently hit by
the Union line. I recovered a good number of items there: a large AVC waist belt plate,
an 1812 era militia plate, a VMM box plate, and any number of buttons—North and
South Carolina both. [1978:27]

Subject to the whimsy of developers prior to the enactment of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, information akin to what Crouch offers is all that remains of
some Civil War sites.
The White Oak Museum, an independent interpretive venture organized by D P.
Newton, a Stafford County, Virginia resident, represents the breadth of the knowledge of
some of these private collectors and amateur archaeologists. The rigorous methodology
that marked Newton’s recovery o f Civil War artifacts is evidenced by a number of
notebooks kept by Newton that contain maps and data of the winter hut encampments he
and his father investigated in the 1950s and 1960s (Newton 2002a). Data extracted from
the sites Newton and his father examined include information regarding camp layout, as
well as constructed site features and artifact associations (Newton 2002a). Newton’s
knowledge and expertise of Civil War winter hut camps in Stafford County, Virginia
surpass any practicing professional archaeologist’s knowledge and awareness of the same
subject to date.
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Furthermore, the “loot” Newton recovered with his father from these sites has
been appropriately conserved and interpreted for public display at the White Oak
Museum. The accurate reconstructions Newton displays of winter huts not only serve to
enlighten the general public about the military life of soldiers, but also serve as a
reminder of the significant cultural resources that are being destroyed with modem
development because archaeologists are unwilling to acknowledge the merits of work
done in the private sector. Incorporation of Newton’s data set could revolutionize the
field o f Civil War archaeology, as a larger sample of the archaeological record lends
itself to deeper analysis o f Civil War sites. Unfortunately, the various professional
ethical codes of archaeologists inhibit the exchange of information between amateurs and
professionals and negate the principles of stewardship primary to archaeological
conservation and preservation.
O f greater importance than the evinced limitations of the theoretical models in
Civil War archaeology is the revelation of the inadequacies that have pervaded
professional archaeology of the late twentieth century and the recognition of the
limitations that beset archaeologists at the start of this century. A reflexive analysis of
archaeology’s goals reveals historical contingencies and the relativity of our own
contexts. This exercise here, o f the intentional examination of Civil War winter hut sites
through a multifaceted prism to refract history through its individuals, to return
archaeology to anthropology and history, has proven to be, in practice, a well-rounded
lesson, revealing how individuals of the past become relevant in the present global
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context, examining military structure, the broader field of Civil War archaeology, the
ethical dimension of soliciting information from avocationalists, amateurs, and relic
hunters and collectors, and other theoretical, methodological, and epistemological issues,
including how and why individuals of the past, history, should be investigated and who
qualifies as authority.
The relatively sparse information from which this cursory examination o f daily
practices and power dynamics in the field setting, at best patchwork, was able to draw
demonstrates how the inadequacies of antiquated, professional, archaeological, ethical
codes limit the quality o f archaeology being conducted in the United States today. An
unwillingness to turn to local sources for historical information demonstrates a wanton
disregard for relevant archaeological and historical data and an appropriation of the past
by the professional archaeologist. To span this data rift, public forums, in which amateur
archaeologists and private collectors can meet with professional archaeologists and
discuss and exchange information relevant to the adequate historical and archaeological
documentation of Civil War sites, need to become a part of the vocal piece and learning
ground o f all archaeologists. Twenty-first century archaeology must restructure its
ethical codes to complement a new methodology that necessarily incorporates local
histories and collected artifacts, including those obtained from individuals involved in the
private collection of Civil War archaeological materials. Furthermore, alternative means
for investigating hut sites must be explored, including the use of metal detectors, which
aid largely in the identification o f these sites. Only through the intentional efforts to
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bridge these intellectual gaps can Civil War archaeology gamer adequate scholarly
grounding and become context-rich enough to propel itself along its own path, in pursuit
o f autonomous goals, apart from the encompassing field o f history.
In the same forum, however, our tasks as archaeologists are expanded, as
paradoxically we seek to promote behavior specifically contrary to the work of the
avocationalist. Context paramount to our undertakings, the lack of legislation protecting
sites on private land necessarily commands this responsibility o f us. While NHPA,
NEPA, NAGPRA, and other federal legislation prevents the looting or excavation o f sites
on federal land, and other laws within each state, such as the Virginia Antiquities Act in
Virginia, seek to do the same, our duties as scholars call upon us to remind the public of
the benefit of maintaining sites on private land. Furthermore, given our desire to
preserve the past, educating the lay population about the opportunities available for those
who choose to practice similar preservation measures is paramount in our own
undertakings. Moving beyond the library and the classroom, we must necessarily
become activists in the name of our discipline for the very integrity of our own scholarly
endeavors.

CHAPTER 8
EXTENDING THE CONVERSATION
As we continue down our chartered, or not, paths, in the twenty-first century,
conducting investigations into and about human history, we constantly adjust our
positions as the events of the present in flux shift the focus of the lens, or prism in this
case, through which we view the past. Given the differential nature o f preservation, at
best, the stories we tell are annotated fiction. Yet we proceed in our recounting of them,
as we maneuver ourselves into privileged positions, where we become credible
authorities. Consequently, it is our public duty as part of this responsibility as stewards
to articulate histories that are meaningful for all of us—the global us. The prevailing
conflicts of the day resonate too clearly the conflicts of the past, as history cycles around.
This alarming reiteration is largely due to the failure to fully articulate the rich context of
the past, the landscape of individuals that has ultimately brought us to the present.
Our too frequent attempts to characterize events o f both the past and the present in
language that calls on flat imagery and conceptions result in reifications that remove the
humans from our constructs, leaving the past devoid of any sense o f humanity. These
studies leave us cold, detached and unresponsive to the messages that may be conveyed.
In the end, we must confront ourselves, and ask, how important is our work in the larger
context? Given our unequal access to the fragmentary remains o f the past, how can we
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open up the field to new questions relevant to the whole? How relevant are our
investigations o f these sites, if they cannot speak to the public today—to reconstruct our
vision for the future?
I have not embarked upon this analysis o f Civil War encampments to prove some
truth o f the past or to highlight the fallacies o f history, but rather to foster an interest in
returning to the individual as a point of departure in archaeological and anthropological
pursuits. As a graduate student, I was charged with the responsibilities of the critic. My
work was not simply a survey of past works within the disciplines of history,
archaeology, and anthropology, but rather a dialogue in which I participated in pursuit of
the individuals of the past, who ultimately comprise what is history, attempting to draw
together a number o f theoretical constructs which allow us to revitalize those individuals
who no longer have their voices, all the while asking necessary and essential questions.
War historian R. Brian Ferguson states, “If most studies of war focus too exclusively on
campaign and combat, anthropology tilts in the other direction” (1999:389). I am not
ashamed to say I stand guilty as accused.
This endeavor has been but an extension of all archaeological work, as it mounts,
articulating and disarticulating with other studies as we continue to publish investigations
of the past. Explicit theoretical analyses of the archaeological records of Civil War
encampments returns us to the soldiers o f this conflict, who sacrificed for a cause greater
than themselves, leading us to even broader anthropological considerations. While my
analysis may fall short of my own far-reaching expectations, the concerted return to the
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individuals of history themselves, makes useful the exercise, if only to return humanism
to our archaeological undertakings. Addressing such anthropological concerns becomes
paramount in our investigations as we draw upon the past to shape our conduct in the
present.
Having said that, it is my hope in attempting to return soldiers to the landscape in
the context of the Civil War to remind us in the present that war is indeed hell, and the
prevailing global conflicts, masked in mass media outlets through the use of technical and
desensitizing language, need to be reevaluated in light o f this analysis of the reality of
military environment in practice, as soldiers negotiated their lives on a daily basis.
Though not so grating as nails on the chalkboard, perhaps my contribution to this return
has been but a whisper—one which you may rather have not heard in the first place;
however, I hope instead that it has been but one part o f a conversation that may lead us to
more cohering investigations of human history and to a more sophisticated understanding
o f how our roles in the social environment should be played out daily in order to
effectively optimize our contemporary situations, as I contribute to the dialogue, only
hoping that in the end my own voice in this discourse does not prove to be merely a
madly conceived, idealism-steeped conversation with myself in an even madder world.
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APPENDIX
Regulations Regarding Camp Layout for the Infantry
515. Each company has its tents in two files, facing on a street perpendicular to
the color line. The width of the street depends on the front o f the camp, but
should not be less than five paces. The interval between the ranks of tents is 2
paces; between the files o f tents o f adjacent companies, 2 paces; between
regiments, 22 paces.
516. The color line is 10 paces in front of the front rank o f tents. The kitchens
are 20 paces behind the rear rank o f company tents; the non-commissioned staff
and sutler, 20 paces in rear o f the kitchens; the company officers, 20 paces farther
in rear; and the field and staff, 20 paces in rear o f the company officers.
517. The company officers are in rear o f their respective companies; the
Captains on the right.
518. The Colonel and Lieutenant-Colonel are near the center of the line of field
and staff; the Adjutant, a Major and Surgeon, on the right; the Quartermaster, a
Major and Assistant Surgeon, on the left.
519. The police guard is at the center o f the line of the non-commissioned staff,
the tents facing to the front, the stacks o f arms on the left.
520.
The advanced post o f the police guard is about 200 paces in front of the
color line, and opposite the center of the regiment, or on the best ground; the
prisoners’ tent about 4 paces in rear. In a regiment o f the second line, the
advanced post o f the police guard is 200 paces in rear o f the line and its field and
staff.
521. The horses o f the staff officers and of the baggage train are 25 paces in rear
o f the tents o f the field and staff; the wagons are parked on the same line, and the
men of the train camped near them.
522. The sinks of the men are 150 paces in front of the color lines—those o f the
officers 100 paces in rear o f the train. Both are concealed by bushes. When
convenient, the sinks of the men may be placed in rear or on a flank. A portion of
the earth dug out for sinks to be thrown back occasionally.
523. The front o f the camp o f a regiment of 1000 men in two ranks will be 400 paces, or
one fifth less paces than the number of files, if the camp is to have the same front as the
troops in order o f battle. But the front may be reduced to 190 paces by narrowing the
company streets to 5 paces; and if it be desirable to reduce the front still more, the tents
o f companies may be pitched in single file—those o f a division facing on the same street.
[USWD 1862:76-79]
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